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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
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. Focus of Project

This project is concerned with how novices learn to become creative users

of electronic computers. In par6.cular, this project contributes to what

Scheiderman (1980) calls "software psychologY" -- a theory of how humans think

about and' use computers. This project is based on a cognitive analysis of

elementary programming statements in BASIC and Calculator Language. into

conceptual units, similar to techniques for analyzing arithmetic computational
r

skill (Brown & Burton, 1978; Groen'& Parkman, 1972; Resnia, 1976). In

addition, this project builds on previous research on learning BASIC computer

programming (Mayer, 1979).

The maii goal's of ple project are the following:'

(11) Analysis'of the "bugs" in people's knowledge of elementary computer

programming. This,project specifies a user's kirwledge in terms of specific

"bugs" In his or her understanding of each Statement or command. By using a

more detailed level of analysis than has been'traditionally used, we have been

able to make speafiC diagnoses of what users do not know. This technique is

similai in some respects to that used by Brown And Burton (1978) in analyzing
.

procedural "bugs" in arithmetic% (

(2) Remediation of common' "bugs" in computer knowledge "through

instruction, Once a user's knowledge is described in terms of "bugs" in his,

or her understanding of statements, it.is pOsible to develop remedial

training that' focuses. on the missing concepts. As part of, remedial'

instruction, we have used concretemodels of the computer which allow us to
1

show the glow of information for eacH4line of code in a concrete and visual

way. Our instruction helps . fthe users to see what goes on "inside the

computer" foreach statement.

(3) Determination of tgchniques for helping students to become creative
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users of computers. A third goal of this project is to determine whether the

diagnosis and remediation techniques outlined above will enhance the

problem-solving performance of our students. This project provides both a

practical and a theoretical test of the usefUlness ACcognitive analysis

ttechniqties id a real learning and problem-solving task. In pargicular, thi

project h demonstrated that instruction in specific "mental models" has a
0

positive influence on problem-solving performance in programming.

Rationale of Project

Some knowledge of computer programming is rapidly,becoming a survival

skill. Elementary computer programming is being incorporated into science and

mathematics curricula of many schools, and as part of the technical training

fOr many adults. Recently, Carnegie-Mellon University has announced that all

students will be required to buy computer terminals as part of their college

educational materials. With increasing improvements in computer power,

coupled with decreasing costs, there aie indications that computers will

become'a common feature of our nation's classrooms.

In spite of tremendous achievements in hardware development and the

advances in producing educational- software, there has been comparatively

little basic research on how to teach computer programming.. Other topics in

mathematics and science have enjoyed long histories of instructional research,

but computer programming is so nw that it has not enjoydd a.simiIar research

)

emphasis.

Since computers are becoming a part of many classrooms in our nation,.and

since elementary programming is becoming a part of, .math and science

cuiriculum, there-As a need to better understand how beginners learn to use

computers. This project provides new information concerning the processes by
$

which novices learn computer programming, and how to help novices become
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productive users of computers.

Organization Of the Final RepOrt

This Final Report describes the methods and results of the project.

There are five major sections of the report, covering each of the tasks listed

in the project proposal.

Chapter 2 presente a review of literature concerning the psychology of

computer programming. The review focuses on research in cognitive psychology

that is relevant for the study of how novices learn programming languages.

Chapter 3 deocribes how a calculator language can be analyzed into

conceptual units and how users' knowledge can be. evaluated. In addition,

Chapter 3 presents data concerning the frequency of major "bugs" or

misconceptions in users' knowledge of calculators.

Chapter 4 describes how BASIC can be analyzed into conceptual units and

how users' knowledge can be evaluated. In addition, Chapter 4 presents data'

concerning the frequeddy of major "hugs" (or misconceptiOns) in users'

knowledge of BASIC.

Chapter.5 focuses on instructional techniques that may be useful in the,

remediation of specific "bugs" in users' knowledge of calculator language. In

particular, this chapter explores whether students can be taught to use
4

11

mental models" and whether use of the models enhances problem-solving

perfAmance.-

Chapter 6 focuses on-instructional techniques that may be useful in the

rémediation of user's "btigs" concerning BASIC statements. In particular, this

chapter explbres whether students can be taught to use various "mental models"

,for BASIC, and whether use of the models enhances problem-solving performance.

These six chapters constitute,the first volume of this final report. The

.second volume summarizes the same* research, but does so in a way more
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appropriate for practitioners.

Project Accoiplishments

5

, The Major accomplishments of this project have been th6.' following:

Task analysis. We have developed and refined an analysis of BASIC and

'Calculator Language. The analysis yields a set of elementary actions that go

on inside the computer, and which are important fox the uqer's understanding

of the langdage.-

Development of Evaluation Instruments. We developed 'structured

4
questionnaires to assess a user's knowledge of the statements of

.

BASIC and

Calculator Language. Thrtiugh several stuaies,.we refined, the evaluation

instruments so that we are now able to measure user's conceptions of computer

languages.

Diagnosis of bugs. Ustng the evaluation instrumentswe have identified,

typical bugs in users' understanding of BASIC and Calculator Language. For

example; a high proportion of users think that LET X = A + B means that an

equtation is st6ied in memory. At another example, a high proportion of dsers

think ,that EEAD'A means that the computer prints out the value stored in

memory space A. A major product of this diagnosis effort is a list of
"V.

standard misconteptions for each statement, based on student performance.

Remediation of bugs. We have developed and implemented trainitm

Aocedures that are aimed at eorrActing specific buga-in a user's knowledge.

Fot hoth BASIC and Calculator Language, we have developed instructional-
,

techniques based on our task analysis. These techniques have strong and

r9
4

reliahle effects on elimination of bugs-in user's tndetstanding of statements.

Efiects on problem solving. Finally, wg have studied the effects of

)user s,knowledge of BASIC on actual problem solving in BASIC: The results

indicate that students' problem aolving performance is enha.nced when bugs in

".
a
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underatanding of. statements are minimal. Thus,.We have 4btained evidence that

user's knowledge of BASIC statements at a "transactiOr level" is'rela ted to

spperior pioblem7solving performance.

Project Implications

This project provides new inforwation concerning how students learn

computer programming statements. Im particular, this project has documented

.the existence of useia' miscoriceptions of.computer pmogramming statements, and

has examined instructional techniques for remgdiating these miscdnceptions.

The.results have implications both for cognitive theory and for,the teaching

of .computer programming in American schools.

The results indicate that,-"hands-on experience" does not necessarily lead

to understAnding of programming languages. Many Students developed strious

bugs in spite of hands-on experience. Some direct instruCtiom is required

-conceiming the underlying conceptual events and ideasliin computer programming.

The results indicate,that it is possible to provide direcf instruction
- t

concerning "what goes on inside the computer" for each stitement: This,leval

of"instruction is needed when the goal of instrucpion is creative problem

solving.

1T%-ii?

The IFtpults indicate.that remediation efforts could, he diratted at,

specific bngs rather than overall mastery.

"tihat is learned" in computer programmingvinvolves both specific facts '

and a "mental model" of the system. gtudents, need help in developing

productive mental models, including direct instruction About models.

s,

-'""
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INTRODUCTION

This article focuses on the quistion, "What have we.learned about howto

increase the novice's understanding of computers and computer progiamming?" In

,
.

paiticular, this paper reviews ideas from cognitive and educational psychology

that'are related to the problem Of how to teach nonr-programmers to use com-
.

puters.b Since p6ople who are not professional programmers will have to learn

0

howto interact with computers, an important issue concerns how to foster

meaningful learnint of-computer concepts y novices.

Meaningful learning is viewed as a process in which the learner connects

new material with knowledge that already exists An memor9 (BRAN79). The ex-

qsting knowledge in memory has been called "schema" and the process of con-''

101'necting new information to it has been called "assimilation." However, there,

is not'Yet agieethent concerning the specific mechanisms that.are involved in

'"40qimil,tion to schema" (ANDE77, AUSU77, BARD32, KINT74, MINS75, RUME75,

SCHA77, THOR77).

Figure 1 provides a general framework;for disCussion the process of

meaningful learning (or assimilation to schema) nf technical information

(RAYE75a, MAYE79a). In the'figure, the human cognitive system is broken down

into:

short term memory -- a teMporary and limited capacity store for holding

Nand manipulating iaiormation,,and

long term memory -- a permanent, -rganized, and unlimited store of

existing knowledge.

New technical'infdtmation enters the human.cognitive system from the outside

and must go through the,following steps for meaningful learning to occuri
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(a) Reception. First he learner must pay attention to the incoming

information so that it reaches short tarm memory (as indicated by

c

arrow a).

(b) .Availability. Second, the learner must possess appropriate

prerequisire concepts in long term memory to use in assimilating

the new information (as indicated,by point b.)

(c) Activation. Finally, the learner must activelY use tL s pre-
. ,

requisite knowledge during,leariling so that the'new material

may'be connected with it (as indicated by arrow cirom long term -

memory to short term memory).

Thus, in the course of meaningful learning, the learner must come into

contact With the new material (by bringing it into working memory), then must

search long term memory for what Ausubel (AUSU68) calls "appropriate anchoring

ideas" or "ideational scaffolding," and then must transfer those ideas to

working methory so they can be combined with new incoming information. If an.y of
. .

these conditions is not met, meaningful learning cannot occur; and the learner

will bA forced to rorely memorize each piece of new information as a separate

.item to be added to memory. The techniques reviewed in this article are aimed

at insuring that the availability and activation conditioris are likely to be

met.

Inreit Figure 1 about here

The goal of this article is to explore techniques for increasing the

- novice's underStanding of computer programming brexploring techniques that -

activate the "appropriate anchoring ideas." Two techniques reviewed in this

1141, : (1) providing a familiar concrete'mOdel of the computer, 'and
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.(2) encouraging learners to put technical iaformation into their own words.

Each technique is an attempt to foster the process by which familiar existing

. knowledge is cOnnected with new inComing techni.cal information. For etch
r.n

technique, a brief rationale is presented, examples of research are presented,

and ah evaluative summary is offered.

1. UNDERSTANDING OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION BY NOVICES

1.1 Definitions

For present purposes, nnderstanding.is defined as the ability to use

'learned information ia problem solving tasks that are different from what was

explicitly taught. Thus, understanding is manifested in the,user's ability to

transfer learning to new situations. Noirices are defined as users who have.had

little or no previods experience with computers and who do not intend to become

professional programmers, and thus lack specific knowledge of computer pro-

grayming.

1.2 Distinction Between Undefstanding and Rote Learning

The Gestalt psychologists (WERT59, KAT042, KOHL25) aistinguished between'

two ways of learning how to solve problems--"rote learning" vs. "understanding."

,With respect to mathematics learning, for example, there is often a distinction

made between "getting the right answer" and "understanding what you are doing."
0

In a classic example; Wertheimer suggests that there are two basic ways tdo

tdach a child how to fld.the area of a (WERT59). One.method

involves dropping a perpendicular line, measuring the height of the perpen-

dicular, measuring the length of the,base, and calculating area by use of the

fOrmula, Area = Height x Base. Wertheimer calls this the "rote learning" or

"senseless" method, because the stLdent simply memoxizes a formula and a prqr

cedure. The other method calls f the udent to visually explore the par-

alleiogram until the student sees that you could cut a triangle from one end,

%

14
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put it on the other end, and form a rectangle. Since the student already knows

how to find the area of a rectangle, the problem is solved. Wertheimer calls

this method "structural understanding" or "meaningful apprehension of relations,"

since.the learner has gained insight into the structure of parallelograms.

According to Wertheimer, if you givela test involving parallelograms like
o

the one used during instruction, both groups of children will perform well.

However, if you give a transfer test th'at involves unlisual parallelograms then

the rote learners will say, "We haven't had this yet," while the understanders

will be able to derive answers. Thus, the payoff for understanding comes not in

,direct application of the newly learned material, but rather in transfer to new

situations. This example suggests that when creative use'of new technical

information is the goal, it is important to use methods'that foster under-

standing.

2.0 DO CONCRETE MODELS AID MEANINGFUL LEARNING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING?

2.1 Statement of the Problem

Since novices lack domain specific knowledge, one technique for improving

their understanding of new technical information is to provide them with a.
%0

framework that can be used for incorporating new information. This technique

is aimed at insuring.availability of knowledge in long term memory (See Figure 1).

The present seCtion explores the effects of concrete models on people's under-

standing and learning of new technical information such as computer programming.

The major research questions concern how concrete models influence the learning

process and how to choose an effective model.

2.2 Concrete Models in Mathematics Learning

One technique for providing the appropriate prerequisite knowledge is the

use of familiar, concrete models. For example, Brownell & Moser (BROW49)

taught third graders how to use a subtraction algorithm, using two different

1 5
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methods. One group of several hundred children was taught by using concrete

objects fike bundles of sticks. For these children, concepts like "borrowing"

and "place value" weme described in terms of rearranging bundles of sticks into

groups of tens. The other group-was-taught-in-a 'purely Medhanical rote

fashion"; these children were explicitly given the rules for subtraction at the

Start and given plenty of "hands on" experience in executing the procedures on

standard two digit subtraction problems. Although both groups of students

learned to perform equally well on standard two digit subtraction problems,the

students who learned with bundles of sticks performed befter on tests in-

volving transfer problems (e.g., more complicated subtraction problems).

In current instructional practice, manipulatives, such as -coins or sticks

or blocks, are used in mathematics teaching in order to make computational

procedures more concrete (REAV72, RESN80). In a careful set of interviewS. with

children who were learning to subtract, Resnick & Ford (RESN80) noted that

children often invented a concrete model to help them understand the procedure.

Since computer programming shares many of the characteristics of computational

procedures in mathematics, it seems possible that the use of manipulatives in

computer programming might be as Successful as in mathematics.

2.3 Models, Titles, and Advance.Organizers in Text

There is also encouraging evidence tlt similar techniques may be used to

increase thmeaningfnlness of teChnical information presented in text. For

example, Brantford & Johnson (BRAN72) presented the following passage to sub-

jects:

The procedure is actually quite,simple. First you arrange

items into different groups. Of course, one pile may be

sufficient depending on how much there is to do. If you

1 6

I
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have to go somewhere else'due to lack'of facilities that is

the next step; othexwise, you are pretty well set. It is

important not to overdo things. In the short run this may

not seem important, but complications can easily arise. A

mistake can be expensive as well. At first, the whole

procedure will seem complicated. Soon, however, it will

become just another facet of life. It is difficult

to foresee any end to the necessity for this task in

the immediate future, but then, one never can tell.

After the procedure is completed one arranges the

materials into differenegroups again. Then they can

be put into their appropriate places. Eventually

they will be used once more and the whole cycle will

have to be repeated. However, this is part of life.

14

Subjects who read this passage, without a title, rated it low in compre-

hensibility (2.3 on a 7 point scale) and recilled,an average of only 2.8 out of

18 ideas from the passage. However, some subjects were given a description of

the topic--washing clothes--before the passage. These subjects rated ,the

passage much higher in comprehensibility (4.5 on-a / point scale) and recalled

more than twice as much information (5.8 idea units out of 18). In addition, a

third gtoup was given the washing clothes topic after the passage was presented.

However, this group performed at about'the same low level as the subjects who

'Were given no topic,'(rating the passage at 2./3/in comprehension and recalled an

average of 2.7 idea units). Similar studieS (BRAN72,.DOOL71, D00L72) also found

that 'students' recall of kmbiguous and technical passage wai enhanced when an

organizing title or diagram or sentence was givenaprior to reading. However,



these techniqut:e did not have the samerfawattating effect when presented after

the student had read the passage. These results suggest that the learner musf

have an appropriate assiulilative set available at the time of learning. Even

though the same total amount of information may be presented, the students'

ability to recall'and use.the information in the passage is much higher when

the clarifying title or picture is given before rather than after reading.

Ausubel (AUSU68) hits argued that learning of new technical prose may be

enhanced.by providing an advance organiz4r--a short expository introduction,

presented prior to the text, containing no specific content from the text, but

providing the general concepts and ideas the't can be used to subsume the in-

formation in the text. The first-advance organizer studies conducted by

Ausubel and his colleagues in the early 1960's (AUSU60, AUSU63, AUSU68),

provided some support for this assertion. For example, in a typical study
11,

(AUSU60), 120 college students read a 2.5.00rword text ori metillurgykafter

rehding either a 500-word advance organizer that presented the underlying

framework for the information or a control 500-word historical passage. The

advance organizer,presented the abstract principles involved in the text. On a

reading comprehension post-test covering the bailic information in the passage,

the advance organizergroup performed significantly better than the control

group, with scores of 477, correct vewsus 40% correct, respecti,,ely.

More recently, reviews of the advance organizer. literature reveal that

advance organizers tend to have their strongest effects in situations where

learners are unlikely to already possess useful prerequisite cOncepts--namely,

for technical or unfamiliar material, tor "low ability" or inexperienced'

students, and when the test involves transfer to new situations (MAYE79a,

MAYE79b). For example, to.study the effeCts of advance organizers on different

kindi oematerials, Lesh (LESH76) askea 48 college students to watch a four-



hour videotape on finite.geometry. An organizer thatTiave.....e6ncrete examples

and models was provided either before or after instruction. The instructional

lesson wis organized either in a order of increasing difficulty (hierarchical

-
order) or in an order that repeated key concepts and related new Material to

previous material (spiral order). Results of a standard post-test indicated

that the advance organizer group outperformed the post-organizer group,for the

hierarchical unit, but the difference was much 4ess for the-spiral unit.

Similar treatment x material type interactions were obtained using social

studies lessons (SCHU75) and mathematics lessons (GROT68). Similarly, Raye

(RAYE73) reported'that the title biasing effects obtained by Bransford &"

Johngon (BRAM) with the washing clothes passage were eliminated when the

passage was made more concrete and familiar. Thus, there is consistent evi-

dence that organizers have stronger effects for unfamiliar, allstract infor-

mation than for familiar, concrete information. '`f

In a study investigating the, effects of advance organizers on students

with high and low ay.lity (or knowledge), physics material was taught to high
t,

sdhoOl students (WEST76). Advance ofganizers, consisting of condrete models,

tended to improve test performarkcei6f low ability'students but had a much

smaller effect for htgh ability-subjects. Similar group x ability interactions

were obtained by several other researchers (RING71, FITZ63, AUSU62, AUSU61,

AUSU83,'AUSU77, 5MIT69), Thus, there is evidence that advande organizers have

a stronger effect on /ow knowledge or low ability learners as compared to high

knowledge or high ability learners.

Finally, in studies involving transfer tests (i.e problems that are

different from those in instruction), there is consistent evidence that advance

organizers have a stronger effect on transfer performance tharkon simple re-
100

tention. For example, this pattern was obtained with material on mathematical
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topology (SCAN67), number bases (GROT68, MAYE77), and an imaginary science

(MERR66).

Many of the appareaCconflicts in the adxance organizer literature

(BARN75, LAWT77) can be accounted for-by the idea that advance organizers

find/a way of conriectivew. information with existing knowledge--organizers

are not needed for familiar material, experienced learners, or when the test

does notoinvolve jransfer.

A

While there is at present no foolproof pr cedure for generating useful

advance okganiiers, a 'careful review of the existing literature suggests the

following guidelines (MAYE79a): (1) The'organizer should allow the reader to

generate all or some of the logical relations in the text. (2) The organizer

should provide a means of relating the information in the text with existing

knowledge. (3) The organizer should.be familiar to tfie learners. (4) The

organizer encourages the learner to prerequisite knowledge that the learner

would not normally have used. To date, advance organizers have been, most/

effectively used in mathematics and science topics (MAYE79a),
,

Royer and hie colleagues (ROYE75, ROYE76) he've demonstrated that cncrete

mOdels may serve as effective advance organizers in learning of new sci ntific

information. In their,studies, subjects read two passages, such as a paasage

\

on electrical conductivity followed 'by a passage on heat flow. For some\ .

subjects, the first passage contained several concrete analogies, such as\

electrical cnnduction.being descrited:as a chain of falling dominoes. For"

other'subjects,'the first passage presented the same information in abstract

form without any concrete analogies. Reading of the second passage was facili-

tated if studenta had been given concrete models. in the first passage (e.g.,

recall of the information in the second passage was about twice that of Control

groups). Apparently, the models presented.in the first passage could be used

20
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by learners during the reading-Of the second passage to help relate the tech-
7t

nical terms to familiar concepts. .

Similarly, White & Mayer (WHIT80) analyzed physics textbooks to determine

how concrete models were used. For example, many textbooks explain Ohm's Law

by describing water flowing in pipes, or a boy pushing a heavy load up an

inclined street, ot electron flow through a circuit. Recent results (MAYE80)

Show that when concrete analogies are embedded in a technical text; novices

tend to perform best on recalling these familiar models and tend to recogniZe

the information adjatent to the model in the text:

,k,2.4 Concrete Models in Computer Programming

In previous sections, research was presented concerning the role of

maniplilatives in mathematics instruttion, titles and pictures in remembering., N
!,7

ambiguous passageb, and advance organizers'and models in science text. fn path

case there wa$ evidence taat these techniques serve to provide the learner with

appropriate anchoring knowledge that is required for comprehension of oew tech-

nical information. The present section focuses on research related specif-

ically to computer prograttlaing.
e

DuBoulay and his colld1gues (DUB076,"DUB080) have provided a concrete

model for teaching LOGO to Children. The model conSists of a conceptual LOGO

machine with concrete memory locaticias, switches and work space, which alloiq

the learner to "work" the machine.

DuBoulay-and his colleagues have argued that there are two basic approaches

to learning to interact with a computer. The first approach could be called

A

the black box approach: In this approach the user deveiopes the attitude that.

the computer is a black box--you put in cbmmands and data and out comes the

anasse as if by magic. The mechanisms by which die computer-operates are

Istdden from the user, and the user is likely to assume that computers are just
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not understandable. Such users are likely to memorize algorithms that "work"--

i.e., that generate the desired answers. However, such users are not able to

relate the commands to an understanding of what goes on inside the black box.

The secOnd approach is what can be called the glats box approach. In this

approach, the user attempts to understand what is going on inside the computer.

Each command results in some change in the computer and these changes can be

described and understood.' The level of description need not- -indeed should

, not--be at the "blood and guts".level. Users do'not need to become electronics

experts...There-is an appropriate level of desCription that Mayer (MAYE79c)

1

'refers to as the "transaction level." Similarly, DuBoulay et ar; (DUBOW)

offer two important properties for waking hidden operations Of a language more

clear to a novice: (1)"simplicity--there should be a,"small number of parts

that interact in ways that can be easily underttood,1! and (2) visibility--

. novices should be able to view "selected parts and processes" of the 'model

2

"in action," The LOGO model appears to fit these specifications because it

is a simple, familiar moo/l of the computer operations involved ih LOGO; in

short it allows the user to develop intuitions about what gees on inside the

computer for each line of code. Unfortunately, however, DuBoular and his

colleagues have not provided empirical tests concerning whether the LOGO

machine model actually influences the protileia solVing performance of ne4-

.learnersi as comiared to "traditional" methods that emphasize only "hands on

experiences:4
40,

2.5 Effects of Models on Transfer Performance
-S

In order to provide some information concerning the effects of concrete

models'on learning computer programming, afteries of studies was conducted

(MAYE75b). In the studies,,sUbjects were either given a concrete model Of`the

computer or not. Then subjectstread a manual on a BASIC-Aike language and took

A transfer test on the material.

2 2
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Method: Figure .2.shows the model of the computer that was used to explain

elementary BASIC-like statements to novices. The odel,provides concrete

-Insert Figure 2 about

I

IIanalogies for four major functional units'of t e computer: jo inPUt is repre-

sented as a ticket window in which data is lind up waiting to be processe. Ind'

i

is placed in the finished pile after being prcpcessad, (2) outputAs represented

1 ,

as a message note pad with one message written'per line, (3)'memory is repre-
i

4
.

sented,as an eraaeable scoreboard in which there is natural destructive read-in
,

i

I
i

and non-destructiyg read-out, and (4) executive control is represented as a
.

c'' .

. i

recipe or shopping list with a pointer arro to indicate the line being exe-
.

,

cuted. This model is similar to DuBoulay' model of the LOGO machine in the
1r

way it makes the basic operations of the computer visible to the learner. A" ,

2 x 3 foot diagram containing these partal arid,a brief one page description

were provided to\subjects in the "model grotip" (see Figure 2) but no model was

given to the "control group." .0

All subjects then were given a 10-page'manual that deieribed seven state-

ments modified from BASIC and FORTRAN. (see Table 1). For each statement, the

Manual presented the statementwprovided the grammar rules for the statement

(e.g., definitions-of legal address nales), and gave an example of the state.:

ment as it might occiir in a.line aka program., Subjects in both groups were

.given the saie manual to read at their own rates, averaging alto 30 minutes.

Following reading, the same test was given to all subjects. The test

consisted of six types of problems: (1) generite-statement problems gave a

problem in English and recmired a one statement program as the solution,

A
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(2) generate-nonloop problpms gave a problem in English and required a short

non-looping program for solution, (3) generate-looping problems gave a problem
a

.in English and required a looping _program for solution, (4) interpret-statement

probreas gave a single statement program and asked the student to describe what

; the computer would do, (5) interpiet-nonlopp gave)a non-lOoping program t

asked jor a description of what the computer would do (6) interpret-loopitlg

, problems gaVe a looping program and required a description of what the computer

would do. Examplea of'the six-problems are given tn

Results. _The proportion correct.response by type of problem for each of

Ihe treatment'groupsds given in Tat;le 3. As can be seen, the control grtup

performs ab well or better on probleMs that are very much Ilke the material in

thetiastructional manual, e.g., generate-Statant and generate-nonloop. How-

,

.ever, on problems that require moderate amounts of transfer
1
--e.g., generate-

,

loci') and the Shorter interpret Problems--the.model'group excels. Both groups

do,poorly on the,yery complex interpret-looping programs. The difference.in
r .

the pattern of performance is Consistent with earlier resUlta in other domains'

in which models enhance transfer performance but not simple retention of pre-,

sented material. Apparently, the model provided an assimilative context in

which novices cbuld relate new technical information in the booklet to a4

familiar analogy. This learning process restilted in a learning outcome that

supported some transfer.

Insert Tables A., 2 and 3 about here

2.6 Locus of the Effect of Models

, One problem with the above study is that the Model subjects received more

information than the controls. However, assimilation theory (see Introduction)

2 4
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4"
.

rsfiicts that toresentirig a'model prior Co learning will enhanie learning be-

cause it prol4des a meaningful context, but-presenting the model after the text

w

will not enhance learning because students will have already-en
.....

) .
/* ..6

, .

, material in a rote way. In furthet studies (MAYE76a) subjects read the samer..
BASIC-like manual, but some subjects were shown a cocicrete model.of the com-

4 ,

a
dpi the

puter before'reading while others were'shown the same model after reading the
'4

;

manual. Thus, subjects in the before group (i.e.; those who receimed the Model

first) were able to use the model while encoding the material fn the text, but

the after group receiving the model lest).was not.

.

Method. The booklet, model and test were similar to those tAsed in the

prevfous experiment. The before group receiyed the Model, then the-booklet,

then ihe test. .The after group received the booklet, then the model, and'then

the test.

e

Results. The proportion of coet answers by type of problem for the two.

groups Is given in Tabl4 4. Ascan be seen, the after group (like the controls

fn the previous study) excels on retention7like Uroplems (i.e., generation-
,

statement and,geneation-nonloop), but the before subjects excel on ,problems

A

requiring treative:tragsfer to new situations (i.e., generation-loop, inter-

.pretation-etatement, interpretation-nonfoop). 'Thus, these results provide'
.L

further support for the claim that subjects who use a concrete model during
.

i
learning develop learning oitcomEs that support broader transfer. As pre-

,-
. - A(
. ,

a
.

dicted; the.locus of the effect is before,rather than after instruction.

Insert Table 4 about here

re.
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2.7 Effects of Models on Recall Performance

23' (,

The abolle studies used transfer tests as a' measure of what is learned

under different instructional t&hniques: Another technique-involves askifig

subjects to try to write down all'they can remember about certain statements.

In 4 follow-up study (MAYE80) subjects read ihe same'manual and were given the

model either befpre or ifter reading as in the previdus study. However, as a

test, subjects were'asked jo recall all thefcould about portions-of the manual,
4

Method. The same bookleeand model were used as. in the previous experi-
.,

ments, with some minor.modifications. 'The before group received the model,

then the maripar, then the recall test; the after group received the manual,

then the model, and then the recall test.

"\.
Results. In order to analyze the recall protocols, the intfprmation in the

manual was broken down into "idea units.4 Each idea Unit.expressed one major

, idea or action. There were three kinds of idea units in the manual:

(1) Conceptual idea units related to the internal operation of the computer,

(2) technical idea units gave-exampled of code, and (3) format idea unitsgave
_

grammar rules. Table 5 gives examples of each type Of dea unit.

Table 6"shows the aVerage nUmber of correctly recalled.idea units from'
each'category for the two groues. Ad can'be seen, the,beforegroup recalls

mpre conceptual inforilation while the after group recalls more technical and

format information. Ibis pattern is consistent with the idea that good re-.

, .

tention requires recall of specific code, but good transfer requireb under-
. ,

standing of conceptual ideas. Also, Table 6 shows that the before group in-

cluded more intrusions about the modeland about other idea units from other

sections of the booklet, thus suggesting they integrated the infOrmation

better. For example, an intrusion is", "An address is a slot in the memory

'.scoreboard.r The after' group, however, included more vague summar es and

connectives which served as "filler." For example, a connective i "And that's
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(with very few operatiOns) to a computz-2 program (with many different state-

ments integrated into one large program). Table 8 lists Ole five different

kinds of programs used.

Results. Table 9 gives the proportion of correct answers by type

problem for,the two'treatment groups.. As can be *seen, the control group

performs as well as the'model very simple problems like thoge in the

manual, but the model group excels on longer prob:tems that require cfeatively
N

integrating all of the itatements in the booklet. 'ihus,, as in.the studies'with
-

Basic-like materials, a familiar model serves to enhance performance on cre-,

.ative transfer when it is presented pripr to technical instruCtion.

2.9 Ability

Insert Figure 3 and Tables 7, 8 and 9 about here

f
'The pattern of results_described above tended to be strongest for low

ability subfects (MAYE75b) where ability is defined in terms of:Mathematics SAT

score. 'For example, for low ability subjects the,advance organizer increased

transfer test performance (5% correct) as compared to the control group (45%

correct), but for high ability learners the advance organizer group performed

more:poorly than the control group (55%, versus 62% correct, respectively),.

. Apparently, high ability-leArners already possessed their own useful "modelsul

for thinking about how. a computer works, but low ability students are more

likely to lack useful prerequisite knowledge.

2.10 Text Organization

The patterri, of results described above also tended to be strongest when

material was poorly organized (MAYE78). For example, the Basic-like manual was

presented either'in its original order or in a random order. In the random
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how READ statements work." Thus, as with the transfer test; subjects given the

model before learning show evidence.of more integrated and conceptual learning

of technical information.

Insert Tables 5'and 6 about here

2.8 Effects of Models on Transfer and Recall Using a Different Language

Although the above results are consistent and were obtained in a long

series of studies, their generality is' limited by the fact that just one type

of-language was used; Thus, a follow-up study (MAYE80a) was conducted using

a file management language based on SEQUEL (G0UL74; REIS 77). The goal of this

study is to determine whether the reilts 'from previous studies generalize to a

new domain. ---

Method. Subjects read a manual that presented the file managemOnt lan-

guage. :For ons group of subjects, themodel group, the manual began with.

\

discussion of a concrete model and related each statement to the model (see

Figure 3), but no model was given to the control group. The manuals were

informationally equivalent. Each page of the booklet presented one of the

eight statTnents shown in Table 7, aloing with examples of how the statement fit

into a.program. Figure 3 presents the concrete model that was used: long-term

.P

Memory is,represented as a file cabinet; the sorting function is represented as

an in-basket, out-basket and save bagket; temporary memory is represented as

an erasable scoreboard; executive control is represented as a list and pointer

arrow; output is represented as a message pad. The entire model was presented

on a 2 x 3 foot diagramin order to enhance the learner's ability to visualize

the system.

. Afier reading the manual, all subjects took the same 20 item test.

Problems varied in complexity from generating or interpreting a sort-1 program

P 41
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(order presentation order of paragraphs was randomized. For the randomized

version of the manual, the advance organizer group performed ketter on a

transfer test,than a control group (41% correct versus 31% correct, respec-

tively); but for the logical version of the manual advance organizer group

performed but did not outperform the control group (36% versus 44% correct,

respectively). Apparently, the model is more useful when material is poorly

structured because it helps the reader to hOld the information together.

2.11 Conclusion

These results provide clear and consistent evidence that a concrete model

can havea strong effect on the encoding and use of new technical information by

novices. These results provide empirical support to the claims that allowing

,

novices to "sea the works" allows them to encode information in a more coherent

and useful way (01JB076, DUB078). When appropriate modls are 'Used, the learner

seems to be ablq to assimilate each new statement to his,or her image of the

computer systein. Thus, one straightfortgard implication is: If your goal is to

produce learn7s who will not need to use the language creatively, then no model

is needed. If your goal is to produce learners who will be able to come up with

creative solutions to novel (for them) problems, then a concrete model early in

learnilig is quite Useful. More researCh is needed in order to determine the

specific effects of concrete models on what is learned, and to determine the

characteristics of a useful model.

4.0 DOES STUDENT ELABORATION ACTIVITY AID MEANINGFUL LEARNING?

3.1 Statement of the problem

The previous section provided evidenee that concrete models may influence

, learning of computer programming because they próvide a familiar context for

assimilatIng-the new material. The second major technique for increasing

4.)
AO ILI
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tfie meaningfulness of technical information is elaboration--encouraging the

learner to explain the information in his or her own words and to relate the

material to other ideas or concepts. Elaboration techniques may influence

meaningful learning bedause they encourage.the activaxion of existing knowledge

that is relevant for comprehending the newly presented material, i.e. , elabor-

ation may affect the activation process (see Figure 1):

3.2 Putting It in Your Qwn Words

There is some'evidence that asking subjects to put ideas into their own

words during lehrning tan enhance the breadth of learning.: For example, Gagne

& Smith (GAGN62) asked subjects to give a verbal rationalization for each step

as they learned to dolve a three disc version of the Tower of Hanoi problem

(EWER32). These subjects took longer to learn than thoSe who did not verbalize;

however, they were abig to transfer what they had learned to different problems,

such as A six disc version, much more efficiently (e.g., 3.8'm1nutes to solu-

tion) than the non-verbalizers (e.g., 10.0 minutes to solution).

More recently, Wittrock (WITT74), has proposed the idea that "learning is

a generative process" -7.4.e. learning occurs when the learner actively generates

astociations.between what is presented and what he already has in memory. As

an example, Wittrock (WITT74) presented a study in which elementary school

children read a passage and either generated a one-sentence summary for each

paragraph or did not. Recall by the students who generated summary sentences

was nearly double 'that of the control group. Apparently, when students are

activelyt.encouraged to put information in their"own words, they are able to

connect the new information to existing knowledge.

'Elaboration techniques have long been used by. experimental psychologists

to enhance the learning of paired associates (such as"HOUSE-CASA).. For eXamPle,

when students are asked to actively form mental_images or a sentence involving

30
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word pairs, paired associate recall is greatly enhances (BOWE72, PAIV69). More

-recently, elaboration techniques have been used in school curricula (DANS78,

WEIN78). For example, in studying human physiology, students are asked "How do
,

arteries differ from-veins?". Several- researchers have argued that ptudents

should be given ekplicit training in "learning strategies" for aCtively pro-

oessing new material (0NEI78).

The following is a aeries of atudies that explore the role of elaboration

techniques in learning computer programming. The main theme of this research

is to deierMine,,how "putting it in your own wotds" influences the learning of a

new computer language.

3.3 Effects of Model Elaboration on Transfer Performance

The fitst set of studies (MAYE80a) address the question of whether elab-
vi-
.T

oration activity influences students''ability to engage in problem solving. In

these studies, subjects learned a'new computer programming language and either

were or were not encouraged to describe what they learned in their own words biy

relating it to a concrete familiaesituation.

' Method. Subjects read an instructional manual covering an information

. management language similar to that described in the previous seCtion (see

Tables 7 and 8). For subjects in the'model elaboration group, there was an

elaboration page after each page in the manual while for subjects in the con-

trol group there was no elaboration exercise. The elaboration exercises asked

the subject to describe the newly learned statement in terms of operations

within a concrete model of the computer. Table 10 provides a typical exercise.

Then, all subjects took the.same 20 item problem solving test as described in

the previous section.

Insert Table 10 and'll about here
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Results. Thble 11 shows the proportion:Correct response by type of problem

for Ithe two groups. ; As can be seen, the control group performs well on simple

retention-like'problemsf but the model elaborationgroup performs considerably

better on problems requiring creative transfer. Thus,;there 'is evidence that_

requiring the.learners to put technical information in their own words though

relating the material to a familiar situation, results in broader learning

outcomes. The results are similar to those given in Table 9, and suggest thai:

model advance organizers and model elaboration have similar effects.

4 .
3.4 Effects of Com arative Elaboration on Transfer P ifo nce

'
...." . . : .

. .

In the previous study, a concrete situation is presented and the learner is

asked to relate the new information to it. However, the results are ambiguous

ih the sense that they may be attributed either to elaboration activity per se

or.to the factIthat additional informatiow(about the Concrete.bodel) was pre-

sented to the model elaboration group% , The purpose of the present studies were

°to use a kind of elaboration activity that does not add new information (MAYE80a).

Thus, a set of studies.were conducted in which some subjects were asked to

compare 'newly learned statements in their own words.

Method. Subjects read the same manual about an information management

language as in the previotis study. However, some subjects were given an elab-

oration page after each page in the booklet (comparative elaboration group),

while foi other subjecii-thittewas-no-eleboration (control group). ,The elab-

oration activity asked,aubjects to tell how two statements were similar and

different,, in their own words. Table 12 provides a typical exercise. Then, all
«

subjects took the same test as in the previous study.

Results. Table 13 shOws the proportion of torrect answers bitype of

prpblem for the two.groups. As can be seen, the control group excels on

32
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retention-like problems but the comparative elaboration groups excels on the

more complex trans£er problems. Thus.,.there is evidence corresponding to that c

found in the model elaboration studies, that asking learners to put technical

information in their awn words (through making comparisons) results in broader

learning which supports transfer.

Insert Tables 12 and 13 about here

3.5 Effeats of Model and Comparative Elaboration on Recall

The preVious studies suggest that elaboration activity can-influence

transfer performance. As a further test (MAYE80a) subjects were given manuals

<with either no elaboration quebtions, model elaboration questions, or compare-
.

tive elaboration questions. It can be predicted that the elaboration subjects

should, recall more.information that supports transfer--such as conceptual in-
.

formationvhile the control group should recall more information about sp:cific

statements--such as technidal iniormation.

Method. As in the previous.study, subjeCts read a manual explaining the

information Management language thac.contained either no questions (control

:group), model questions (model elaboration group), or comparative questions

(comparative elaboration graup). nien, subjects were asked tO recall portions

of the text.

Results. For purposes of scoring the recall protocols, the text was

'dfvided into idea units. Some of the idea units presented information about how

the Computer operated (conceptual idea units) and other4 emphasized the grammar

and technical aspects of each statement (technical idea units). .Table 14 shows

the average number of idea units recalled by type for thethree,groups. As can

be seen the control,group recalls equal amounts of both types of information,
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but the-elaboration grOais each tend to emiihagize recall of conceptual ai tom-

pared to technical information. These results are consistent with the regults

of the transfer Studies, in that conceptual information is likely to be needed

to support transfer. ,0
Insert Table 14 about hereM

3.6 Effects of Note-taking on Transfer and Recall Performance

The foregoing series of studies provides some evidence that elaboration

techniques influence the breadth of learning. However, the gendrality of the

result.is'limited by tge fadt that just one type of manual was used and jast two

types of elaboration activity, .In addition, previous studies did not control

for amount of reading time. Thus, an additional series Of studies (PEPENP was

conducted using a different language (a BASIC-like language) and a different

elabor,Lion activity (note-taking).

Method. Subjects watched a 20 minute videetape lecture describing seven

BASIO-like statements'similar to the manual described earlier. Same subjects

were asked to take notes, by putting the basic information in their.own words.

Other aubjects simply viewed the lecture without taking notes. As a test,

subjects yere given problems to solve or asked to recall portions of the lesson.

Videotape presentations controlled for presentation time in the two sroulis.

'Results. Table 15 gives'the proportion of correct answers on generative

problems (similar to those in the lesson).and on interpretation problems (which

were not in the leseim). As can be seen, for low ability subjects (based 'on

Mathematics SAT scores), there.is.a Pattern in which note-taking helps perfor-

mance on transfer but buns performance on the retention-like problems. For

high ability subjects, note-taking has no effect, presumably because high ability
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learners already possess.strategies for actively assimilating the new infoi,-

Table 16 shows,recall:of the lecture by type of idea unit for the two

groups. As can be seen,.the nate takers,recall'more-canceptual information, but

there is no difference between the groups in recall of technical ,information.

) )

Thils, the iesults are consistent with the model elaboration and comparatipe

elaboration studies'conierning,the effects of asking subjects to put new tech-.

nical information in their words during learning.

Insert Tables 15 and 16 about here

3.7 Conclusion:'

/ /
,

The goal of elaboration is to help thelearner to be able to describe the
r

key concepts in his own *fords, using his existing knowledge. . Unfortunately,

there is no fool-proof way to design useful elaboration activities. Emphasis on

format or grammatical details and emphasis on errorless verbatim recall of

statements-will 'Mt produce the desired effects. The.learner should be able to

describe the effects of each progran statement in his own words.

4.0 UNDERSTANDING COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

The previous section's have focused on the issue of how to teach navices.

This section briefly examinee the issue of what to teach. Greeno (GREE764.has

argued that instruction for problem solving tasks should be based on cognitive

objectives7-statements of what the leaner should have in his or her head at

the,end of instruction. Two najor objectives that are relevant to enhancing a

navi a's understanding of computer programming are: knowledge idr understanding

a s tement and knowledge for understanding a program.
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4.1"Alider tending a Statement

dOes'it mean to saY that someone "understands" a certain statetent?
""): ,

C
In a recdnt Analysis of BASIC, each statement is described as a "transaction"

AMAYEVC). A "transaction" consists of an action, an object, and a location in

ft

the comüter. For example, the statement LET X = 5, consists of the following
*r..?

six trahgactionaL

.1. :141.4numbei Ilndicated on the right of the equals'.

(ACTION: Find;= 44T: Number; LOCATION: Program).

2. Finetie'lemigar in the memory space indibated on the left of the ,

Afros. (ACTiOti: Find; OfeJECT: Number; LOCATION: Memory).
. 4

1

3. Erase the;aumber in that memory space. (ACTION: Destroy; OBJECT:,).

Nuidie4 .LocApobii monry).
,-1 ,
4V Write thOldw number in that memory space. (ACTION: Create; OBJECT:

Number; LOCATION: Memo6).

5; Go on to"ele next statement. (ACTIOd: Move; OBJECT'. Pointer; LOCATION:"

Prdgram).

6. Do what it says. (ACTION: Allow; OBJECT: Command; LOCATION: Pro-

gram).

,,--Thus, there IT general structure for each transaction; you can expect soie,

action to be carried out on some object in some location in the computer. The

two techniques cited in previous sections can be applied to teaching a trans-

action-type analysis of statements. It may be noted that statements with the

same name may actually consistsof different actions. For example, a "Counter

Set LET" such as above is different from an "Arithmetic LET" such atirLET X

= 5/2. Explicit naming And describing of different'types oAlatatements with the

same keyword may become-a part of computer instruction.
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4.2 Understanding a Program ,

What do experta know about compyter progiamming that beginners do not

know? One answer is that experts possess mUch more'information and that the

information is brganized mote efficiently. For example, a review.of research

on teaching people how to become better problem Solvers concludea.that good

problem solving requires that the user has domain-specific knowledge: "All

problem solving is based on knowledge" (GREEN). Similarly, Simon (SIMON)

estimatesthat a person needs sto,000 chunks of domain-specific information to"

become an expert in some domain.

In'i classic Study, subjects were asked-to'vie:w briefly presented chess

board configurations and then try.to reconstruct them (CHAS73) Chess.masters

performed much better than leap experienced player'S on reconstructing board

configurations if the board positions came from actual games; however, the

advantage was lost when random board patterns were presented. This finding

suggests that experts-in chess do not necessarily have better memories, but

.rather they have a repertoire,of thany meaningful patterns of board positions.

They can chunk_sevtral pieces together into one meaningful pattern while a less

experienced player must try to remember each piece separately. In an analogous

study reported by Shneiderman (SUkno), experienced and inexperienced pro-

gradkers wire given*progrems tb study: Experienced programmers were able to

recall many more lines of code than inexperienced programmers when the program
4

was a meaningful rUnning program; however, when the program consisted of random

lines of codegthe two groups perfor,ed at similar levels. Apparently, the

experts were able to chunk-lines of code together'into chunks while less ex--
perienced users were less able to form such chunks.

For example, Atwood & Ramsey (ATWO76) suggest that eXperienced programmers

encode a segment such as,

37



1SUM:= 0
.

DO 1 1 = 1, kt

SUM = SUM 1.. (I)
OW

35

1 CONTINUE'.

as "CALCULATE THE SUM OF ARRAY X." An experienced programmer, has a "schema"

for this task and is able to generate a variety of lines of code to accomplish

it. In order to provide a more precise description of the "schemes" that are

involved in understanding programs, Atwood.& Ramsey (ATWO80) use4 a modified'

version of Kintsch's (KINT74) propositional analysis. Each stat4ment in the

. program can be Written as a predicate with arguments, and a macrostructure can

be constructed. Although a detailed description of AtwoOd & Ralcsey4w system is

beyond the scope of this paper, their work is proMising in that it suggests

that knowledge can be represented precisely.

One implication of this work is that it might be possible tc explicitly
,

teach the major,4'chunke or 'schemes" involved'in computer programmink using

the techniques cited in previous sections. Explicit naming and teaching of

basie schemes such as xhese'may become part of computer programming:purricula7.

SUMMARY

This paper is concerned with how to make computers and computer pro7 '

gremlins more understandalae for novices. Two instruetional techniques from

educational and'cognitive psychology are describedusing concrete models to

represent the computer system, and encouraging the learner to deseAbe tech-
.

nical information in his own words. A review of the effectiveness of these

techniques revealed that, under certain conditions, both may enhance the

learner's understanding as measured by ability to solve transfer problems.

Finally, two major objectives of computing instruction, were sugiested--en-

hancing.the novice's ability,to understand statements and to understand programs.
'14
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FOOTNOTES

1. Transfer.problems are problems that are different from those given in

the tellt; but can be-solved using,infOrmationla the text. Since

the text-gave information about how to generate single statements and

simOle programs, these two kinds of problems are not transfer problems.
4

Since the text did net explicitly,mention loOping, problems that require

the generation of a looping program are transfer problems. Similarly,

since the text did not explicitly deal with interpretation of programs,

interpretation.problems are transfer mblems is,this study. HoweVer,

loopinginterpretatioil may require much more transfer than the others,

since it is most different from the,text.

2. These tables are broken down by problem complexity, with more complex

problems requiring transfer. The same general pattern is found for

both generation and interpretation problems. Table 13 shows data for

interpretation problems only, in order to avoid unnecessary complexity.

However, this table cannot be directly compared with Table 11.
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Table 1

Seven Statements Used in BASIG=like Instructional Booklet

Name Example

READ P1 READ (Al)

'WRITE P2 WRITE (A1)

EQUALS P3 Al = 88

CALCULATE P4 Al = Al + 12

.GOTO. P6 GO TO P1

IF P5 IF (Al = 100) GO TO P9

STOP AP9 STOP



Table 2
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Examples of Six Types of Test problems for a BASIC-like Lanpage

Genegation-Statement

Given a nuMber in memory space

A5,A'arite a statement to change

that number to zero.

.Generatioa=Nonloop

Given a card with a number

on it is input, write A

program to print,out itS

.square.

Interpretation-Statement

A5 = 0

Interpretation-Nonloop

P1 READ (A1)

P2 Al = Al * Al

P3 WRITE (Al)

P4 STOP

Generation-Looping Interpretatibn-Looping

Given a pile of data cards P1 READ (A1)

.is input, write a program to P2 IF(Al = 88) GO TO-P5

print out each number and stop P3 WR/TE (Al)

whin it gets to card with 88 P4 GO TO P1

on it. PS STOP

:P

1



Table 3

Proportion Of Correct Answers on Transfer Test by Type of Problem for Model'and Control Groups

GeneratiOn Idterpretation

Statement Nonloop Looping . Statement Nonloop Looping

Model Group .. .63 .17 .30 .62 .62 .09

Control Group .67 .52 .12 .42 .32 ..12

Note. 20 subjects per group; interaction between group and problem type, p < .05.

53
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Table 4,

Proportion of Correct Answers on Transfer Test by Type of Problem for Before and After Groups

Before

After-7:

Generation Interpretation

Statement fonloop Looping Statement Nonloop Looping
= P

.57 .50 .20 .47 .63

..77 .63 .13 .27 .40 .17

Note. 20 subjects per group; interaction between group and problem type, p < .05.

\

-

a

..



Tpble 5

Example of Conceptual, Format,-and Technical idea Units

TYPe, Idea Unit

Technical READ is one kind of statement'.

e

Format The format is READ ( ,).

Format 'An address name goes in the parenthesis.

Conceptual An address name it a space in the compute's memory.

Concejitual .There,are 8 'memory spaces.

Technical - The spaces are called Al, A2

Technical An example is, READ.02). ,

Conceptual First, the computer check's the number from the top data card.

pnceptual Then, that number I; itored in space A2.

Conceptual The previoui number in A2 is destroyed,

Conceptual

Conceptual

,Concejitual

Then the data card.is sent out of the computer.

This reducesthe pile of data card by 1.

Then,go'on to the next itatements.

C
A

.4

4. 5



Table 6
\N

Average Number of Recalled Idea Units for the Before And After Groups

Before

Af tee

Note.,

Idea Unies Intrusions

Technical Format Conceptual 7 Inappropriate Appropriate Model

(14) (12) (35)

5.0 1.9 6.6 . 1.5

6.0 2.9 4.9 , 2.5

30 Subjects per grouP; interaction between group and problem type, p <

1.3

.8

.05.

3.1

.5

Numbers in parentheses indicate total possible.



Table 7

Eight Statements.Used in File Manageant Language Booklet

Name Example

FROM FROM AlTTOMOBILE

FOR FOR WEIGHT IS CALLED 3000 OR, MORE;

AND FOR AND FOR COLOR IS CALLED GREEN

OR FOR OR FOR MAKE IS CALLED FORD

LIST LIST NAME

COUNT.. COUNT

TOTAL: TOTAL CURRENT VALUE

LET LET TOTAL = COUNT BE CALLED AVERAGE

50

51



Table 8'

Examptes of Test Problems for a File Management Language

So.rt 1

List the owners' names for all

cars weighing 30004pounds or more.

Sort 2

52

FROM AUTOMOBILE
FOR WEIGHT IS CALLED 3000 OR MORE
LIST NAME.

List the owners' namei for all late FROM AUTOMOBILE
. FOR YEAR IS CALLED 1976 OR MORE

, AND FOR COLOR IS CALLED GREEN
AND FOR MAKE IS CALLER FOtD

_ _

model green Fords.

A

CoUrft

How many cars are reglstered in

Santa Barbara County?

Compute 1

What is the average current value

of all cards?

Compute 2

What percentage of 1977 cars are

Chevrolets?

(

LIST NAME

FROM AUTOMOBILE
FOR HOME COUNTY IS CALLED SANTA BARBARA
COUNT
LIST COUNT

FROM AUTOMOBILE
COUNT
TOTAL CURRENT VALUf
LET TOTAL = COUNT $E CALLED AVERAGE
LIST AVERAGE

FROM AUTOMOBILE ,

FOR YEAR IS CALLED 1977
COUNT
LET THIS BE CALLED COUNT 1
AND FOR.MAKE IS CALLED CHEVROLET
COUNT
LET THIS BE CALLED COUNT 2
'LET COUNT 2 COUNT 1 BE CALLED AVERAGE'
LIST AVERAGE
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Table 9

rroportion of Correct Answers on Transfer Test for Model and Control Groups--

File Management Language

Type of Test Problem

Sort-1 Sort-2 Count Computer-1 Compute-2

Wei Group .66 .66 ..63 .58 .45

Control droup 263 .44 .43 .33 .22 ,

Note. 20 subjects per group; group x woblem type interaction, p < .07.
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Table 10

Exampleof the Model Elaboration Exercise in the Programming Text

Model Elaboration

Consider the following situation. .An office clerk has an in-basket, a save

basketAa discard basket, and a sorting area on the desk. The in-basket is

full of records. Each one can be examined individually in the sorting area

of the desk and then placed in either the same or discard basket. Describe

the FOR statement in terms of what opertations the clerk wouid perform using

the in-basket; discafd basket, save basket, and sorting area.
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Table 11

Proportion of Correct AnsFers on Transfer Test by Type of-Problem for

Model Elaboration and Control Groups

Type. of Test Problem

Sort71'. Sort-2 Count Compute-1 Computer-2

Model Elaboration Group .65 .58 .64 .64 .45

Control Group .66 .64 .41 .38 .27

NOte. 20 subjects per group; group x problem type interaction, p < .05..
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Table 12

Example of the Comparative Elaboration Exercise in the Programming Text

Comparative Elaboration

Hqw is the.FOR command like the FROM- command?

How Is the FOR command different than the FROM command?

c



Table 13
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Proportion Correct on.Transfer Test for Comparative Elaboration and Control Groups

Type of Problem

Sort-1 Sort-2 Count Compute-1 Compute-2

Comparative Elaboration .90 .90 1.00 .75 .55

Control, .90 .90 .65 .65 .25

Note. 'Data is'for interpretation problems only. 13 subjects per group.

group x'problem type interaction, p < .05.

A

zPip
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Table 14

Average Number of Recalled Ide6a Units for Model Elaboration,

Comparative Elaboration and Control Groups

Type'of Idea Units

Technical Conceptual

(19) .(52)

Model Elaboration
. 5.3 13.9

Comparative Elaboration 9.4 14.1

Control 7.5 7.5

Note. 20 subjeats per group; group x type interaition, p < .05,

,for low ability subjects. Numbers in parenthesis indicaee

total possible..

'
7

.o



Table 15
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Proportion of Correct Answers on Transfer Test for Notes and No-Notes Groups

"Pr,lem Type

GeneratiVe

Low Ability Subjects .

Notei Group .39 .56
,

No-Notes Group .49 .33

Interpretive

High Ability Subjects

Notes Group .67 .62

No-Notes Group .60

Note. 15 subjects per group; effect of ability, p < .01; .

interaction between group ability; and problem type, p < .025.
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Average Number of Recalled Idea Units for Notes and No-Notes Groups

Type.of Idea Units

Zhnical Conceptual Intrusions

Notes Group

No=Notes Group

(28)

10.4

A

9.4

(36)

7.2

4.7 2.4

Note. 20 subjectsoper group; interaction between group and type of

recall, p < .025. Numbers in parentheses indicate,total

possiblee
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Figure 1. 'Some information processing componentS'of meapingfUl
learning. Condition a 'is transfer of new information frbm outs.ide

. to short term memory. Condition b is,availability of assimilative.
context in long term memory. Condition c is activation and transfer

'af old knowledge.from long term memory to short term memory.

66.
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Figure 21 A concrret0 model of_the domputertor a BASIC-like
language. .
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'Figure,2a. DescriOtion for Model

'63

45k

The figure above represents a simple computer system which you will learn about

in this experiment. 'The,computer is made-up of three main parts: (1) INPUT &

OUTPUT WINDOWS.which allow communication between the computer's memory and the

outside world, (2) MEMORY SCOREBOARD which stores information in thecomputer,

and (3) PROGRAM LIST &POINTER ARROW which tell the computer what to do and

what order to go.it. Each of these three p6rts will now be explained.'

INPUT & OUTPUT WINDOW

a.

Notice that to the far left is an input window divided into two parts. A pile

. of.computer cards with numbets punched, intó them Can be put in:the left part of 11

the window;ias the computer.finishes Processing 'each card it puts the careon A

the right side of the input window. Thus when the computer needs to find tbe

next.data card, it takes the top card on the left side of the input window;

when it is done with te card, it puts it on the right side:

On the E'er right is the output window. This is where printed medsages (in this

case, only numbers can be'printed) from the computer's memory to the.outside.

Oorld appear. Each line.on the printout is a new message (i.e., a new nulber).

Thus the computer c4n store in memory-a number that is on a card entered through

the inputwindow; or it can.print out what it has in memory onto a printout at

the output window. The Statements whichput the input and output windows to

work are READ ana WRITE statements, and each will be explained later on.

MEMORY SCOREBOARD
Inside the computer is a large scoreboard called MEMORY. Notice that it is

divided into eightspaces with room for one score (one nmber) in each space.



Figure 2a (continued)

Also notice that each space is labeled with name -- Al, A2, A3, AA, AS, A6,'
A7, A8. These labels or names for each space are called "addresses" and each

,.of the eight addresses always has some number indicated in its space. For
examplé,,right now in our figure, Al shows a score of 81, A2 has the number 17,
etc..

Itis possible to change the score in any of the eight spaces; for example, the -
score in box 164 can be chenged to 0, and you will learn how to change scores in
menory later on when we discuss EQUALS statements and CALCULATION statements.

'PROGRAM LIST 4 POINTER ARROW.

Inside the Computer to the -right of the MEMORY is a place to put a list of
things to do ealled PROGRAM LIST and an arrow which indicates what steT in the
list the computer should work on.

Notice that.each line in the PROGRAM LIST has a number so that the first line
is called Pl, the second step is P2 and so on. When a program is inserted in
the step indicator arrow will point to the first line (P1); when the first step
is finished the arrow will,go to the next step on the list (P2), and so on down
the-list. 'You will learn how to control the order of steps later on when the
IF statement, GO TO statement andSTOP stetement are discussed.

4

0,



FILE CABINET

4

SORTING pASKETS

KMORY SCOREBOARD
COUNT

55
TOTAL

212
AVERAGE

3
COUNTI

12
TOTAL!

0
AVERAGE!

0
COUNT2

7
TOTAL2

714
AVERAGE2

102
COUNT

33
TOTAL3

33
AVERAGE3

1

COUNT4
3

TOTAL4
, 150

AVERAGE4
50

OUTPUT PAD



_Figure 3a. Description for Model
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The computer is capable of three m4in functionst sorting record cards

int4 lorting baskpfs, remeMbering numbers on its memory scoreborad, and.out-
. . .

puting informationto the wdrld through its message pad.
, .

.To understand the sorting function of the computer:you Could think of.an

.

.

office worker sitting at a) desk w th three sorting baskets, a line pointer

''.

.

*., arrow, and file cabinet with many drawers. Each drawer of the.file cabinet
'

,

,-- -

contains a different set,of records; the name of the file is indicated on each
. .

,

. drawer. If the worker net s all the records in a particular file all the
,

worker needs to do is'op II that drawer and take out,all the records. To avoid
r

.
.

.
,

. mix-ups the clerk can,take out all the,records ofibnly one file ,at a tim; if
I

the clerk needs to bring records from a Certain file drawer to his desk, first
,

alLthe records froht all other files must be put back,in their proper awers.
,'

.

.
...

Thus, a wbrker may have all the records for only onv file on his desk at a

time. These could be placed in the "in 'basket" which is on the deft side of

1.

the clerk'A desk--it thus contains all of the to-be-ftocessed record cards,

Waiting for the office clerk to look at theri; ,In t*,fle middle of the desk 4

work area with a line pointer arrow; the Oierk may place only one Card in ihe

work area at a time, and the pointer arrow points tb,-SUsfone line at a time.
, .

TO the right are two more baskets--the "save basket" and the "'discard basket."

If a record card passes'fhe clerk's inspection it is placedbn top of the pile

of cards in the "save basket"; but if it fails it ig'placed 1.4 the fop of the

pile of cords in the "discard basket.' The procedure the office worker dses is.
-

to take the tOp card from the "in basket", place'it in)the work area with a

pointer arrow aimed?atbneline, and based on inspection of this line ''tb &ire

that Gard to either the "save" o '"discard bakket." The worker continues until

.1
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all of-the the records in the,"in basket" have been processes so that.the "in

?

basket" is eiapty and the "save" and "discard baskets" contain all the records;

then, sometimes the worker might be asked to take the pile in either the "save"

ok the "discard basket" and put them in the "in basket" for further processing.

-

To understand the memory function of the computer, think of a memory

scoreboard. The scoreboard consists of 15 rectangular spaces like a classroom

blackboard divided into 15 spaces. Each space has a lable such as COUNT2, and

each space has one number (offany length) in it. The office worker may count

all the records that have been stored in the SAVE Basket, and'this nuMber ccculd, ,

be stored in one of the spaces on the scoreboard. When a new number is stored'

in a space on the scoreboard, the old number is erased. However, when the

office worker copies a number=from one of the memory spaces onto,the output pad

the number is not erased.
..

To understand the output function of the domputer think of a telephone

message pad. To communicate with the outside world the computer can write one

.,piece of information on each line of .the pad'. -It is fill's all the lines on one

page, it.will just turn to the next page,and begin with the top line. The

office worker my write down two kinds of information on the olitput pad: a

,number may be copied from one of the spaces on the scoreboard onto the pad (but

this does not alterthe number on the scoreboard), or information that is on

each card in the'Save Basket can be copied onto the output pad.'

\
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CHAPTER 3

TASK ANALYSIS, DEVELOPMENT OF,EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS,

AND P-1GNOSIS OF BUGS FOR CALCULATOR LANGUAGE

Note

. This article has been published as the following citation:

Mayer,'R. E., & Bayman, P. Analysis of student's intuitions about the

operation of electronic calculators. Technical Report No. 80-4.
'4

Santa Barbara: University of California, 1980.

This article has been suhmitted for publication as the following citation:

Mayer, R. E., & Bayman, P. Users' miiconceptions concerning the

. operation of electronic calculators. Cognition & Instruction, under

. review.

This research was aiso presented at a professional meeting as the following:

Mayer, R. E., & Bayman, P. Aisis of students' intuitions about,the

operation of electronic calipulators. American Educational Research

Association, Los Angeles, April 13-17, 1981.
n
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Abstract

Thirty-three novice dnd 33 expert users predict what nuMber will be in the

dieplay Of-a calculator after a sequence of key presses (such.as 2 + 3 +). The

- performance of eaeh-subjeet on 88 problems is formally described ad a 13 line

pro:Auction system.'"Conditions are key presses (such as + after-a number);

actions are changes in the display or internal registers (such as display the

evaluation of the ex ssion in the register). Large individual differences

are observed. Differenees amongtsubjects include when an expression is eval-

Uated and displayed,(e.g., after a key, x-key, = key, and/or number key),

whether or not tbe display is incremented when two operation keys, are pressed in

sequence (e.g., 2 + + or 2 x x), whether or not the dispay is incremented when'''.

an. equals.is pressed after an operatiob (e.g., 2 + =), what ihe order of

arithmetic will be in a chain (e.g., 2 + 3 x 7). Experts are more consistent

in their performance and tend to be more likely than novices to base answers on

standard operating systems. Implications for developing a theory ofcomputer

literacy are discussed.

ale
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Users' Misconceptions Concerning the Operation of Electronic Calculators

,t4er

Within the past decade electronic calculators have become a part of our

society, including widespread and rapid acceptance in schools (Mull sh, 1976). //

.Based on a survey of articles and editorials published within the Past few

.years in Arithmetic teacher and Mathematics teacher, as well as a policy state=

ment by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1976), it is clear

that calulators will,play an important role in'the educationsof our children.

For example,'the following statements by mathematics educators are typical;

"All students will prdfit from having access to a calculator (Gawronski &

Coblentz, 1976)."I propose that we make fullest possible use of calculators

in all grades,of our school" (Hopkins, 1976). "Ncdelince the printing press

has any invention had such potential for revoluntionizing education, particu-
.

larly mathematics education" (Rudnick & Krulik, 1976).

However,in.spite of thdse'optimistic predictiona.and endorsements, the

'research community ha been slow in providing information that might be useful

in this impending culator-curriculum revolution. For example, most experi-

'mental studies to date have compared changea in achievement and/or attitude

scorei for students who use calculators in school versus students who were aot

allowed to use calculator& (Gaslin, 1975; Roberts & Fabrey, 1978; Roberts &

Glynn, 1979; Schnur & Lang, 1976; Suydam, Note 1). In a recent review of 34

studies, most of which were not publdshed in journals, Roberts (1980) observed

that there was clear evidence that calculators improve computational efficiency

but no consensus.concerning effects on higher level conceptual achievement or,\ /

attitudes.towards mathematics. Thus, he concludes that "the research literature
;

offers no guidance" concerning how to inCorporat: calculators into school

curricula.

7 G
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The present paper does not attempt to address the question of whether èal-

culators influence changes in mathematics achievement and attitude scores.

Rather, this paper iebased on the idea that since calculators will become a

part of everyday life for students, it is important to know how people come to

understand and interact with calculators. The calculator represents a student's

first introduction to a computer, to a coral:inter language, and to computer lit-
.

eracy in general. Pressing a key is analogous to a computer command. In spite

of tremendous breakthroughs ih development of improved calcula'tor hardware for

the mass market, there has been comparatively little work on what Shneiderman

(198) calls "software psychology". That is to say, we know very little about

how people understand calculators, what types of instruction will help people

become creative,users of calculators, why some people seem to not use them very

sell, or how to design operating systems that make psychological sense. `-'

Since calculator useage seems so simple and since even children can teach

themselves to use a calculator in a shprt time, some educators have suggested

that expliCit instruction or concern about users' understanding of calculators

is not needed (Bell, 1976). This might be correct if one's goal is simply tb

have st,udents use the calculator as a "blatk bbx" that gives answers for mundane

' computation. However, when the goal ip to promote productive problemsolvers,

there is reason to believe that the student's understanding of how the calcu-

lator operates is important. For example, Scandura, Lowgrre, Veheski Scandurs

41976) found that'snme students who are left to teach theMselves develop bizzare

.intuitiov; for eiample, some subjects concluded that the plus (4-) and equals

(=) key did nothing since they.cAused no visible change in the display.. On the

other hand, Meyer (1980) found thlat by .letting fourth-graders explqrethe

funct4ons of the operation keys some of them discovered that pushing the same

7 it
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operation key more than once would cause the calculators to repeat the process

with the number last entered. Leaving the understanding of the basic functions

of the calculator to chance pight create as many students.with incorrect in-
,

tuitions as correct ones. Thus, although two users may be able to use the

calculator to solve basic computational problems, there may be Itarge individual 4

differences in the way users understand and interact with calculatorp.

Elucidation of individual differences in students' intuitions about the

operation of calculators (i.e., stUdents' conception of what goes on inside the

"black'box" when a key is pressed) is the logical first step in building a

theory of Computer literady, and is the goal of the present study. In parr.

ticular, this study,addresses two related issues.
'

(1) What knowledge do people have about how calculators work? Since m9st

users are "self-taught" and seem to,be able to use their calculators, an im-

portant issue concerns what they have learned. Since some intuitions may lead

to more creative use of calculators and to better transfer to computer languages

.(such as programmable calculators or BASIC) it would be useful to be able to

describe exactly what,peoples intuitions are. Recent research on the cognitive

analysis of computational skill suggests that two children with the.same ap-

parent performance may be uaing entirely,different conceptions of computation.

For example, Groen & Parkman (1972) have developed coptitive models of addition,

and Woods, Resnick & Groen (1975) have developed models of subtraction. More

recently, Brown & Burton (1975) have developed a BUGGY program which serves tq

diagnose problems in a child's arithmetic procedures by developing a formal

description of the algorithm that the child is using. Successful application of

cognitive analysis tools to the problem,of describing computational skill en-

courages the idea that similar techniques can be used to formalize how students

understand,calculator logic.
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(2) What are the differences in intuitions among individuals? For ex-

ample, do "experts" havsdifferent intuitions than "novices?" In ret1nt studies;.

Larkin (1979) eind Simon & Simon (1978) have been able to formalize differences

between what experts and novices know about solving physics problems. Larkin

(1979) has beed able to represent the differences in terms of differences in the

organizAtion.and size of productions in a production system. Similar tech

niques may be applied to representing differences between experts and novices in

the domain of calculator use.

STUDIES 1 AND 2

The purpose of study 1 was to determine the knowledge that ordinary.users

4

have concerning th* operationof liand-held calculators. In particular, the goal

was to formally describe each subject's conception of the,calculator's operating
a*.

system. The purpose of study 2 was to determine whether the formal descriptions

developed in study 1 would also describe the conceptions of people who were more

knowledgeable about operating systems. For purposes of this paper, subjects in

study 1 are labeled'"novices" and sUbjects in study 2 are labeled "experts".

Method

Subjects

The subjects in study 1 were 46 college undergraduates recruited from the

subject pools at the University of Pittsburgh and the University of California,

Santa Barbara.
1 All subjects participated in order tO fulfill a requirement for

their introductory psychology courses. Subjects in study 1 had no previous

experience with computer programming nor witbithe concept of operating systems.'

Thirteen of the 46 subjects ir stUdy 1 produced inconsistent performance, so

only data for the remaining 33 sajects was used for the analyses. Of these 33

'subjects there were 16 females and 17 males, and 26 of the subjects owned a

7j
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- calculator. The mean age was 18 Yeats, the mean GPA was.3.0, the mean SAT-

Quantitative score'was 547, the mean SAT-Verbal score was 491.

The subjects in study 2 were 35 college undergraduates recruited from a

course in computer programming at the University of California, Santa Barbara.2

All subjects had taken at least one.previous course in computer programming and
4

were currently in a course that included study 4operating systqms. ,Of these

35 subjects, one gave inconsistent performance and one failed to,follow direc-

tions. The remaining 33 subjects were retained for analysis in this stady.

,There were 13 females and 20..males, and'32 of the subjects owned a calculator'.

The mean age was 21 years, the mean GPA was 2.9, the mean SAT-Quantitative score

was 669, and the mean SAT-Verbal score was 552.

The main difference between subjects in study 1 (novices) and study 2

(experts) is that all of the experts had formal instruction in computer pro-

gramming and some introduction to operating systems while none of the novices

did; the experts were older, t(60) = 2.66, II< .01; and the experts had higher

SAT-Quantitative scores, t(44) = 4.67, 2 < .001. Thus, while the. main focus

was on comparing "liberal.arts" students who had no formal programming

experience to "engineering" students who had formal training in programming,

any comparisons between the subjects in the two studies must be.made in light

of other differences such as age and Se scores.

Materials

The materials in study 1 and study 2 were essentially ,identical. Materials

consisted of a questionnaire, an instruction sheet, and two two-page problem

sets.

The questionnaire was an 81/2 x 11 inch sheet of paper which asked the

subjebt to indicate his or her age, sex, GPA, SAT scores, year in school, major
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.
school, experience with computer programming, experience with calculators,

-

-and Previous mathematics courses. In 'paitiCular, gubjects were asked to in-

dicate whether they owne1 or regufarly used a particular calculator,'and if so,,

to give the.name of the modal.._ In apition, subjects were asked to chesk a box

correspotiding to he average number of-minutes per week they used a calculator--

less than 10; 10 30, 30 to 60, more than 60.

,The instructions for the problems were typed onto an,811 x 11 inch sheet of

paper. Instructions described a tyiical 4alculatOr and the task.

Each of the two problem sets dansisted of 44 problems typeonto two 831

x 11 inch sheets of paper with one prOblem per

presentc,d a series of key strokes and'proyided

"indicate what nuiber would be in the display. .

double-spaced line. Each problem

a blank space for the subject to

Each ftoblem contained from one

to seven key strokes and each key stroke was either a single digit (2, 3 or 7),

a.plus key (+), a multiply key (x), or an equals key (=). -.The tWo problem sets

(Set A and Set B) provided for a xeliibility check since each problem'in Set A

corresponded to a problem df the same form in Set B, and both sets ptesented the

corresp'onding problems in the same order. However, the specific digits used in

corresponding problem were different. For example, problems Z+3+7 or 2+3x or

24-..4-=+, in set A corresponded-to' 7+3+2 or. 7+3x ot respectively, in Set

B. The:complete list of Set A'problems is tiven in the left side of Table 1.-

Procedure
,

The4Procedures were essentially identical in study 1 and study 2 except

that subjects were run individually in study 1 and igere run as.a group in

study 2.

First, each.subjeet filled'out the questionnaire. Then the instructions

were presented. §ukijects were esked-to suppose that they had just been given a

new standard four-function calculator that worked efficiently, and to suppose

lb
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that they would be using this calcOlator throughout the session. They were told

that for-each problem, their job was to predict what number would be in the

display of the calculator after the series of key presses (assuming the calcu-

lator was cleared at the beginning of the problem). Then, one of the problem

sets was randomly selected and given to the subject; when the subject finished

the first set, 1the other set was given. Subjects were asked to put.their

answers in the space next to each problem and there was no time limit.

'Results,and DiscUssion

Scoring

The data 'for each subject in each study consisted of a number (i.e., the

subject's inswer) for eacti of the 88 problems.

Reliability of Performance

Since two forms of the same 44-problem test were administered to each

subject, it was possible to determine tfie reliability of each subject's per-

. formance. For each of the possible answers to the 44 problems in set A,

corresponding answers, were generated for set B. For example, if a subject gave

12 as the anSweefor 2+3+7 in set,A, the corresponding answer fot 7+3+2 in

set B would also be 12; if a subject gave 7 as the answer for the above prob-

lem in set A, the corresponding answer in set B would be 2. Similarly, if a

subject gave 2 as the answer for 2+=+=+= in set A, the corresponding answer for

,7+=+=1:= in set B is 7; if a subject gave 16 for the above problem in set A, the

barresponding answer for set B is 56. Reliability scoring was conducted by

matching each of the 44 problems in set A with its corresponding problem in set

B; if the answers did noe correspond, sulijects were given a point.

Thirtrthree of the 46 subjects in study 1 displayed six or less (i.e.,

less than 14%) non-matching scores between set A and-set B. Data for the 13

6
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subjects who displayed more than six non-matches (i.e., over 14% unreliable

answer's) were not.analyzed further. The mean non-matching score for all 46

subjects in'study 1 was 5.3 or 12%; the mean non-matching score for the 33

selected subjects in study 1 was 2.6 or 6%.

In study 2, one of the 35 subjects gave more than six non-matching answers

between set A and set B. Data for this subject as well as for one subject who

failed to follow directions were not included in subsequent .analyses. The mean,

number of nonl-matching answers for the 33 selected sajects in study 2 was .8 or

2%.

. One question that may be raised at this point is whether the experts and

novices differ with respect to the reliability of their performances. The

propOrtion of unreliable novices (13 out of 46) was significantly higher than

the proportion of unreliable experts (1 out of 35) as determined by a chi-
,

squire test, x2 = 7.28, df = 1, F .01. In addition, for the 33 selected

subjects in each study, the novices produced significantly more unreliable

answers than the experts as determined by a t-test, t(64) = 10.59, < .001.

Thus, as might be expected, experts were more consistent in the way they an-

swered problems than were the noviceS.

All subsequent analyses are based on answers to set A for the 33 subjects

in each group.
3

Performance of Subjects Compared to Performance of Calculators

In this section we address the question of which calculator. most closely

fits the answerssiVen by the subjects. Of the 33 subjects in study 1,'17 owned

simple Texas Instruments (TI) models, three owned Sharp,models, one owned a

Rockwell model, '062 owned a Hewlett-Packard HP-21, and eleven either did not

0

own a calculator or could not remember what kind they owned.

g
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Since TI, Sharp and Rockwell were the relevant models4 owned by subjects in

study 1, answers to each of the 44 problems in set A were generated using each

of the three brands of calculator. Interestingly, while most of the calculatots

gave identical answers for most problems, there were different answers produced

by at least two of the calculators on 20 of the 44 problems.

A difference score was computed for each stbject for each of the ihree

calculator brands. The difference score was based on tallying thenumber of

times thfirt the subject's answer was not identical to the calculator's answer for

the 44 problems in set A. Mean difference scores in study I were 8.8 (207.) for

TI, 20.8 (47%) for Rockwell, and 14.9 (34%) for Sharp. A one-way analysis

of variance '71s conducted on the difference scores with brand of calculator as a

within subjects factor. The ANOVA revealed that the difference scores listed

above were significantly different from one another, F (2,64) = 42.6, 2. < .001.

Supplementary Newman-Keuls tests indicated that the score for TI was signifi-
.

cantly.better than for Rockwell, but no other differences were significant

(.1a < .05).

3
Of the 33 subjects in study 2, 23 own2:1 Texas Instruments (TI) models, two

owned Sharp mOdels, three owned Casio models, three owned Hewlett-Packard, and

two either did not own a calculator or could not remember what kind they owned.

Thus, as with novices the.most frequently owned calculator was TI, However, 11

of the.33 novices did not own or could not remember which calculator they

awned, while only 2-of the 33 experts fell into this category. According to a

chi-square test, this difference between proportions is significant,

X2 = 6.13,.df = 1, .2. < .025.

The mean difference scores in itday 2 were 9.0 (20%) for TI, 18.2 (41%)

.for Rockwell, and 13.7 (31%) for Sharp. A one-way analysis of variance was
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conductei on the difference scores with brand of calculator.as a wit4n subjects

factor. The ANOVA revealed that the difference,scores listed above were sig-

nificantly different from one another, F (2,64) = 23.74, ily< .001. Supple-'

mentary Newman-Kuels tests revealed that tbe score for,TI was significantly

better than for Rockwell or fbr Sharp, and that the score for Sharp was sign4fi-
,

ctly hetter than,for Rockwell (2. <

Thus, both in study 1 and in study 2, there is evidence that TI's operating

system most closely matches the intuitions of subjectslor the 44 problemi in

the test.
.

In comparing experts and novices, there is no evidence of any-

ferences in which calculatOr gives the best fit; t-tests revealed no differences

betWeen eXperts and novices with respect to their scores for TI, t(64) < 1, for
ow.

Rockr41,-t(64) = 1.58, or for Sharp, t(64) = 1.27,

Performance of'Subjects By Type of Calculator They Own

The previous section suggested thatsubjects.in our sample generated per-

formance that more closely thatched the performanceof ap calculator ihan the

other calculators we tested. However, since the TI is the.brand of calculator

that most subjects in oUr sample'owned, the above results may,be mainly-due,to

experience with TI.calculators. In order to test this idea, subjectd in study 1

Were divided into two groups: those who,owned a TI calculatOr (n = 17) and

those who do not (n = 16).

The mean difference scores for the TI-owners intstudy 1 were :"TI = 8.0,

Rockwell = 20.0, and Sarp = 14.1; the mean difference scores for the non-TI

owners were: TI = 9.8, Rockwell = 21.6, Sharp 7 15.8. As can be seen; for both.

TI-owners and non T -owners, the difference scores are least for TI. An anal-
.

ysis of variance was Onducted on the difference-score data with group as a

between suirSects faCtor and type of calculator as a within subjects factor,

I.
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:There was a si 11 ificant difference between the Calculators in how well they
4 . r

%

,matched the performance of all subjects, F2(2,60) = 517.16, L <,001,but there

was no group x calculatOr interaction, F (4,60) < 1. Thus,.there was no

- evidence that the non-211I owners_were different from.TI owners with respect to

their performance beingjpest fit by a T1. calculator. A separate one-way ANOVA

wts conducted on the data for the non-owners with type'of calculator-as a

within- subjects factor. The differences in differenee seores were'-
v.

significant, F (2,30) = 37.57, p F .061; subsequent Newman-Kuels tests-showed

that the scofe for the TI were significantly better,than for Sh4rp or Rockwell,.

among non-TI owners (L

As an additional analysis, the performance oi each sUbject was 1abeled as

TI-like, Reckwell-like or Sharp-like, based on which of the three calculators
,

produced the lowest difference score for 5he sub ect. Of the'33 subjecti-in

study 1, 29 were classified as TI-like and 4 ere with other

brands. For thR TI-owners, were classified as TI7like and 2 were best fit by

other brands, for the non-TI owners,-14 were classified as TI-like and 2 werel

best fit by other brands. A Fisher's Exact test revealed that there,was no

evidence of any 0.fferences among the two groups (TI owners versus non-owhers)
C/

in the proportion of Ti-like subjects.

The performance of the experts in study 2, ike the novices in stUdy 1,"

most closely matches the performance of the TI,but this may be due th the 'feet.

that TI is the most prevelant calenlator ulsed among ,tti.e. experts. As in study 1,

this idea was tested by dividing the experts into those who owned atTI calcu-
.

lator (n = 22),and those who did not (n = 11). The mean differenpR'sdbres for

theTI-owners were: TI .= 7.6, Rockwell = 34.4, Sharp = 13.2; the main

difference scores for the non-TI owners were: TI = 11.8, Rockwell = 17.4, Sharp

b 6
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= 14.6. An analysis'of variance was conducted on the difference score.dat.a.

with Ownership group as'a between subjects factor and type of calculator as a

v4ihin subjects factor. As expected, there was a significant difference among

the calculators in how well they matched the performance of all subjects, F

.-(2,60) = 19.21, <.01; however, as in stUdy 1, there was no interaction

between grOup ind calculator, F (4,60) < 1. Thlis, as in study 1; there was no

A

' evidence that non- "II owners were different from TI owners with respect to

their performance b eing best fit Wa TI calculator,

As an additional analysis, the peiformance of each subjegt in study 2 was

labeled as TI-Iike, Rockwell4ike, or SharP-like, based on wbich of the three

calculators produced the lowest difference scores'for each subject. Of the 33

subjects, 2.6 were classified as; TI-like and 7 were better matched by other

brands. For TI-owners, 18 were classified as TNlike and 4 were best fit by

other brands; for the non-TI owners, 8 were classified as TI-like and 3 were

best.fit by other brands. A Fisher's Exact,test revealed that,there was no

,

- evidence of any differences among the two groups (TI owner's irerSys non-owners)

in the proportion Of T/-like subjects.

This section helps'clarify the earlier finding that subjects' performance

is kost closely matched by TI's operating system. Since this finding seems to
A

be p sent for both TI-owners and non-owners'y may be attributed to,the "in-

tuitive appeal" of the'TI operating system rather than to users having more

experience with TI products. However, it Should be pointed out that the corres-
.

pondence between the calculator's answers and the subjects' answers are far from

perfect, even when we choose the best fitting calculator.

Performance of Aubjects by AMount of Experience With Calculators

This section ekplpres the issue of whether subjects who differ with respect
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ta how muchthey use a calcUlator also differ with respect to intuPtions about

the mersting.system underlying the calculator. In order to address this issue,
, .

subjects in'study 1 were divided inta two. groups based on their reported weekly
k

use of calculators: low experienceless than 10 minutes per week (n = 17), and

moderate experienceA:-10 or more minutes per week (n = 16).
I

The mean difference scores for study 1 on each of the three calculators

brands was TI = 10.2, Rockwe = 22.2, and Sharp = 16.5 for the low experience

.group,oand TI Rockwe =.19.3, and Sharp = 13.3 for the moderate ex-
.

perience. group. As.can be seen, TI, produces the lowest-score (i.e., best fit)

for subjects' performance, in both groups. An analysis of variance was conducted,

on thq difference score dataWith experience (low vs. moderate) as a between

Subjects factor end talculator brand as.a within subjects factor. As,in previous

analyses, there_was a significant overall difference amon$ the calcaators in

-how clotely they fiethe intuitions of the subjects, F (2,62 = 40.62, IL .001,

and there was no interaction betweent,group and calculator, F (2,62) < 1. Thus,
0

there was no evidence in studyl that the superior fit of the TI calculator was

influenced by how much experience a subject had.

As in the previous section, each subject was classified as being either TI-

like, Rockwell-like, Or Sharp-like based on which calculator produced Clejeast

number of differences with the subject's actual performance. Foi the low

experience group in study 1, 15 subjects were best fivby TI_and 2 Were best fit

by another calculatoll. for the,poderate experience_grOup 14 were best.fit by TI

and 2 were best fit by
,

another calculator. A Fisher's.Exact test showed ehat

there were no significant differences between low experience and moderate

experience groups with respect-to the proportion of TI-like subjects. .Thus,

there is no,evidence in this,análysis that amount.of experience with.ca,lculators

influence the subjectsl.intuitions about ihe operating systems of calculators.
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Corresponding analyses were conducted on the data

for the experts'in stuey 2. The mean difference saores for study 2 were: TI =

9.5, Rockwell = 18.1, and Sharp = 14.4 for,the loisT experience group, and TT =8.84

Rockwell = 18.3, and Sharp = 13.5 for the moderate experience group. An ANOVA

revealed the expected overall effect, F (2,52) = 18.92, 2. < .001; but there was .

. no interaction between experience group and calculator, F (2,62) < 1,.and thus
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no evidence that thesuperior fit of the TI calculator was influenced by how

much experience a subject had with calculatoré. For the low experience group

in study 2, 6 of the 8 subjects were best fit by TI while for the moderate

experience group, 21 of the 25 subjects were best fit by TI. A Fisher's Exact

test showed there was no significant,difference with respect to the proportion

of TI-like subjects among low and moderate experience subjects in study 2.

Thus, 'for both experts and novices, there is no eviaence that experience with

calculators influences the subjects' intuitions about the operating system of

calculators.

Inter-Subject Consistency in Performance

The foregoing analyses indicates'that subjects' performance was closest to

that of a TI Calculator, and that this pattern was not influenced by whether

subjects actually owned a TI calculator dor whether theyhad experience with

using a calculator. However, the foregoing analyses also made clear that'eub-

jects' performance could not be adequately described as corresponding to one

particular calculator's performance, sinée the best fitting calculator predicted

only about 80% of the answers. 1g this section, we explore the question of haw.

similar or different the subjects' answers were from subject to subject.'
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Table 1 givei a list of the 44 problems in set A as well as the answers

given by subjects in study 1 and study 2. Each answer that was given by any

subject is listed (in parentheses) along with the number of subjects who gave
4

that answer in study 1 aud in 'study 2. As can be seen, for each question there

is an answer that occurs most often (i.e.',.the modal answer) and there may be

one or more other answers given by some subjects (i.e., alternative answers).

The percentage of subjects' answers that are" modal answers, i.e., answers that

correspond to the most common answer for each question is 83% for study 1 and

81% foe stUdi 2. ?Ct.-test revealed.that the experts and novices do not differ

with respect to the percentage of modal anewers, t(64) < 1. Kolmogorov-

Smirnov's One-Sample tests based On the data for both studies together

indicated that the following problems produce significant (ja .< .05) number of

non-modal answers: 4, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29 and 3i:

thrOugh 44. Thus, the data in Table 1 enLiurages the conclusion that there are

substantial individual differences among subjects in their intuitions about

calculators. In order to more closely examine and describe these differences,

all subsequent analyses will involve descriptions of single subjects rather

than group data.

Insert Table 1.about here

Analysis of Performance of Individual Subjects on Simple Problems

The goal of the analysis in this section is tO provide a formal deecription

of the 15lowledge'that each subject has concerning how the calculator solves

. simple problems. Thus, for each subject, a model was develOed whicti could

generate the subject's answers on simple test problems. This section describes

the data eource, the format of the,moOels, hOw the data for a subject we*re fit by

a particular model.
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Data Source. This analysis was based on the data for the 33 novices and

the 33 experts who gave consistent answers (i.e., high reliability between the

two, corresponding question 'sets). In order to'provide an intensive analysis of

the performance of each subiect in the sample, this analysis focused on onlythe

tmple problems. 'Simple-problems are defined as those which contain symbols for
%

number and/or plus and/or equals but which do not contain.any multiplication

symbols. Eighteen of the 44 problems in set A fit this de;cription; these are

problems 1 through 10 and 27 through 34 in Table 1. Thus, for each of the 33
. 4

novices and 33 exPerts, the data source was a list'of 18'answers for the 18

simple problems.
C.--/

Development of Models. The goal of the present analysis was to develop

,simple production system models that would generate the pelformance of eachs
subject on the 18 simpleTroblems. Because of its efficiency and apparent

relevance for the present task, a production system was used to represent the

knowledge of each subject. A production system contains a liet of productions

with each productión consisting of e- condition and a corresponding action.- .

Conditions, actions, and productions for the current problem are descriSed in
e.

this section.

The relevant cenditionsfor the Tresent analysis are related to having,

pressed one of the keys on fhe calculator keyboard. The key relevant to the

simple problems are the ten number keys (0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9), the

addition operation key (+) and the equals key (=). Table 2 shows nine con-

ditiOns 'that could,exist; three are not reletrant to the simple problems since

these conditions are never kOund in the problems. The other six conditioni

. contain ah exhaustive list of the conditions present in thel simple problems. Ai

firscblush, it tight seem that Table 2 gives many redundant conditions and that'
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a simplier scheme is to deal with only three,basic conditions--pressing a

number (#), pressing a.plus (+), or pressing an equals M. However, the

'performance and comments 10 subjects suggest that a key press means something

different to some people depending on the immediately,preceeding key'Tress.

Insert Mile 2 about here

The actions for each production consist of events that take place inside

the calculator. Following a system developed to represent the "internal"

aCtions in capputer languages (Mayer, 1979), each of the calculator actions-can

be Kepresented as a triplet: some operation is applied to some object at some

location.in the calCulator. The operations consist of i*.tre following:

(1) Create --

(2) Destroy --

A number or expression is placed in the display or

register, e.g., when you press a number key that number

appears in the.display.'

A number or expression is erased from the display or,

register, e.g., when you ilress the equals key the pre

vious number in the display is erased (and replaced

with a new one).

(3) Evaluation -- An expression (from the register) is converted into a

single number, e.g,, the evaluation of 3 + 2 is 5.

(For the current fxample, eiraluationsof a number or a
Ole

number followed by an operation is the number, e.g.,

evaluation of 3 is 3, evaluation of 2 + is 2).
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nie obSe4s consist of:

(1) Numbers -- A .number is any single or multiple digit sequence

such as 2, 14, 156, etc.

'(2) Operation -- Anoperation is a mathematical symbol for some arith-

metic computation such as a4dition,(+), or multiplication

(x).

(3) Expression -- An expression is a sequence consisting of numbers and

operations such as, 2 + 3 or 2 + or 2 + 3 x 4.

Thet*ationi consist of:

,(1) Display -- The,aKternal display An ,a talculator'nwally consists

of at least eight places where each place can hold,

one digit.

(2) Register An internal register is inside the calculator and

consists of subregisters for individual numbers and

for operations. Expressions are held in the order of

input, with the first number on the left, followed by

the operation, followed by the next number.

Table 3 shows some typical actions that may occur for the simple problems.

It should be noted that the 12 actioes listed in the table actually refer to'

groups df single.actions. Tor example, D = # consists of two single actions:

erasing the old number from the display and replacing it with a new number.

Also, it should be noted that the first five i.ctions refer only to the display, ,

and have nb effect on changing the register; tne other actions refer only to

the register and have no effect on changing the display.

Insert Table 3 about here

0
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Since Table 2 Ores a list of all relevant conditions and Table 3 gives:a

list of relevant actions, it is now possible to describe any production as one

of the conditions coupled with one of the actions. For example, the production,

P5. If # after + Then D = # and R = R + #

means that when the-number key is pressed after the plus key the result is that
-ss

the old number in the display is replaced with the new number, and the old

expression in the register is retained but the new number is added to the

right.. Thus, if the sequence had been 5 + 2 + and now a 3 is pressed, the

display' will contain a 3 (before there was a 2) and the register, will contain

the expression 5 + 2 + 3 (before there was 5+ 2 +).

Fitting a model to each subject. The foiegoing sections-described that fhe

data source for each subject was-the 18 answers to the target questions and that

models are based on (alternative) actions associated with each of the six .

conditions. Thus, fer the data of each subject the,goal is to 'develop a pro-

duction, system which consists of six productions.

The task was made somewhat easier by the fact that there are groups Of

subjects who gave identical answers for the simple.prolOms. Based on their

,

answers to the 18 simple problems, subjects Could be grouped in one of six

distinct categories where subjects in each,of the first five groups produced

identical answers with one another. Group 1 contained 8 novices and 11 experts,

all of whom gave answeIs that were identidal to enswers proddeed by inexpensive

TI modelss' GroUp 2 contained 10 novices and 7 Axperts, all of whom, gave answers

that were identical'to Group 1 except,foisituations in which a plus key was

pressed. Group.3 contained 5 novice6 and 2 experts, all of whom gave answers

that were

press

identical to Group 1 except for situations in which a number key waS

Group"4 'contained 2 novices and 4 experts, all of.whom gave answers
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that were similar to thoSe produced by an-inexpensive Rockwell moael. Group 5
NW

cc:ntained one novice and 3 experts., all ofwhom showed a mixture of acting

Group 1 and Group 4. 'Finally; there were 7 novices and tAaxperts who gave
0

ididsYncratic patterns of answers for the simple-problems. Some of the subjects

in thii category_Were very similar tO on f the abche groups except for one or

rwo minor deviations, while others seemed to have- hly.unique answers. In all,

cases, however, the answers were.internally consisttnt within subjects as in
,

'dicatea by high correspondence between answers in set-A and set B. The answers

for each of the common categories on eath-of the 18 simple problems are given.in
A

Table 4,_

Insert Table 4 about here ,

Models weregenerated for each of the common.categOries oranswers and for

each.subject in the miscellaneous category. The producfion systems for each of
c-

the five cominon categories are given in Tables 5 through 9, respectively.-

Insert Tables 5 through 9 about here.

Groups 1, 2, ana 3 All behave similarly but differ with respect to when an

expreskon is evaluated and displayed. For eXample, consider rhe sequence Of

keystrokes: 2 + 3 + 4 = .

According to model 4 subjects think that the CalCulator evaluateslex7,

'pressions only when a plus key (+) is presied after a number or when an equals

;

:key (,) is pressed. Thus, in the above example, the,number in the display after

each.of the six key strokes will be, 2, 2, 3,.5, 4, 9. The. 3,does not gei added

to the 2 until,a plus (or an equals) key is pressed; and the subtotal 5 does,not

get added -to 4 untiran equals (or plus) key-is pfessed.
. , :)

. .
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According to model 2, supects think that the calculator evaluates ex-
.

pressions only when an equals (=) key is pressed. Thus, in the above example,
. . ,

1 N

the numbers In thecdisplay after each of the six key strokes will be 2, 2, 3, 3,

4, 9.- The entire expression is held in the register until an equals key is

_pressed, V

According to model 3, subjects think /that the calculator.evaluates ex-

pressions as soon ag a number key (#) is pressed. Thus, in the above example,
. ,

the numb'ers in the display after each respeCtiVe key stroke will be: 2, 2, 5, 5,

9', 9. The 3 gets added to the 2 as soon as the 3 is pressed; the,4 gets added.

to the subtotal 5 as soon as the 4 is pressed.

In summary model 2- involves delayed evaluation (i.e.,-knOthing gets eval-

-uated until an equals is pressed), model 3 invclves immediate evaluation (i.e.,

expressions are evaluated as soon as possible), and model 1-involves a com-
,

promise between the two extremes (i.e., expressions are evaluated after a plus
0

'but not after a number iey is pressed). Another way to describe the differences

among the first three groups is to say that group 1 treats a plus key like an'

equals, group 3 treats both a number key and a phis key like an equals, group' 2

.treats neither like an equals.

The iourth and fifth groups differ from the first throe groups with respect

to,how to deal with the plus key. The fourth group behaves as if the calculator

has an automatic constant--evaluation of an expression for a plus or.= equals

involves adding the number in the display to the number in the register. This

mode of evaluation is called "incrementing display" in the tables. The fifth

group gives am incrementing display" only when two plua keys are pressed in

sequence. Both groups are like group 1 in that they display the evaluated

version of the expression when a plus key or an equals key is pressed but not

/
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when a number key is pressed. The "incrementing display" characteristic of

group 4, and to some extent group 5, is a more sophisticated and efficient

feature of stor.te calcuiators such as Rockwell,

Insert Table 10 about here

Table 10 gives a list of alternative actions associated with each of the

first 6 productions. As can be seen, the five common categories resulted in

three alternatives tor production P2 (P2A, P2B, P2C), three for P4 (P4A, P4B,

P4C), two for P5 (P5A, P5B), one for P6 (P6A), two for P7 (P7A, P7B), and three

for P3 (P8A, P8B, P8C). in the process of ,developing models for the 14 mis-

cellaneous subjects, several new alternatives were constrncted,as shown in

Table 10. Although a detailed analysis of the'performance of each

miscellaneous subject would require undue space, examples are given in this

section. ,For example, one of the novices gives the answers 2, 2, 5, 5, 12, 2,

0, 5, 5, 12, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 3 for the 18 problems listed in Table 4,

respectively. This subject seems to evaluate expressions immediately when a

number key is pressed, corresponding to subjects in group 3. However, in,

addition, this subject treats any irregular sequence,of button presses (such as

+ after +, or + after =) as a reset or clearing of the display and register.

The productions which describe this Snbject's performance are: P2B, P4B, P5C,

P6D, P7B and P8B. As another example, one of the experts gives the answers, 2,

2, 3, 5, 7, 2, 4, 5, 10, 12, 2, 4, 8, 3, 4, 8, 16, 7, for the 18 simple

problems, respectively. This performance is similar to model 1 except that the

display is incremeuted for = aftex +. The productions are P2A, P4A, P5A, P6A,

P7A), P8C. Models were fit to each of the miscellaneous subjects by-taking the

best fitting common model (i.e., models 1 thtough 5) and changing aS few

productions as necessary in order to make the fit perfept.
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The left side of the Table 10 lists the frequencies of each productionfor

the experfs and nolices. There is a fendency for experts to rely on productions

which involve incrementiug the display, i.e., P5B and P8C. For example, these

productions are used 6 times by novices and 14 times by experts. In addition,

there is a tendency for experts to rely on productions which evaluate and dis-

play for + and = but not for #, i.e., P2A, P4A, P7A, while novices tend to favor

immediate dvaluation and display for #, i.e., P2B, P4B, P7B. For example, the

former set of productions is used 76 times by experts7and 58 times by novice&

but the latter set is used 13 times'by experts and 31 times by novices.

Analysis of Individual Subiects on Multiplication Problems

The previous section encouraged the idea that ie is possibleato describe

the subject's "model qf'the calculator" for generating answers to 18 simple

problems. These analyses were based on problems containing only six vossible

conditions. In the present section, we expand our analysis to include 16

additional problems which contain multiplication. These are problems 11 through

26 on Table 1. They provide three new conditions: x after # (i.e., pressing

the multiply key after pressing a number key, such as 2 x), # after x (i.e.,

pressing a number key after pressing-a multiply key, such as 2 x 3) and = after

x (i.e., pressing an equal key after pressing a multiply key, such.as 2 x =).

Also, up to this point we have considered only conditions which include two '

events, but this group of questions also allows us to explore whether subjects

use mote than two events to determine chains bf arithmetic; for example, if a

subject evaluated all multiplications before additions, then 2 + 3 x 7 = would

yield an answer of 23 but if a subject evaluated chains in order of presentation

then the answer is 35. Thus, this analysis will allow Us to add three new

productions,to each subject's model developed in the previous section, and to

modify some productions for evaluating chain arithmetic.
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For each subject,ye assume that the six productions established in the

previous analysis still are operating for problems 11 through 26. Thus, the

goal of the present section isdsimplY to add three new productions -(P10, P11,

P12) to the model of each subject. All 16 problems contain the condition x

after #; almost all of the problems cdntain the condition, = after x; problems

15, 17, and 23 provide the condition = after x; and seveial problems involve

chain of + and x operations such as problems 24 and 26.

Table 10 shows the most common possible actions associated with each of the

'three new conditions (P10, P11, P12) explored in this section. As with the

analysis of simple problems, one issue concerns when an expression is evaluated.

If an expression is evaluated as soon as a multiplication operation (x) or an

equals (=) key is pressed, analogous to Model 1 in the pravious analysis, then

.the productions selected,would be: PlOB (no evaluate for #), PllA (ev;luate for

x), and P12A (evaluate for emials). If an expression is evaluated only when an

equals key is pressed, analogous to.the delayed evaluation in Model 2, then the

productions selected would be: PlOB (no evaluate for #), P11B (no evaluate for

x), P12A (evaluate for =). If an expression is evaluated as soon as a number .

key is.pressed, analogous to the immediate evaluation of Model 3, then the

productions selected would be: PlOA (evaluate for #), P11B (no evaluate fox x),

P12B (no evaluate for =). Finally, if subjects used an incrementing display for

evaluating expressions and numbers as in Model 4 or 5 in the previous section,

then the selected productions would be: PlOB (no evaluate for,#), PUB (no

evaluate for x), and P12C (increment display for =). 'For purposes of this

analysis we will refer to each of these four clusters of three productions as

Model lm, Model 2m, Model 3m, and Model 4m, respectively.
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-Table 11 shows the answers generated by each of thelou;,..multiplication

models (i.e., productions PlOpPll, and P12). Thirty of the 33 novices and 23

of the 33 experts generated performance on the multiplication problems that was

consistent with one of the four models; hOwever, specific answers to some

problemscould differ from those listed in Table 11 in cases where different

systems fqr evaluating chains of arithmetic or different produciions for P2

through P8 were in use. The bottom of Table 11 shows the number of novices and

experts who were fit by each of the four models.

Insert Table 11 about herd

Model 2m allows for)evaluation of a chain of arithmetic. Of the novices, 5

subjects performed the arithmetic in order from left to right (as iftdicated in

Table.11), one subject,carried out additions before multiplications (e.g., 2 x

A

3 + '7 = resulted in an answer of 20), one subject carried out multiplications

before additions (e.g., 2 + 3 x 7 = resulted in an answer of-23) and one carried

out computations only on the last two endies in the register (e.g., 2 x 3 x 7 =

resulted in 21; or 2 x 3 + 7 = resulted in 10). Of the experts, three'out of

five subjects showing model 2m performed chains from left to right, and two of

the five experts performed multiplication before addition in a chain.

There were also three miscellaneous novices and 10 miscellaneous experts.

Of the novices, two subjects gave model'lm.answers for problems that involved

only numbers, multiplication, and/or equals but model 2m answers for problems
4

with numbers, addition, multiplication, and equals. One novice gave model 4m

answers for problems with numbers, multiplication and/or equals but model 3m

answers when problems involved multiplication, addition, numbers and equals.

1U'u
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Thus, these subjects behaved as if the conditions for actions depended on more

than just the last two button presses. No additional prodations were con-

structed-,to try to fit this performance in Table 11. However, for the 10 unique

experts, several .4dditional

and are listed in Table 10.

1

productions for P10, Pll and P12 were constructed

For example, one subject reset the display to aero

for x after # and to no change for = after x. The'productions for that subjett

are PlOB, P11C, P12A. Another subject ignored the equal sign when .it followed

the multiplication sign, aprindicated by Productions PlOB, Plli, P12B. -Two

other subjects reset the display for = after x giving the productions PlOB,,'

PUB, P12C. Thus, many of the experts tend to add new productions for,unusual.

button sequences; the effect of most of the new productions is sqme sort of

"ieseting" the display. The frequenOy of:use of each alternative production for .

glo, Pll, and P12 for all subjects is summarized in the left side of Table 10.

Analysis of Individual Subjects on Complex Problems

Finally, the performadce 1 each subject on problems 35 through 44 was ,

ahalyzed.' These problems contain mani of the conditions already,described in

the previous two sections;.thus, it was assumed that each subject would use the

twelve productions already determined by analyzing the first 34 problems-in the

test.-However,oproblgt-35 -tbrrouih 44 also contain fqur new conditions: x after

=, x after x, + after x, and x after +. Thus, in this sectionlour new pro-

ductions (P13, P14, P15 and P16) are added to the model of each subject.

Table 10 .1iSts thealternative productions for each of the four new con-

ditions explored in this section. Table 12 giyes some typical answers by

subjects for problems 35 through.44.

'Insert Table 12 about here

6
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Group 1 in Table 12 behave as if they were using productions 13A, 14A, 15A,

and 16A along with delayed evaluation of expressions (based on earlier pro-

ductions). These subjects treat x after = and x after x as if there is no

change, and if two consecutive operation keys are,pressed (such as x after +)

they use only the last operation that was pressed. As shown in the bottom of

Table 12, there were ten novices and 15 experts who followed this procedure.

There were also six more novices and one more expert in group 1'; these subjects

behave as if hey use the identical four new productions but they show imfaediate

evaldation of'expressions when the number key is pressed. In addition, four

novices, (and no experts) in group 2 behave like those in group 1 except that

when there are two consecutive operations, the multiply "wins", i.e., for 2x+

the register,stores 2x. The productions for this group are P13A, Pl4A, P15B,

7

P16A. Similarly, two more novices and one expert in group 2' use the same four
4

new productions as group 2 but act as if an expression'is evaluated as soon as

a number key.is pressed. In aadition, there were 2 novices and 4 experts in

. group 3. These subjects treat Elle fournew productions as if they seive to

increment the display. This procedure is indicated by the combination of P13A,

P14B, P15C, P16C. These.are the same subjects who increment the display for

similar conditions such as + after + or + after = or =-after +.
%

There w4T also a large number of unique subjects--nine novices and 12

experts. However, almost ail of the subjects are closely-related to either model

1 or model 3, with just one production slightly different. For example, one

subject is like model 1 except that the display is reset to zero for x after +.

or = after x. The productions foi-that subject axe P13A, Pl4A, P15D, P16D. A

Another subject has the same procedure as subjects in group 2 except tharx

after x results in the display being multiplied by the register; the productions

10
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tor this subject are P13A, P14B,JP15B, .7,16A.( For a third subject, the display

is incremented for = after x and x,after ='an when two consecutive operations

are input the multiply wins; the productions are, P13C, P14B, P15B, P16A. The

left portion of Table 10 summarizes the frequencies of each of the alternative

productions for all subjects on P13, P14, P15 and P16.

General Conclusions

Characterizing the Differences Among Subjects

The present study suggests that subjects differ wi respect to their.

conceptions Of the dperation of electronic calculators. The foregoing analyses

(summa;:ized in Table 10) provided for a detailed description of the differences

among Subjects, with each subject being described as a list of productions.

HoWever, the goal of this section is to provide a more integrated description of

the major differences smong subjects. Three basic kinds of diffeinces were
0,

observed: (1) How is an expression represented in the register? For example, a

series of key strokes such as 2+x3 can be represented as 2 + 3 or 2 x 3 or 0 or

sometfling else. (2) When is an expression evaluated? For example, does the

,calculator evaluate at the earliest possible opportunity such as 2 + 3 resulting

in'a display of 5, does the calculator wait for an equals to be pressed before

an evaluation takes place, or does the calculator compromise betweenthese two

extremes? (3) How is an expression evaluatea? For example, a chain of arith
:

metic like 2 + 3 x 7 can be evaluated from left to right (answer is 35) or with

'multiplication first (answer is 23) or in some other way; furthermore,,non

standara sequences such as 2+= can be evaluated by Incrementing the display to 4

or by .ignoring the plus (display is 2) or by reseting the display to 0. In ,this

section, we explore how the subjects differ with respect to their conceptions of

how to represent expressions, -when to ellluate, and how to evaluate.

103
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Standard conditibns. First, there are some generaf differences which -

ernerge by4nvestigating differences for standard conditions such as t after +s
, .

- Calculators

# after x, + after #, x after #, = after #. These ere sequences that follow

the standard grammar of arithmetic, and are listed as P2, P10, P4, P11, andT7

in Table 10.

The first issue of how to represent expressions is fairly straightforward

for all subjects--symbols are added to the . regist"dr in order.from left to right.

For example, the keystrokes 2 +,3 x 7 is represented in exactly that way in the

register. . 4

The second.isSue is when to eyaluate the expression. In our analysis we

located three distinct approaches to the question of when to evaluate. The

compromise method is to evaluate an expression wherleYer an equals key or an

arithmetic operation kgy is pressed but not when a number key is pressed; the

immediate method is t evaluate as soon as a number key is pressed (e.g., for 3

+ 5 display shows 8); the elayed method is to evaluate may when an equals key,

is prepsed (e.g., for 3 + 5 th display shows 5). The novices arid experts tend

to differ with respect to their consensus on when to evaluate. Of the novices

3 tend to opt for compromise evaluation, 13 for delayed evaluation, and 7 for

immediate evaluation; for experts-there is a much stronger consensus of 24
4

subjects favoring compromise evaluation with 7 favoring delayed evaluation and 2

favoring immediate. A chk-square testjevealed that novices and experts differ

sisnificantly with respect to the proportion of subjects favoring compromise

evaluation, x2 = 6.15; df ='1, .05. *

The third issue concerns how to evaluate an expression. In most 'cases,

subjects overWhelmingly follow the normaii rules of arithmetic. However, as .

noted earlierwhen subjects use delayed evaluation they may,be confronted with

a chain of arithmetic such as 2 + 3 x 7% While tlat majority of subjects eval-
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uate a chain from left to right (i.e., generating an answer of'35), some experts

carry out multiplication before addiEion,s(i.e., answer is'23), and some nol:Pices

use other schemes such as.carry out additions before imatiplications or carry

out only the last computation (i.e., answer'is 21).

Non-standard conditions (equals after operation). In the present study we

also inveitigated subjects' interpretations of several non-standard conditions;

such as = after 4-rp . after x. These are conditions-which violate the grammar

thee-demands epumber between the 'operation symbol and the equals symbol. Table
00:

10 represented.these gs P8 and Pr2.

The main issue here is how to'represent and evaluate an expression when the

last key press was an operation and now an equals is pressed. For production

P8, the majority of novices (n = 27) and the majority of experts (n 25) ignore

the:last + key that was pressed. Thus, a sequence likg 2+= results in a display

of 2, or a sequence like 2+3+= reSults ih a display of 5. We4cal1 this,the "no

effect" apriroach because subjects actas if the plus key had no effect. A

second approach is what we call the "incrementing" approach; here subjects

create some number to go between the + and the such as the number in the'
w

display. For example,bthe sequence 2+= results in a display of 4 (i.e., it is

treated as 2+2=), or 2+3+= may result in 10 (i.e., it is treated4as 5+5=),or 8

(i.e., it is treated as 2+3+3=). There were.threefingvices and 6 experts Who
*

opted for the incimenting approach. A third option is whgt we call the,"reset"

approach. Here,subjects reset the display to some number (such as zero) for any

non-standard sequence.ofs key presses. Three/novices and two experts used a

version of the reset approach. The .comparable figures for productioh P12 were

29 novices and /4 experts favored the no effect approach while 4 novices and 8 .

experts favored Or ifiCrementing approach. Although the proportion
A
bf Shbjecis
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favoring the incrementing approactrie'twice dsAigh for experts as for novices,

chirs.40are tests faired Eo indicate that'the Rropogtion of :incrementing subjects

. 'was greater for experts in P8, e = !61, df = 1, br P12, x2,= .92, de,.=.. L.

Non-standard conditions (two consecutive.6perations). Another type of non-
:.

.

,

Standard conaitioa investigated in this study was twoConsecutive operations

such aS + after *, x after x, + after x, or x.after +. These are conditions

A '

which violate the grammatical demand for a number Iletween any two operation

.symbols. 'Tabld 10 presents these as P5 P14, P15, P16.-

.The main issue here how to represent and/or evaluate an expression when

the last key presses are two arithmetic operators. the three major optIons

cbosen by our subjeces correspond to those discussed 'above: "no eff$0" in-

volves selecting one of the two operation "Signs to be included in the register

and ignoring the other;. for eiample, the most common version of this approach is

to ignore the,seeond. operation so that 2++ is represented in the register as '

2+ or 2xx is represented as 2x. "Incrementing" involves 'selecting a number to

be inserted between the operator symbols; the most common version of this.-

4approach is to insert,the number from the display so that,2++ becomes 2+2+ or

2xx'becomes 2x2x. "Reset involves clearing the diSplay such es getting it to

-

zero; for" example, 2++ results,.in 0 being*.splayed. "'Tor production POible

mdjority of novices (n = 28) and-experts (n = 24) opted for the no effect, '

approach; in addition four novices and nine experts opted for'the incremenilnk.

, .

approach; and one noirice and no experts reset the displIy. The figures for v.

. , , .

-0 '

. .

production P14 are similar: -28 novices and 24 expecteopted for no effect; .

I-. .

incrementing was opted for by 4 novices and 8 experts; and one novice and one
');

, - ,

expert opted for the reset approach. The patterns for 15 and P16 are similar--
tb

the majority of each nOvice
t.

d experts opt for no effect bui s,substantial
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number of experts opt for the incrementing optio

proportion of experta who increment is more than
e

However, even in-the most exi:reme case, the-differ

trementers" between-experts.and'noviceq fails to rda
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n. In all productions, the

twice that qf the novices. .

ences in proportiOn of "in-

X
2 = 2.27, df = 1.

ch statistical significance,'

Non-Standaild *conditions (operati6 after equals).
,

volved two productions P6 and P13,,which involve + afte

NI

our test in-

r = and x after = re-

spectively: The status of the rpgister after:an = key is pressed is that it

contains a number', -Thus, these non-standard cpnditions a

treated in e same way that + after # or x after # is trea

the novic s and 32 of the experts use this "no effect",appro

a plus sign tOthe register. For P13, 28 novices an& 27 expe

effect" approach Of adding a multiply sign to'the register. H

re most.frequen,tly

ted. For P6, 30 of

.g

ich of simpAy adding

rts follow the "no

owever, a sizable

minority of the experts (n = 6) opt for an'incrementing approac
t

minority of the novices opt for a reset option (n = 4).

Summary. The present:study provides new inforMation concerni

h while a sizable

411.,

ng how humans

techniqdesthink abolii calculators. First, we were able to apply the analytic

of cognitive 'psychology to a real-world domain. This allowed a forma

'detailed descriRtion of how each subject interpreted what was going o
k'

1 and'

the "black box" when a key was pressed. Second,.in spite of the fact t

inside

-
of Our subjects were proficient in using a calculator to Solve standard

tational problems, wg obserxed tremendous.individual differences among us

.'their interpretations of the logic of the calculator's operating system-.
6

hat all

compu-

ern 'in

Thus,

in spite of apparent similat performance on standard problems, People- diffe

'greatly in their knowledge o6how the calculator solves problems.
4

;1k)**.r.
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Experts tended to give more Consistent answers, as would be expeCted;

however, they also tended to prefer certain operating characteristics'such as

evaluating an expression for either an operation key or ansequal key (cotpromise

-

e.aluator), and incremedink the display during evaluation with non-standrd

conditions. Further work is needed to determine whether people with certain

sets of intuitions can use their calculators more creatively or can learn a new

computer language (such as programmable calculators or BASIC) more effiolently

.than people with other sets of intu;tions. I addition, future work is needed .

to determine whether intuitions--once they have een diagnosed--can be altered

-through instruction. It is hoped that the groundwork laid in this study will

seive as an
e

incentive for continued work in the development of a theory of

computer literacy.

114
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Footnotes
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1Twelve subjects were from the University of Pittsburgh and 34 subjects were

from the University of Zalifornia, Santa Barbara. However, since there were

no systematic, differences between these groups in age, sex, GPA, SAT stores,

or answers to the experimental test, they have been combined into one larger

sample.

.2We wish to thank Dr. Larry Lichten of the Computer Science Department of

the University of California, Santa BarbaraA for his help in locating subjects

for study 2.

3For each problem in which fhe subject gave inconsistent answers between

set A and set B, the answer to the A set was used unless it was inconsistent

with relatd items..

4Since the HP-21 uses Polish notation (RPN) it was not used as a'

model in this study.



Problem

Number-, Problem

2

2+

2+3

2+3+

2+3+7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

* 10

(12) =33

2+=

2+3=

2+3+=

2+3+7=

11 2x

12 2x3

13 2x3x

14 .2x3x7

15 1 1 "j- 2x=

Table 1

.Frequencies

Modal Answer)

of Answers for 44

Study 1

Problems

. ,.

Modal Answer

Study 2 -
.

Alternatives Alternatives

(2)=33 . (2)=33.

(2)=33 (2)=33 (0)=1
%

(3)=25 (5)'18 (3)=32

,

(5)=21-- (3)1°12 (5)=23

(7)=26 (12)=6;(15)=1 (7)=32' (12)=1

(2)=33 (2)=33
-

(2)=29 (4)=3;(0)=1 (2)=27 (4)=6

(5)=3?. (5)=33

(5)30 (10)=3 (5)=26 (10)=5;0)=1;(8)=1

(12)=29 (10)=2;(11)=1;(15)=1 '

\,..U.

(?)=33
. ,

(2)=32 (0)=1

(3)=24 (6)=9 (3)=33 /

0

(6)=24 (3)"9 (6)=23 (3)=9;(0)=1

(7)=24. ' (42)=9 (7)=32 (6)=1

.(2)=29 (4)=4 (12)=25 (.057;1d)ml



Problem

Number Problem

%.; Table 1 (Conit.)

Frequencieg of Answers for 44 Problems

Study 1

Modal Answer Alternatives

17

18

2x3x=

2x3x7=

(5)=29

(42)=31

19 2+3x , (5) =22

20 2+3x7 (5)=25

2x3+ (6)=24

22 2x3±.7 (7)=26

2+3x= (5) =26

24 2+3x7= (35) =29

25 ' 2x3+= (6)=29\

26 2x3+7= (13)=29

27 2++ (2)=29

, 28 (2) =27

29 2+=+=+' (2)=26

30 2+=+3 (3) =28 ^

31 2++= (2)=27

32 2+-+- (2)=28

(2)=24 (6)=5;(4)=3;(6)=1

1.1j-

(36)=4

(21):=1;(7)=i

(3)=11

(35)=7;(42)=1

(3)=9'

(13)=7

(25)=3;(3)=2;(11)=1;(2)=1

(23)=2;(21)=1;(42)=1

(121=3;(3)=1

(42)=2;(10)=1;(20)=1

-

(4)73(0)=1

(4)=4. 0)=2

(8) 3; (0)=2; (4)=4 (0=1

(5)

(40=3; ) 2;(0)=1

(8)=2;(4)=1.;(6)=1;(0)=1

Study 2

Modal Answer Alternatives

(6)=23

(42)=32

(5)=18

(7) =32

(0=25

(36)=6;(3)=2;(16)=1;(0)=1

(41)=1

(3)=13;(0)=1;(6)=1.

(44=1

(3)=7;(0)=1

(7)=32 (13)-1

(5)=23 .(25)=3;(3)=3;(11)=2;(2)=1;(15)=1

(35)=23 (23)=7;(42)=2;(45)=1

(6)=26 ..(12)=5;(3)=1;(18)=1

(13)=31 (11)=1;(42)=1

(2)=23 (4)=9;(Q)=1 -

(2)=25 (4)=8;(0)=1

(2)=23 (8)=5;(4)=2;(6)=2;(0)=1
0

(3)=32 (2)=1 0
1-4

(2)=22 (4)=6;(8)=4;(6)=1 "O.
op

°St
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.



Table 1 (Con't.)

. Frequencies of Answ@rs for 44 Problems

Problem

Number

7

Problem Modal Answer

Study 1

Modal Answer

Study 2

Alternatives Alternatives

33 2+=+=+= (2)=28 (16)=3;(8)=1;(6)=1 (2)=24 (16)=5;(6)=3;(8)=1

34 (5) =26 (7)=4;(3)=3 (4)=26, (7)=6';(3)=1

I'

35 2xx (2)=29 (4)=3;(*1" (2)=23 (4)=9;(0)=1

36 (2)=28 (4)=4;(0)=1 (2)=24' (4)=8;(0)=1

37 2x=x=x (2)=27 '0.6)=3;(4)=1;(8)=1;(0)=1 (2)=21 .(16)=5;(8)=41(4)=2;(0)=1

38 2x=x3I (3)-24 (6)=9 (3)=29 (6)=3;(12)=1,

39 2xx= (2)=26 (4)=4;(8)=1;(0=1;(16)=1 (2)=20 (4)=7;(16)=3;(8)=2;(0) 1

40 2x=x= (2) =27 (16)=3;(6=1;(4)=4()=1 (2)=22

41 2x=x=x= (2)=27 (256)=3(8)=1;(16)=1;(0)=1, (2)=21 (256)=5;(16)=2;(8)=3;-(32)=1;(0)=1-

42 . 2x=x3= (6) =24 (3)=5;(12)=3;(46)=1 (6)=24 (12)'7;(3)=1;(0)=1

43, "2x+3= (5)=16 (6)=13;(7)=2;(8)=1;(3)=1 (5)=21 (7)=6;(6)=3;(e)=2;(3)=1

44 (6) =25 (5)=4;(3)=2;(12)=2 (6)=24 (12)=6;(5)=1;(7)=We)=1

Note. - Number in parentheses indicates answer; number to right of equals ndicatea frequency.
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Table 2

Name Condition

Condition

.Example

,

1,

for Simple Problems

Description

Pk

P2*

P3

P4*

P5*

P6* °

P7*

P8* ,

P9.

)
# after

# after +

# after =

+ after 1,

+ after +

+ after =

= after #

= after +

= after =

2 3

+ 3

3

2 +

+. +

=

3

= =

a.

,

Pressing.a.nymber key after prissing a,number.key.
(

_
Pressing a number key after pressing a plus keY.

...

Pressing a nt er key after pressing an equals key.

Pressing a'plus key after pressing iNiumber key.
T

Pressing a plus key after pressing a plus key,.

Pressing a plus key after pre,ssing.an quels key.

Presbing an equals key after pressing a number key.
0

Pressing an equals key liter pressing a plus key.

Pressing an equals key after pressing.an equals key.

,

Note.--Asterisk (*) indicreo that production is relevant to simple problems. Pl, P3 and P9 ate not

relevant since they db Aot occur in the simple problems.

11:-; 12u

IrsoN

0
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Table 3.

Some Acelon for-Simple Problems

,

Action ''' Description .

.
) ,

D = D . No change iv'the display s. :

- ..:--

fr = # Erase the old ntimber:from therdisplay. Put the new number in the display.

D = R Erase the old number from the display. Copy the number from the register-into the display.
. .

, .

D = eval(R) %Erase the ol'cl number from the display. Put the value for thelexpression in the register into the display.

D = eVar(D+R) Erase the old number from the display. ,Replace it with the value fdr the sum of that number from the,

, display,and the value in die register':

, .

..R' No change in regster:,
.

,
, .

. ..
. .

.

.,

R = # Retain the present expression in the regiiter. Place a number tothe right'of the expression in the reester.

R = "R+#" Retain the present exilression in the register. Place a number to the right of the exptession in the register..:

-

R.= eval (R) Erase the old number or expression from the register. Replace it ,ith the evaluation Of tfie'number di

' expression.
, , .

eval (D+ ) Erase the old number or expression from the register. Replacwit with the sum of the number in the

displAy plus the exillnation of'the register.

R = eval (R)+ Erase the old expression or number from the register. Replace'it Igth the evaluation of that number or

expression, and follow that with a plue.

F
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Table' 4

Problems and Answers4r 18 Simple Items for Four GrOups of Subjects

Group 5

-Answer Miscellaneous

Problem .,

NuMber Problem

Grou1 -1

Answer

Group 2

Answer

'Group 3

Answer

Group 4

Answer

0,

2 2 2 2 2

2 2+ 2 f2 2 2
:.%

3' 2+3'' 3 5 .3

'

3 5 5

,

5 2+3+7
.

7 12 7

,

6 2= 2 .' 2 2 2

7 2+= 2 i - 2 A.

8 2+3= 5 5 5 5

9 2+3+= 5 5 5 10

:.

,10 2+3+7= 12 12 12 12

27 2++ 2 2 2 4

28 2+=+ 2 2 2 4

29 2+.+=+ 2 2 2 8

30 2+=+3 3 3' 5 3

31 2+= , 2 2 2 8

32 2+=+= 2 2 2 8

,

33 2+=+=+= 2 2 2 16

34 2+=+3= 5 . 5 5 . 7

Number of Subjects -

Study 1 8 10 , 5 2

Number of Subjects-

Study 2 11 7 2 4

2

2

3

5

7

2

2

5

5

12

4

4

2-

t

2
1

5

1

3 6



Table 5

Production System for Model I (Compromise Evaluation)

Production

Name Condition Action CoMments

-P2A If # after + then Set D = # Set it - '

P4A If + after # then set D = eval (R) Set R = eval (R) +

P5A If + after +' then Set D = D Set R + = R+ (NG CHANGE)
,

P6A If + '''fter = then Set D = eval (R) Set R = eval (R)

P7A If = after # then Set D = eval (R) Set R = eval (R)

P8A If = after + then Set D =,eval (R) Set R = eval (R)

Note.--Evaluates after + or

%re

Display is non-incrementing.

Nef



Table 6

Production System for Model 2 (Delayed Evaluation)

Production

Name Condition Action Comments

P2A If # after + then Seel) = # Set R = "R + #" (SAME AS MODEL 1)

..__

P4B If + after # then Set D = D Set R = -eval (R) .+

P5A If + after + ,then Set D = D Set. R + = R + (SAME AS140DEL 1)

P6A If +.after = then Set.Di= D Set B. = R + (SAME AS MODEL 1)

P7A If = after # then Set D = eval (R) Set R = eval (R) (SAME AS MODEL 1)
-

. .

P8A If = after + then Set D = eval (R) Set R 7 eval (R) (SAME AS MODEL 1)

Note.--Evaluates after =. Display is non-incrementing.

127
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Production

Table .7

Production System for Model 3 (Immediate Evaluation)

Name Condition Action

P2B If # after + then Set D = eval (R +#) 'Set R = eval (R+#)

P4B If + after # then Set D 0 D Set R = eval, (R).+

P5A If + after + then Set D = D Set R = R +- #

P6A If'+ after = then Set D = D Set R = R +

P7B If = after # itn Set D = D Set R = R.

P8B If = after + then Set D = D 'Set R = R

Tote.--Evaluate after I. "Display is non-incrementing.

\

Comments

(SAAE AS MODEL 1)

(SAE AS MODEL 1)'

(NO CHA1NGE)

(NO CHANGE)

1! 9



Production

Number '

Table

Production System for Model

Condition Action

8

4 (Incrementing Display)

Comments

P2C If # after + then Set.2 # . Set R = eval (R + #)

P4C If + after # then Set D = R Set R = R

P5B. If + after + then Set Do= eval (D+R) Set R = eval (D+R) (INCREMENTING DISPLAY)

P6A If + after = then Set D = eval (R) Set R = eval (R) (SAME AS MbDEL. 1)

P7A after # then Set D = eval (R) Set R = eval (R) (SAME AS MODEL 1)

P8C If = after + then Set D.-= eval (D+R) SEt R = eval (D+R) (INCREMENTING DISPLAY)

Note.--Evaluate after + or =. Display is incrementing.



^)-

sr,

Table 9

,Prcduction

Name

Production System for Model 5 (Partially Incrementing Display)

Condition ' Action . Comments

P2A If # after + then Set D = # 'Set R = "R + #" (SAME AS MODEL 1)

P4A If + after # then `Set D = eval (R) Set R = eval (R) + (SAME AS MODEL 1)

115B If + after + thqn Set D = eval (D+R) Set R = eval '(D+R) (SAME AS MODEL 4)

'

If + after = then Set D = eval (R) Set R = eval Cai (SAME AS MODEL 1)
A' "I

4,

If = after # -
,

then' Set D = eval (R) Set R = eval (R) (dAftE AS MODEL 1)

\ '(SAki--48A If = after + then Set D = eval (R) Set R = eval (R), AS MODEL ;)

.>

Note.-LCompromise between model 1 and model 4.

'

et.

1 3 J



Frequency 'Frequency

in Study k. in Study 2

Table 10

la Frequencies of Productions for All Subjects

Production

Number Condition Actibtiq'

r.

4

Description
. .

,

21 j27' P2A If # after + themSet D = #,
ti

Delayed evaluation and display

e 'Set R

7 2 P2B If# after +

:
...\.. ,

ther Set D ...eval (W),

Set R = eval (R+6

Immediate evaluation and'display

4 4 P2C If # after + then Set D = #, Immediate evaluafton and delaxed display

Set R = eval (R+#)

0 P2D. If # after + 'then Set'D = eval (R+D),

Set k = eval (R+D)

Iimediate evaluation and-display with

incrementing evaluation:

11 18 P4A If + after #

,

then Set D = eval (R),
, -

Set R = eval (R)'t

Immediate evaluation and display

18 9 (P4B If + after # then Se D, Immediate evaluation,and delayed
)
display

'Set eval (R) +

4 4 P4C If + after-# then Set D. R, Set R=R+ Delayed evaluation and display

0 1 P4D If + after # then Set D = 0, Set R = 0
4.

Reset to zero t.)

.28 24 P5A :If + after +. then Set D = D, No change ce

,
Set R+ = I+

Me;

134 .1,35



Frequency
11.

in Study 1

Frequency

-in'Study 2

Production

Number

Table 10 (cantinued)

Condition Action . Description

4, 9 P5B If + after + then Set D = eval (D+R),

Set R = eval (D+R)

Z:Tlimediate inctementidl evaluattA and

display

0 P5C If + after + then Set D = 0,

Set R = 0

_Reset to 0

32
,.

" P6A If + after = then Set D = D,
.

No change'in display, add + to
,

Set R = R+ expression in relister

0 p6B

. 4'

If + after = then Set D = D,

'Set R = eval (D+R)

No change in display,,immediate

incrementing eyaluation

0 t6C If + after = then Set D = 0,

Set R = R+

Reset display to,0, add + to

expression in register

0 P6D If -1:after = ' then Set D = 0,

)

Set R = 0

Reset display and register to b

evalliate sum of constant and value

.,-'44.°

in display

1 P6E If + after = then Set D = D,. No change in display 1
:

Set R = eval (#+D)

13



,(

Frequency Frequency

An Study k in Study 2

26 31

6 2

,1

21 23

2

2 5

1

Producti'

Table 10 (ciintinued)

Number Condition Action Description

P7A if = After # then Set D = eval (R),

Set R = eval (R)

Immediitte evaluation and diaplay

P7B If = after.# then Set D = D,

Set R = R

No change

P7C If = after # then Set D = R, Display value in register

Set R = R

P8A If = after + then Sei D = eval (R), ImmeOiate evaluation and display

Set R = eval (R)

P8B If = after + then Set D = D, No Change in display or register

Set R = R

P8C If = after + then Set D = eval (D+R), Immediate in-drementing evaluation

Set R = eval (D+R) and display

!

o P8D If = after + then Set p - eval (R), Display the evaluation of the expression,

Set E. = 0 i in the register, reset the P
p-i
m-.=

IV 1.40 0
&Display the sumAtthe value in the a

_ n
a

`s.

1 P8E If = after + then Set D = Aval (D+#),

13o
Set R R

register to 0

display plus a. constait, no change

in register 139



Table 10 (continued)

Frequency Frequency Production

At Study 1 in Study 2 Number ,Condition Action 'DeseriptAon
,

1 2 p8F If'= after + then get V= D, No change in display, set register to 6
..,

Set 0

,

S 6 PlOA If # after x then Set D = eval (R*#), Immediate evaluation and display

/
Set R eval (R*#)

..:

25 27 PlOB If # after x then Set D = #, Delayed-evaluation and dispiay

!1.1 '15 PllA

19 16 Pia

0 2 P11C

3 0

19 ' 18 P12A

Set R = R*#

If x after # then Set D = eval (R), Immediate evalvation and ditiplay

Set R = eval (R)*

If x after # then Set D = D, Immediate evaluation and.iio change in
-

Set R = eval (R)* 'display

If x after # then Set D = 0, Delayed evaluation and reset display to 0

Set R = R*

(other mixed)

If = after x then Set D = eval (R), Immediate evaliiation,and display

Set R = eval (19 141



ency Frequency Production

StUd 1 in Study 2, Number Condition Action

Table 10 (continued)

7

4 '5

0 1

.0 2

3 0

28 27

0

0

3

1

P128
.

I. = after it then Set D = D,

-Set R = R

P12C If = after x then Set II= eval (D*R), Immediate incrementing evaluation and

Set,R = eval (D*R) display

P12D If = after x then Set D = eval (D*R), Immediate incxementing display, immediate,

Description

No change

Set R = eval (R)

P12E If = after x then.Set D = eval (RAD), Itmediate.evaluation and display in the

'evaldation for register

Set R = eval (R)* D constant increment

(other mixed)

P13A ' ,If x after = then Set D = D, Delayed evaluation and display

Set R = D*

P13B If x after = then Set f =10, Set R = 0 Reset to 0

P13C If x after = then Set D = eval (D*R), Immediatetincrementing evaluation and

Set R = eval (D*R) dispfay
a

P13D If x after = tlien Set D = eval (OR), Immediqte incrementing display, Tic; change

Set R = R in regiater-.

2 'P13E If x-after then Set D = R, Immediate incrementing eviluatisn,
:

142 Set eval (ii*R) . delayed display



Frequency Ftequency

in Study 1. in Study 2

Production

Number

Table 10 (continued)

Condition Action
. .

Description

28

.

4

1

24

8

0

P14A

P14B

P14C

P14D

.
If x after x then 'Set D = D,

,..

Set 4 = R*

...If x after x then Set D = eval (D*R),

Set R = eval (D*R)*

If x after x,.then Set D = 0,

Set R = 0

If x after x then, Set D = D,

Delayed evaluation and display

.

Immediate incrementing evaluation and

display

Reset to 0

Immediate incrementing evaluation,

Set R = D*R no change'in display

19 25 PISA If + afterix then Set D = D, Set register sign from * to +
,

Set R = R+ .

10 2 P158 .If + after x then Set D = D, No change

Set R = R*

2 4 P15C If + after x then Set D = eval (D*R), .Immediate incrementing evaluation and

Set R = eval (D*R) display

2

14

1

1

P15D If + after x then Set D =

Set R = 0

P15E If + after x ,then Set D = eval (D*R),

Reset to 0

44.

Immediate incrementing evaluation and

di.1a. th re Later 1. to 4.



Table 10 (Continued)

Frequency Frequency- Production

xalltE.1. in Study 2 Number Condition, Action Description
_

28 25 P16A If x after +. then Set D = D, Set register sign'fram + to *

Set R = R*.

1 0 P16B If x after + then Set D,= D,

Set R = R+

No change

2 4 P16C If x after + then Set D = eval (V*R),

Set. R = eval (D*R)

Immediate incrementing evaluation and

display

2 1 P16D If x after + then Set D = 0, ''Set. R = 0 Reset to 0

0 3 P16E IfX after + then Set D = eval (D*R), fmmediate incrementing evaluation and

Set R = eval (D*R)*

el

display with register-sign set to

146 147
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Table 11

CalcUlator

-.12

.
Problems and Answers for 17 Muitipliction Items by Four Groups of SUbjects

Number of Subjects-Study 2 15

12 2 x 3 3 3 6 3

13 2 x 3 x 6 3
-. .

14 2 x 3 x 7 7 '7 ,42 7

15 2 x 2 2 2 '4

16 2 x 3 = 6 6 6.

17 ;.,x 3 x = 6 '6 . '6 36

18 2 x 3 x 7 = 42 42' 42 - 42

19 q + 3 x 5 .9' 3 5 5 /
,

20 2 + 3 x 7 7 7: P 7

21 2 x 3 + 6 6 6 '

22 2 x 3 + 7
7.

7 13 7

23 2"+ 3 x = 5 5' 5 25,

,

)
.

24 2 + 3 x 7 = 35 35 35 35

25 2 x 3 + = 6 6 6 12

26 2 x 3 * 7 = 13 13 13 13 .

Number of Subjects-Study I 11. 8 7 5 3

5 0 3

, .

Evablem - Group lm Group.2m Group 3m Group 4m

Number .-Problem Answer Answer Ansciei Answer MiscellaneousT
.

- '

11 2 x 2 ' 2 2. 2

10
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Table,12

Problems and Answers for AO Complex Items by Five Groups of Subjects

Problem

Number Problem

Group 1

Answer'

Group 1/

'Answer

Group 2

An8wee.'

Group 2/*

Answer

3

Group 3

Answer Miscellaneous

35 2 x x 2 2 2 - 2 4

36 2xx 2 2 2 2 4.

37 2 x =x:= x 2 2 2 2 16
,

38 x = x = 3 3 6 3'. 6 3

39 3 x x = 2 2 2 2 16
A

40 2 x = x = 2 2 ' 2 2 16
...

41 2 x = x = x = 2 2 2 2 256 .

42 -2.x = x 3 = 6 6 6 6 12
,,. .

43 2 x + 3 =
..

44 2 + x 3 =

5

, 6

5

6

6

6

6

6.

7,

12

,

Number of Subjects-Study 1 10 6 4 2 9. n

Number-of Subjects-Study. 2 15 1
..

0 1 4 12

4,



CHAPTER 4

TASK ANALXSIS, DEVELOPMENT OF EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS,

AND DIAGNOSIS OF BUGS FOR THE BASIC LANGUAGE

Note

127

This article has been published as the following citation:

Mayer, R. E., & Bayman, P. Users' mental models of BASIC. Technical

Repprt No. 82-2. Santa Barbara: University of California, 1982.

Thi article has been submitted for publication as follows:

Mayer, R. E., & Bayman, P. Users' misconceptions of BASIC programming

statements following hands-on experience. Cognition & Instruction,

under review.

Thi research was also presented at a professional meeting as tbe following:

Mayer, R. E., & Bayiaan, P. Beginning programmers' comprehension a

BASIC statements. Psychonomic Society, Minneapolis, November 11-13,

1982.
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Abstract

. In the.process of learning a computer language, beginning programmers may

develop mental models for the language. A mental model refers to the user's

conception of the "invisible" information processing that occurs inside the

computer between input and output. In this study, thirty undergraduates I

learned BASIC through a self-paced, mastery manual and simultaneously had

hands-on access to an Apple II computer. After instruction, the students.

were tested on their mental models for the execution of each of nine BASIC

statements. The results show that beginning programmers--although able to

perform adequately on mastery tests in program generation--possessed a wide

range of misconceptions concerning the statettients they had learned. For

example, the majority of the beginning programMers had either'incorrect

conceptions for or no conceptions of statements such as INPUT A, READ A, and

PRINT C. This paper presents a catalogue of beginning programmers'

conceptions of "what goes on inside the computer" for each of nine BASIC

statements.

t,
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Users' Misconceptions of BASIC Programming Statements

Following Hgndp-On Experience

Learning BASIC

This paper provides new information concerning how beginning programmers

learn BASIC. Suppose that you Fere pilling to teach a beginning programmer how -

to use a programming lanivage such as BASIC. The typical instructional

sequence involves an orderly presentation of the elementary statements. For

each s.tatement, the following information is generally presented:

definition: grammar, format specifications, example programs, and printouts.

The apparent goal of'most instructional sequences is to tearh the user to

perform... The typical instructional sequence occasionally includes partial '

descripticks of internal processes or states in the computer--such as memory

locations, input stacks, etc.--but such descriptions are relatively rare and

unsystematic. Thus, relatively little attention seems to be paid to the

instructional goal of teaching the user to understand.

What is Learned

The main-focus of this paper concerns "what is learned" when a beginning

programmer is taught a camputer programming language such as BASIC, following

a typical instruction sequen-rer.

ways:

The outcome of learning--what is learnedCan be viewed in two distinct

Learning BASIC involves acquisition of new information. This idea

asserts that learning a computer programming language is like learning any

subject matter; the learner must acquire specific facts, skills, and rules.

For example, the learner acquires new information sucha6 format rules far:

when-to use quotes in a PRINT statement or how to produce a conditional loop
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using an IF statement. Acquisition of.specific information is generally the

explicit objective of instruction.

Learning BASIC,involve acquisition of a mental model. This idea

asserts that, during the course of learning, a user develops a conception of

the invisible actions and states that occur in the computer between input and

output. For example, the learner acquires new mental models such as the idea

of memory spaces for holding numbers as in a counter set LET statement.

Acquisition of mental models is generally not an explicit objective of

instruction.

The distinction between the acquisition of new information and the

acquisition of a mental model is just for practical purposes. If we conceive

of the.learner as an active, thinking individual, it becomes necessary to

think of the two outcomes of learning as complements of each"other. Most

instructional effort is directed towards the acquisition of new information.

However, understanding of how mental models are acquired in the process of

learning the new information might be useful for the instructor'as.well a's

the designer. One hypothesis is that basic training in the essential

information'coupled with the opportunity to practice at a computer terminal

will naturally lead to the acquisition of "useful" mental models--models that

can enhance understanding of the computer language. The present study aims

to explore this hypothesis.

Mental Mcdels for BASIC

The present study explores the idea that learning of BASIC involves more

than the acquisition of specific facts, rules, and skills. geginning

programmers also develop mental,models for the language in the process of

learning the ekseptials of BASIC. Users' models, hoW6er, may not be

'accurate or useful ones. That is; users develop individual conceptions of
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11 what is going on inside the computer" as well as learn specific facts.

Mayer (1979) has suggested a framework for describing the internal

transformations that occur for elementary-BASIC statements. 'Ln particular,

any BASI0istatement can be conceptualized as a list of transactions. A

transaction is a simple statement'asserting some action performed on some

object.at some location, in the computer.-.For. example, the following set of .

transactions describes whit happens inside the coiputer when the statement

10 LET A = 0 is executed:
!

,(1) Find the number in memory glace A (ACTION: Find; OBJECT: Number;

LOCATION: Memory).

(2) Erase the number in memory space A (ACTION': Erase; OBJECT:

Number; LOCATION: Memory).

,
(3) Find the number indicated on the right of the equal sign (ACTION:

Find; OBJECT: Numberk LOCATION: Statement).

(4) Write this number in memory space A'CACTION: Write; OBjECT:'

Number; LOCATION: Memory).

(5)-Find the next statement in the program (ACTION: Find; OBJECT:

Statement; LOCATION: Program).

Experts and novices are likely to differ with respect to their mental

models for a programming language. For example, an expert Programmer may

have'developed an accurate conception for a counter set LET, such As the one

given above. That is, the expert knows that the value in memory space A is

replaced by O. However, the novice may lack a coherent mental model or may

possess incorrect ones for BASIC statements.

In a recent study, Mayer & Bayman (1981) asked novice and expert

calculator users to predict the answer that would be displayed for a series

of.problems such as 2+3+ or 2+++=. Subjects' responses were matched to

154
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transactional expressions for each button press. Results indicated that

subjects differed greatly in their conceptions of "what goes on inside the

calculator" for each key press, with experts possessing more sophisticated

conceptions.than novices. Thus, although all subjects were able to use

carculators to solve basic math probleMs--i.e. all users had acquired the
C.

basic information for performance--they differed greatly in how sophisticated

a mental model they possessed. This work with calculatorisuggests that

lea ing of the basic information about how to use a language does not
r

guarantee that a 'user has also acquired a useful inental model fon the

language.

Moran (1981) suggests that the user develops a "conceptual model" of the

system as he or she learns and uses it. He defines the user's conceptual

model as the knowledge that organizes how the system works and how it can be

used to accomplish tasks. How much training one needs to acquire a

coriceptual model has not been explored yet. Studying novices' understanding

of the programming statements constitutes the first step in addressing this

issue. In this paper, we describe the novice programmers' conception of

elementary BASIC statements, usingA transaction analysis. There is yet no

empirical evidence on novices' mental models of the statements of BASIC, at

this level of detail.

Method

The goal of this study is to assess the nature of novice programmers'

mental models for BASIC statements, following preliminary instruction in

- BASIC. In particular:this study assesses the transactions'that each subject

attributes io each of nine BASIC statements:f011owing instruction in how to

use these statements. Some transactions are essential for understanding a

statement. We will determine how many subject show evidence of having

15 5
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acquired these essential transactions for each statement. Some transactions

are incorrect, such.as thinking that READ A involves printing out,a number.

'We will determine-how many.subjectsAchow evidence of incorrect transactions

for'each statement._ The final product of this study will be a frequency

table for* each.statement, showing how many subjects appeared to possess each

major transaction.

Subjects

The subjects were 30 undergraduates at the University of California,,

Santa .Barbara who,had no prior knowledge alio:nit computer programming.

Participation in the study was partial fulfillment of the requirements for

the introductory psychology courge that they were taking.

Materials and Apparatus

Questionnaire. The questionnaire was an Axil sheet of paper consisting

of typed questions regarding: (1) the subject's mathematics background; such

as geometry, algebra, and calculus courses the individual had taken in high

school and in college, (2) the subject's demographic characteristics; such as

academic major, age, sex, GPA and SAT-Verbal and SAT-Math scores, and (3) the

subject's computer programming backgronnd, such as whether the individual

knew hoy to program a calculator and whether the individual had ever typed at

a computer terminal.

IBM Computer Programmer Aptitude Test. This pretest consisted of five

831x11 inch sheets of paper based on a shortened version of the three-part IBM

Computer Programmer Aptitude Sample Test (Luftig, 1980). Part I (PAT-1)

consisted of 25 number series problems, with a 5-minhte time limit. Part II

(PAT-2) consisted of 18 picture analogies, with an 8-minute time limit. Part

III (PAT-3) consisted of 12 arithmetic story problems, with an.8-minute time

limit.
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111 Revised Minnesota Paper Fo Board Test (Series AA). This pretest

consisted of 64 spatial visualizá1on problems, with an 8-minute time limit.

'Lessons. Both Lesson I and Lesson II were composed from a

self-instruction, self-paced, mastery text called BASIC in Six Hours (Marcus,

1980) that is widely used in teaching BASIC in the Microcomputer Laboratory

of the University of California, Santa Barbara. The text required that the

user has hands-on access to an Apple-II Computer. The text did include

..mastery tests at the end of each lesson but did nut provide any conceptual

models to explain the statements.

Lesson I. This eleven page typewritten lesson covered statement

execution in the immediate mode. The statements taught were the PRINT, LET,

and IF-THEN statements. There were exercises for doing simple arithmetic

calculations, for having character strings printed on the display screen, and

for assigning values to numerical and charactdr string variablet The use of

the semicolons and commas for spacing on the screen, the use of the colon for

atatement stacking and the use of the command NEW were taught in conjunction

with the statements. The lesson ended with a 10-minute self te5t that.

covered the essential information taught In the booklet.

Lesson II. This fourteen page, typed lesson covered program

.preparation, adding or deleting statements in a program, obtaining the list
,Ps

of statements on the display screen, and how to run a program. Also the

lesson covered the use of the GOTO statements, the IF statement, the

numerical and character string INPUT statements, and the READ. and DATA

statements. Several sample programs were included, and there was a 10-minute

self test at the end of the lesson.

Posttests. The study involved two posttestsverbal test and visual

test--with the sane nine statements tested in each.
2
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Verbal posttest. This booklet contained 81,1x11 inch!sheets of 'leper,

with a single statement ttsted on each sheet. The statements in the xest

, were (in order of presentation)!

LET A = B + 1

PRINT C

LET D = 0 6

PRINT "C"

IF A < B GOTO 99

INPUT A

20 DATA 80, 90, 99

30 READ A

60 GOTO 30

9 The immediate mode statements were presented one on a sheet, with a carriage

return (indicated by <CR>) after each; the line numbered statements were

presented within a simple program.' For both, subjects wereinstructed to

write, in plain English, the steps that the computer would carry out for each

statement. They were instructed to write each step on a separate line.of the

test sheet. Subjects were instructed to work on thd statements in the giVen'

order and were not allowed to skip ahead or go back to the previous page.

Visual Test. This test involved the same nine statements as in the

verbal test, presenfed in the same order and formacw In addition, this test

began with a three page typed introdection which presented a visual diagram

of the computer.' The diagram was based on earlier experiments (Mayer, 1981)

and consisted of four parts--the display screen with keyboard, the memory,

the input system, and the control system. An example of the diagram ii given

in Figure 1. For each of the nine statements, subjects were asked to

indicate the state of each of the four components of the computer after a

1 5 0
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particular statement was executed. For each statement there was a diagram

that showed the state of the computer before the statement was executed and

Another diagram that was left blank for the subject to fill in.

Figure 1 about here

Apparatus. Apparatus consisted of four Apple JI Plus computers, with

48 K of memory, and with Amdek 12" Model 100 B/W monitors.

Procedure

The study consisted of six sessions. In the first session, subjects in

groups of up to six filled out the questionnaire, received a brief

description of the study, signed up for times for the next five seasions, and

took the series of the four pretests. Tests were administered in the order,

PAT-1, PAT-2, PAT-3 and Minnesota Paper rm Board Test, with time limits of

5, 8, 8, and 8 minutes, respectively. In t following three sessions each

subject worked on the two lessons at is or er own pace. Subjects worked

individually at the MiCrocomputer Laboratory,
1
using Apple II computers in

conjunction with the text. Following each lesson, subjects' performance on

the self test was checked, they were asked to work on the questions they

missed until they passed the test. In the final two sessions suojects took

the posttests at their own pace, in groups of no more than five people at one

time. The verbal test was always given before the visual,test.

Results

!ST:"
Each subject'p protocol for each of the nine statements on the 'verbal

.

test.was scored_by two judges. Each protocol was broken down iato a list of

transactions. A transaction expresses some action performed on some object

15J
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,

at some locatioWln-i'he computer (s-,-.2 Mayer, 1979). For example, one

subject's protocol for LET A = B,+ 1 was:

1. Prints uhatAs typed en screen

2. Understandd what the word LET means

3. Solves the equation witL information given

.4. Gives a solution to problem

These steps can be translated into the following transactions:
*

PRINT the equation on the screen.

FIND the statement that was just entered.

SOLVE the equation that was just entered.

PRINT the solution on the screen.

Disagreements between judges were rare and were settled by consensus.

Each subject's dfagram for each of the nine statementS in the visual,

test was scored by one judge.
3

The judge noted the specific contents of each

of the four memory spaceS, the specific contents of the display screen, the'.

contents of the input System, and the direction of the arrow in the control ,

system. (Note that executive control of order of line execution could not be

determined in this test--so key aspects of IF and GOTO statements could not

be scored.) Each subject's diagram was converted into a list of transactions

by comparing the initial state of each component and the state of each

component following statement execution as produced by the subject. For

example, one subject fills in the components of the computer diagram for LET

A = B + 1 as shown in Figure 2. As cam be seen, the four memory spaces

contain A = B + 1, 0, 21, 15, respectively (as compared to the initial

contents,of 0, 21, 15, 66, respectively), the display screen is intact

showing READY followed by the cursor, the input system contains 5, 99, 6, and

7 in each case and the control arrow points to WAIT (as compared to RUN in
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6

the initial diagram). The transactions indicated by this subject are:

For the,memory spaces - - - Write A B + 1 Cn memory space A.
-

Move the numbers in each space to

the next memory space.

For the control system --- Wait for the next statement to be entered

from the keyboard.

. Figure 2 about here

For each of the nine statements a list of correct transactions was

generated, based on ah earlier analysis of Mayer (1979). The correct

transacttons represent the events which are essential for describing the

execution of the statement. For example, the correct transactions for

LET A ----, B + 1 are as follows:

1. Find the number in memory space, A.

2. Erase that number.

3. Find the number in memory space B.

4. Add one to that number.

5. Write the obtained value in memory space A.

6. Find the next statement that is entered at tfie keyboard.

The key transaction(s) for each statement were determined by two judges,

based on the most characteristic eyent(s) in the statement. For examPle, the

key transaction for LET A = B + 1 is, Nrite the obtained value in memory

space A."
\\s.

For each statement, a list of alternative transa tions was also

generated, based on the subjects' answers. SOme of the transactions liere

unnecessary, such as printing the statement on the screen. Some of the

161
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transactions were incomplete, such as writing B + I in memory space A.

Incoiplete versions olf key traOsactions, such as the previous example, were

also identified. Some of the,transactionwomere incorrect, such 'as writing

A = B + I in memory or printing the value of A on the-screen: The incorrect

transactions represent students' misconceptions of-the events involved,for a

statement.

Frecriency of Misconceptions

For each of the nine statements, a frequency table was generated by

.tallytng each subject's answer on the verbal test and on th visual test

against the list of all possible correct, unnecessary, incomplete and

incorrect transactions. Tables 1 through 9 presents summaries of the data

for each of the nine statemeniS,srespectively. Hence, each table,lists only

the major transactiofts for a given statement,
4
and shows the proportion of

subjects who produced each transaction on the 4erbal test and on the visual'

test. Proportions are reported separately for the verbal and visual testn.

The missing propOrtions for a transaction on either test indicates that the

transaction could not.be detected from that test. For example,`transferof

control from one line to another cannot be detected from the visual,test.

The transactions in the tables are stated in plain English. Key transactions

are indicated by double asteriSks(**).

Tables 1 through 9 about here
0

-1- Note that op the verbal test subjetts are asked to write the steps that

the computer goes through in executing the programming statement. In' ,

contrast, on the visual test subjects are askedlto fill in the four-component

1
U
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..computer diagram (as shown in Figure 2) indicati.ng the changes that occur due

'-

to the execution of the statement. The following expository discussion of

results is based,pn the subjects' answers in both of the tO8ts but focuses on

the data from the verbal test. This is done because the verbal test allows a

more detailed description of subjects answers than the visual test, the

verbal test was administered before'the visual test, and the visual test did

not provide information on transfer of control.'

LET A=B+1. The major Misconceptions for this statement can be grouped

into three categories: (1) That the computer writes A=B+1 in memory or in

memory space A. Forty-seven percent of the subjects thought that the

computer stored the equation instead of the value obtained from B+1.

(2) That the computer prints the equation or A or the value of A on the

screen. Twenty-three percent of the subjects answered this way. (3) That

the computer solves the equation A=B+1. Thirteen percent of the subjects

believed that this is the'case.

Only 30% of the subjeets' answers included the key transaction that the

computer would store the value from B+1 for the variable A.

Table 1 gives the specif1c.proportions produced by subjects' Answers of

the major incorrect and incomplete transactions as well as of the 3et of

correct transactions.

(2) LET D=0. The major misconceptions for this statement can be grouped

into three categoties: (1) That'the computer writes the equation in memory.

Forty-seven percent of the subjects opted for this idea. (2) Thlt the

computer solves the equation. Seven percent of the subjects answered this

way. (3) That the computer prints the equation on the screen. Seven

percent of the'subjects thougl'. this might happen.

The key transaction that the computer writes the value zero in its

163
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memory for the variable D is given"by 47 percent of the subjects.

For more detailed description of the subjects' answers refer to Table 2

which include6 propor4ons produced for an incompleit.,,transaction and for.the

_-
set of correct transactions besides proportions for the major incorrect

transactions described above.

(3) PRINT C. The major misconcreptions for this statement can also be

grouped into three categories: (1) That the computer prints the letter C on

the screen. Thirty-three percent of the subjects incorrectly answered this

way. (2) That the computer prints either error or nothing on the screen.

,

Seven percent"of the subjects had this particular conception. (3) That the

computer writes C in its memorY. Seven percent of the subjects held this

idea.

The key transaction that the computer would print the value of the

variable C. on the screen was given by 40 percent of the subject population.

See Table 3 for more detailed classification of the subjects' answers

for this statement.

(4) PRINT "C". Three major misconceptions for this statement are:

(1).That the computer prints the value of the variable C on the screen.

Seven percentof the subjects answered this way. (2) That the computer

writes C in its memory. Again 7 percent of the subjects thought this-was tbe

case. (3) That the computer finds-the number in memory space C. Only one

subject answered this way.

Eighty-three percent of the subject population stated the key

V.ansaction that the computer would print C on the screen.

See Table 4 for more detailed information on the subjects' answers for

this statement.

(5) INPUT A. The major misconceptions for this statement are: (1) That
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the computer writes A in a data list or memory. Thirty percent of the

subjects' answers fell in this category. (2) That the data or A will be-

printed on the screen. Only one subject held this conception.

There are three key transactions for the INPUT statement: ay That the

computer prints a question mark on the screen. Sevgn percent of the subject

population stated this transaction. (2) That the computer waits for the

yalue of A and <CR> to be entered from the keybbard. Twenty-three percent of

the subjects' answers implied this conciiption. (3) That the computer stores

the entered value in memory space A. Only one subject held this conception.

See Table 5 for the proportions produced by subjects' answers for the

major transactions for this statement.

(6) IF A<B GOTO 99. The major misconceptions can be grouped into four

categories: (1) That the Computer prints number 99 or line 99 or an error on

the screen. Twenty percent of the subject population believed this was the'

case. (2) That the computer finds number 99 if A is less than B. Thirteen

percent of the subjects answered this way. (3) That the computer writes.A or

B or A is less than B in memory. Ten percent of the subjects' answers fell

in this category. (4) That the computer moves to line 99 without any test of

whether the condition A<B is true: Ten percent of the subjects thought that

tbis was the case.

There are two key transactions for the conditional GOTO statement: ,(1)

That execution would move tcOline 99 in the program if the value of A is less

than the value of B. Sixty-three of the subjects held this conception. (2)

That execution would continue with the next statement in the program if the

value of A is not less than'the value of B. Only 33 percent yl the subject

population stated this conception in their protocols.

For more detailed list of the,transactions and the corresponding

proportions of subjects' answers.see Table 6.
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(7) 20 DATA 80, 90, 99. The major misconception for-the DATA,statement

is'that the computer prints the numbers on the screen. Thirteen percent of

the subject population answered this way.

Only 27 percent of the subjectd gave the precise answer that the.numbers

80, 90, 99 would be put in memory or the input queue.,

See Table 7 for more detailed categorization of the subjects' answers.

(8) 30 READ A. The major misconceptions for the READ statement can be
1

&rot:lied inta three categories: (1) That tjle computer prints the value of'A

on.the screen. Ten percent of the subjects believed in this idea. (2) That

the computef writes A in memory. One subject stated this concePtion. (3)

That the computer waits for a value to be dntered from the keyboard. Again,

only one subject held this wrong conception.

Only 10 percent of the subject population answered that the first date

value from the DATA statement would be written in memory space A.

See Table 8 for more detailed description of the subjects' answers for

the 'READ statement.

(9) 60 GOTO 30. The major misconceptions are:, (1) That the computer

findk 30 If A is not equal to some number. Seven percent of the subjects

answered this way. (2) That the computer prints line 30 on the screen. .Only

one subject gave this answer.

There are two key transactions for the simple GOTO statement: (1) That

the computer :lives program execution to line 30 in the prOgram. Sixtyseven

percent of the subject population held this conception. (2) That the

computeecontinues with program execution from that line. Only 37 percent of

the subjects' answers implied that they had this idea.

Table 9 lists these transactions and proportions corresponding to each

transaction.
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Differences athong statements. In order to make comparisOns of subjects'

c nceptions among the nine statements, each subject's verbal protocol for

eac statement was categorized as correct, incomplete, empty, or incorrect.

The criteria for classifying protocols were: (1) correct--if the subject's

protocol included the key transaction(s) and no incorrect transactions, (2)

incomplete--if the subject produced one or more incomplete VI sions of'the
1 t.4

,

key transaction(s) and no incorrect transactions, (3) incorrec --if t

subject proluced one or more incorrect transactions, and (4) empty--if the

subject produced no key transacItons, no incomplete version of i correct

fransactiont and no incorrect transaction. Table 10 presents a summary of

the proportion'of users producing each type of conception for'each of the

nine BASIc statements.

Table 10 presents the nine statements in order of difficulty based on

proportion correct conceptions. As can be seen, PRINT "C" is the best

comprehended statement--with 80% of the subjects expressing the correct

conception--while INPUT A is the worst understood statement--with only one

subject indicating a.correct conception. It should also be noted that

substantial numbers of subjects hold "empty" conceptions for the READ, DATA,

INPUT, and PRINT C statements.

Table 10 about here

A corresponding summary table based on the visual test was also

.prepared. Table 11 presents seven of the nine statements in order of

difficulty based on proportion correct statements for this test. Data for

the IF and GbTO statements has been excluded because the visual test did not

allow for expressing transfer of control adequately. Although there seems to
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be general similarity in the patterns of performance between the two tests,
N\

making specific comparisons between them is not appropriate because of the

differences in the nature of tests.' Note that-the verbal test allowed

<,

subjects-to exhibit incomplete and empty conceptions; in contrast, the visual
.1

test with its four-part computer diagram forced subjects to be specific.

'Table 11 about hpre.

Pretests. An-additional analysis Wasgerformed in order to determine

whether performance on thè pretests was related,to development of the correct

conceptions of the BASIC statements. First, correlations were run between

each pretest score (MPFBT, PAT-1, PAT-2, and PAT-3) and the total number of

'correct conceptions for the nine.BASIC statemitnts. Table 12 shoWs the

coAelation matrix, with significant r values marked with an asterisk(*). As

can be seen, only PAT-2--a spatial reasoning fest--seems to be significantly

related to haying correct conceptions for the BASIC statements (r'= .43, p <

.02). Also,'the two spatial reasoning tests, MPFBT and.Pat-2, show a

significant correlation (r = .49, p < .01) as well as PAT-2 and PAT-3 (r =
ct,

A

.39, p < .05). In addition, a stepwise,.regression analysis was performed

with each of the four pretest scores as the"independent variables and the

total number of correct conceptions of statemenia as the dependent variable.

The resulting.equation selected only one variable--PAT-2--and accounted for

18 percent of the variance in the degendent measurg. These analyses suggest

that the PAT.,2 test was the qnly test that was related to understanding of

the BASIC statements, although the4elationship is rather mild.

4.
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Table 12 about here

Conclusions and Recommendations

In this stUdy we attempted to evaluate the mental models acquired by

novices following several hours of learning and practice in BASIC. It is

important to note that we focused on novices' learning of mental,iodels

rather than learning of specific information. In order to evaluate mental

models, we adopted a detailed level of analysis--transaction analysis (Mayer,

1979). This analysis has allowed us to identify the misconceptions'and

missing conce .ions in novices' understanding of the conceptual models

underlying elementary BASIC statements.

The results of the study indicate that mastery of the information in the

instructional booklet does not guarantee that users will acquire useful
4

mental models for how the BASIC statements function. Although all of the

subjects in this study were able to adequately answer the questions on the

mastery test at th end of each lesson, only about one-third of the subjects

were able to produce correct conceptual descriptions of an average statement

such as PRINT C or LE A=B+1 and mqre than,one-:half of the subjects generated

`

incorrect or empt conceptual descriptions.

Not surprisingljr, the nature of the misconceptions are foundto'differ

from statement to statement; some .statements being more difficult to grasp

than others. The programming statements in order of difficulty (based On the

verbal test) can be listed as: INPUT A, 30 BENDA, IF A<B GOTO 99,

L.

LET A = B 1, 20 DATA 80, 90, 99, 60 GOTO 30, ylliNT .C, LET .D = 0, and PRINT

"C". However, this part of the results should not be taken as conclusive

since we not only used a selective number of programming statements but

16J
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presented them with a specific order in the testing sessions. One needs to

compose an exhaustive list of the programming statements of BASIC and use

different ptesentation orders to be able to niake conclusivevremarks about the'

relative comprehensibility of each statement.

In this paper, we analyzed beginning ptogrammers'as a group so that .we

could focus on the most common misconceptions. There seems to be sufficient

evidence for specific recommendations to be made for each statement included

in this study.

1. Recommendations concerning INPUT. Subjects have difficulty in

conceiving where the to-be-input data comes from and how it is stored in

memory. Many subjects fail to understand the nature of executive

control--i.e. that the computer.will "wait" for input from the keyboard.

These learners need explicit training concerning the role of input terminal,

the wait-run control, and the memory spaces--including visual

representations, verbal descriptlons of key transactions (as listed in Table

5), and role.playing, by the learner.

2. Recommendations concerning READ-DATA statements.' Subjects have

difficulty in conceiving where the to-be-read data comes from and Low it Is

stored in memory. Subjects need explicie training concerning the data stack

and the memory spaces--including visual representations, verbal descriptions

of the key transactions (as listed in Tables 7 and 8), and,role playing by

the learner..

4

3. Recommendations concerning the conditional GOTO and simple GOTO.

Subjects' major difficulty with the GOTO is that they cannot conceive of what

will happen next after program execution moves on to the desired line. Also,

with the conditional GOTO, they seem to have difficulty in conceiving what

would happen next if the condition is false. Hence, beginners need training

70
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at the terminal to observe execution control, explicit'training with verbal

dbscriptions of the key transactions (as listed in Tables,f) and 9) and role
As

playing to get a feel for execution control.

4. Recommendations-concerning LET statements. Subject's seem to get

confused between solving an equation (i.e. treating the equal sign as an

equality4-and making an assignment. Those who seem to understand the

assignment property in the statement still have difficulties in conceiving

where to store the assigned values. Beginning learners need explicit

training concerning the specific memory locations and under what conditions

values stored in those locations get replaced. Visual representations,

verbal descriptions consisting of the set of correct transactions (jlisted

in Tables 1 and 2), and role playing by the learner are ways to overcome

beginners difficulties.

5. Recommendations concerning the PRINT statements. Subjects seem to

confuse the,function of PRINT C'and PRINT Also, subjects have

difficulty in conceiving that these statements simply display on the screen

what is asked to be printed; they incorrectly assume that the computeilkeeps

a record of what is printed somewhere in its memory. Beginning programmers

need explicit comparative training for the two types of PRINT statements.

Training can be at the terminal so that learners observe the diL'erehces in

output; training can include visual representations for memory spaces showing

no change after statement execution, verbal descriptions of the key

transactions (as listed in Tables 3 and 4), and role playing by the learner.

The present study has focused on diagnosis of bugs in novices' mentar

models for BASIC statements. The specific diagnosis of what users do not

know--at the level of missing or incorrect transactions--allows us to develop

individual instructional techniques f)r remediation. Thus, the next logical
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step in this project is to detetmine whether instructional techniques can be

develdped to correct users' mental models for BASIC.

1 7,,

0.
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Table 1

Proportion of"tisers Who Produced Each Transaction for LET A=B+1

Verbal Test Visual Test
Incorrect Transactions

.43 .17 Write A=B+1 in memory or in memory

space A.

.23 .17 Print A=B+1 or A or the value of A

on the screen.

.17 Solve the equation in the statement.

Incomplete Transaction

.33 .20 Write B+1 in memory space A. ,

.20

.03

.03

Set of Correct Transactions

Find the number in memory space A.

Erase the number in memory space A.

Find the number in memory space B.

.03 Add 1 to the number in memory space B.

.30 ** Write the obtained value in memory

space A..

.27 .60 Find (wait for) the next statement to

be entered in the keyboard.

Note. - Double asterisk(**) indicates the kty correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.

17J
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Table 2

Proportion o Users Who Produced Each Transaction for LET D=0
ft

Verbal Test Visual Test

Incorrect Tiansactions

.47 .10- Write the equation in memory.

.07 Solve the equation in the statement.

.07 .13 Print. the-equation on the screen.

Incomplete'Transaction

.13 .03 Write D or 0 in memory.

Set of Correct Transactions

.07 Find the number in memory space D.

.03 Erase the'number it memory space D.

.47 **Write 0 in memory space D.

:.17 Find the next statement to be entered

in the keyboard.

Note.. --Double asterisk(**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.
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Table 3

Proportion of Users Who Produced Each Transaction for PRINT C

4

Incoriect Transactions'

Verbal Test Visual Test

t33 .10 Print the letter C on the screen.

.07 Print eith6r error or nothing on the

screen.

.07 ".17 . Write C in memory.

Incomplete Transaction

. 03 Print

Set of Correct Transactions

.17 Find the number in Memory space C.

. 40 .60 ** Print the number or zero on the

.10

screen.

Find the next statement to be

entered in the keyboard.

Note.-- Double asterisk (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (-7-) indicates transaction couldnot be evaluated from the

test.
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Table 4

Proportion of Users Wbo Produced Each Transaction for PRINT "C"

'Verbal Test Visual Test

Incorrect Transactions

.07 .17 Print the value of C on the screen

.07 .03 Write C in memory

.03 .:...- Find the number in memory space C

Incomplete Transaction

.07 Do not print the value of C on the

screen.

Set of Correct Transactions

.07 Find the letter C in quotes in the

statement.

,83 .47 **Print C on the screen.

.10 Find the next statement to be

entered in the keyboard.

Note. -- Double asterisk (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.
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Table 5

Proportion of Users who Produced Each Transaction for INPUT'A

Verbal Test Visual Test

correct Transaction

.30 .17 Write A in memory or data list.

.03 .20 Print the data or A on the screen.

Incomplete Transactions

.13 Wait for some data or number or A.

.07 .10 Write a number.

Set of Correct Transactions

.07 .10 ** Print ? on the screen

.23 ** Wait for the number and tfie <CR> to be

entered from the keyboard.

.00 Find the number entered in the

keyboard.

.03 Find the number in memory space A.

.03 Erase the number in memory space A.

.03 ** Write the number just entered in

memory space A.

.10 Find the next statement to be entered

in the keyboard.

Note. - Double asterisk (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indiCates transaction could not be evaluated from the

%) rest.
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Table 6

Proportion of Users Who Produced Each Transaction for 1F A<B GOTO 99

Verbal Test Visual Test

Incorrect Transactions

.20 .13 Print number 99, line 99, or error or the

screen.

.13 If A 1.6 less than B, then find number 99

.10 .03 Write A or B oT A is less than B in memory.

.10 Find line 99 in the program

S.et of Correct Tiansactions

.33 .Find the number in memory "space A.

.33

.43

.63

.33

.33

ea/ 41.,111.

Find the number in memory space B.

Test if the number in memory space A is

less than the number in memory space B.

** If the value of A is less than the value

in B, then move to line 99 in the program.

** If the value of A is not less than the

value of B, then move on to.the next

, statement in the progiam.

Continue with the execution orthe program

from there.

Note. -- Double asterisk (**) indicates the key Correct transaction.,

Dash'(-) indicates transaCtion cquld not be evaluated from the'

test."

Thu
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Table 7

Proportion of Users Who Produced Each Transaction for 20 DATA 80, 90, 99

Verbal Test Visual Test

Incorrect Transaction

.13 .13 Print the numbers on the screen".

.Incomplete Transaction

.27 .30 Put the data in memory space A or.in memory

.03

Set of, Correct Transactions

Find the numbers in the statement

.27 .60 **Put the numbers in memory or in the input

queue.

.00 Find the next statement in the program.

Note. --Double asterisk (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

:Dash (---) indicates transaction couldrnot be evaluated from the

test.

QS1;:; 18j,
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Table 8

Proportion of Users Who Produced Each Transaction for READ A

Verbal Test Visual Test

, Incorrect Transactions

.10 .07 Print the value of A on the,screen.

.03 Write A in memory:

.03 Wait for.a value to be entered from

the keyboard.

.07

.07

Set of Correct Transactions

Find the DATA stateMent in the

program.

Find the number in memory,space A..

.00 Erase the number in memory space A.

.10 .13 , **Write the first number from the DATA

statemeni in memory space A.

.10 Find the next statement in the program

Note. -- Double asterisk (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (---) indicates transaction could not be evaluated from the

test.

/ 8,
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Table 9

' Proportion of Users Who Produced Each Transaction for 60 GOTO 30

Verbal Test Visual Tesf

Incorrect Transactions

.07 If. A does not equal to X or 99 find 30.

.03 .10 Print line 30 on the screen.

. Set of Correct Transactions

.00 Find the line number in the statement.

.67 **Move to line 30 in th program.'

.37 **Continue with program execution from that

line.

Note. --Double asterisk (**) indicates the key correct transaction.

Dash (L--).indictes transaction could not be evaluated from .the

test.

183
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Table 10

Pruportion of Users with Correct, Incomplete, IncorreCt, and Empty

Conceptions for the Nine BASIC Statements from theyerWal Test

Statements Correct

Conception

Incomplete Incorrect

.-/

INPUT A .03 .30 .30

qo READ A .10 .27 .17

IF A < B GOTO 99 .27 .27 .40

LET A = B + 1 .27 .10 .60

20 DATA 80, 90, 99 .27 .17 .13

60 GOTO 30 .27 .56 .10

4.

PRINT C .33 .00 .47

IET D = 0 .43 .03 .68

...

PRINT "C" .80 .00 .13.

P.i

Empty

,

.37

47.

.07.

.03.

43
4

.07

.20

.00

,

.07
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Table 11

Proportion of Users with Correct, Incomplete, Incorrect, and Empty

Conceptions for the Seven,BASIC Statements from the Visual Test

Statements

99

Correct ,

Conceptions'

EmptyIecomplete Incorrect

INPUT A

30 READ A

LET A = B + 1
,

PRINT "C"

PRINT C

LET D = 0

20 DATA 80, 90,

.00

.13

.30,

.37-

.50

.60

.60

. .00

.07

.20

.00

.00

.07

..17

.77

.43

.43

.53

.47

.3Q

.17

.21

.37

.07

.10

.03

.03

.07.
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Table 12

The Correlation Matrix for Pretest Scores and the

Number-of Correct Conceptions for the Nine BASIC Statement's

MPFBT

PAT.:1

PAT-2

PAT-3

Total Correct

MPFBT PAT-1 PAT-2 PAT-3 Total Correct

1.00

0.33

0.49*
4

0.05

0.24

1.00

0.22

-0.03

0.14

1.00

0.39*

0.43*

1.40

0.04 1.00

Note. Asterisk (*) indicates p < .05.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Diagram of the computer used in the visual test.

Figure 2. One subject's changes of the contents of the components of

the computer diagram for LET A=B+1.

187
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EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTION ON'REMEDIATIDN OF BUGS AND

PROBLEM SOLVING FOR CALCULATOR LANGUAGE
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Note
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Abstract

168

A mental model for a calculator or computer referbto the user's conception

*
of the "invisible" information processing states and transformations that. .

Akt,

Dccur between input and,ontput. This paper explores the following ideas

concerning users' mental models for electronic Cnlculators: (1) users differ

greatly in their mental Models in spite of similar "hands-on" experience,

2) users often tend to develop either impoverished or incorrect models,-
.

(3) users can be encouraged:to develop mDre useful Mental models,throtgh

instructional intervention.
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I. Mental Models

Wbrk on human factors related to computersor what Moran (1981) calls

"an applied psychology of the user" - -has been drawing increased attention.

Within-the past year, special issues of the International Journal of Mart-

Machine Studies (Volume 15, Nudber 1, July 1981) and of COmputing Surveys

(Volume 13, Number 1, March 1981) have been devoted entirely to this topic,

, and the TREE Computer Society recently commissioned a tutorial text, Human.

Factors in Software DevelopMent, edited by Bill Curtis (1981). An emerging

theme from human factors-work concerns the important role of What Young (1981a,

1981b) calls the user's "mental model" or what Moran (1981) calls the "user's

conceptual model" of the to-be-learned system.

In the course of learning to use a new computer language or a newrcalcu-

lator language, the user may develop a "mental model" of the machine. A

mental model is a Metaphor con'Sisting of the components and the operating

rules of the machine. A mental model of a calculator allows the user to

conceive of "invisible" information processing states (such as contents of

internal registers) and "invisible" transformations (such as moving the contents

of one register into another) that occur between input and output. Mental

models are particularly important when users will have to guess the current

state of the machine, or have to make inferences about how a given sequence

of commands produces a certain output.

Examples of mental models have been proposed for calculator languages

(Mayer & Bayman, 1981; Young, 1981a, 1981b), text editing languages (Card,

.
Mbran & Newell, 1980; Mbran, 1981), file manageMent languages (Mayer, 1980,

1981; Reisner, 1981), LOGO (DuBoulay & O'Shea, 1978; DuMoulay, O'Shea & Monk,

1981), and BASIC (Mayer, 1979, 1981). For example, Young (1981a, 1981b) suggests

, a simple l'register model" fOr a four fUnction calculator. The components

192
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are: a keyboard for entering numbers, operators, and equals keys; a display

for showing one number; an internal number register for holding one number;-

and an internal operator display

. rules include the fol owing: the

'the internal number register; for

for holding one operator. The operating

A
first number that is entered is stored in

example, the sequence 2+3= will result in

2 being stored in the internal number register. The last operator symbol

that is entered will be stored in the internal operator register; for example,

the sequence 2 -+3= will have the same effect as 2+3= because for both sequences

1+1 is the last operator entered. The last number that is entered is stored

in the display; for example, 2+3 will result in 3 being shown in ihe display.

When-the.equal key is pressed, or when an operator key is pressed after an

exgression has been entered, the operation will be carried and the result

shown in the display; for examgle, 2+3= will have the,same effect on the

display as 2+3+. If an equal key is pressed'after an operator key, the oper-

ation will be carried out using the number in the internal number register

as both the first and second operand; for example, 2+= would result in the

display of 4, since '2' is added to itself. This relatively simple model--

consisting of a few components and operating rules - -is able to generate answers

for any sequence of key presses.

2. Useful Mental Mbdels

Users' mental models may vary along several dimensions. (1) UsefUlness.

A mental model is useful to the extent that it supports sophisticiiLd,per-

formance by the user. .(2) Completeness. A mental model is,complete to the

extent that all details concerning the components and operating rules are

spelled out. (3) VeridicalitY. A mental model is veridical to the extent
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that the components match the actual physical design of the machine and the

operating rules match the machine language. The present study is based on

the idea that the first dimension As important for users whiAe the second

r-dtand third are important for e f e ronics experts.

Users who acquire mental models through "hands-on" experience are apt

to develop models that are sufficient for simple computation, but that lack

sophistication required for complex mathematical work. Similarly,-most calcu-

lbtor manuals focus on procedures for solving simple computational problems,

but make no attempt to help the user generate usefUl conceptual models.

-In other words, learning to use a calculalor through hands-on experience or

manual reading may not produce "usefUl" mental models. Although a user's

mental model may be internally self-consistent and appropriate for standard

computations, different users may develop quite different models, varying

in usefulness. (1) Incorrect performance. A user may possess a model that

is consistent with simple expressions of the fcipa, 2+3=, but which generates

incorrect perfwmance when extrapolated beyond simple expressions. For example,

Neyerr& Bayman (1981) found thatAllany users assume that an expression is evaluated

as soon as a number key is pressed, such as predicting that 2+3 results in

5 appearing in the display. 12) Impoverished performance. A user nay possess

a model that is consistent with simple expressions of the form, 2+3=, but which

does not always generate correct performance when extrapolated beyond simple

expressions. For example, Mayer & Bayman (1981) found that many users assume

that an expression is evaluated only when an equals key is pressed. 1_31

Sophisticated performance. A user may'possess a model that is consistent

with simple expressions and which also can be usefully extrapolated to complex
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expressions. For example, Mhyer & Bayman (1981) found that som users assume

that an expression is evaluated whenever an.operator key (or equals key) is

pressed, such as predicting that 2+3+ results in 5 being displayed:

3. .Instructional Stu

The goal of the present study ii to determine whether useful nodels for

calculators can be explicitly taught to users. In this ptudy some users

are given modest instructional intervention, namely, introduction of a diagram

showing some internal registers. For some usera (line group) the'diagram

presents the internal registers in a line, alternating between "nuMber" and

"operator" registers; for other users (stack greup) the diagram presents the

internal registers as a stack of "number" registers vith a single "operator"

register to the side; for other users (no Model group) no description of

internal registers is given. If the introduction of the diagrams encourages

users to build more usetul mental models, then users who are given the diagrams

should show more "sophisticated" performance and less "incorrect" or "impover-,

ished" performance.

3.1 Method

Subjects and deSign. The subjects were 72 students recruited'from Intro-

ductory Psychology Courses at the UniveAity of California, Santa Barbara.

Subjects had no previous experience yith computer programming, but all were

casual users of calculators. Twenty-four subjects served in the line group,

24,served in the stack group, and 24 served in'the no model group.

Materials. The mateiials consisted of a pre-experimental questionnaire,

three instruction booklets, and three problem booklets.

The pre-experiMental questionnaire was an 8 1/2 x 11 inch sheet of paper

1 5
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with Wed questions. The questionnaire asked about the subjectts,age, SAT

,
scores, sex, major, year in school, previous mathematids-courses, experience .

with computertprogramming, ownership of calculators, and experience with

calculatora.

The instruction booklet for the line group contained three.8 1/2.3c 11

inch sheets of typed paper. The first-page presented a diagram of the key-

t.

board and displayof a typical four function calculator (see Figure 1), and

described the digit and operator keys that were relevant to the experiment.

The secondpage presented a diagram and description of the internal registers

based on a line model (see Figure.2).-The internal registers were represented

as a row of alternating lines and boxes such that a nuMber could be held in

each line and an operator in each box. The display was drawn as a rectangle,

and was described as that part of the calculator where the answer is shown.

The third page proviaed instructions for the task and gave four sample problemi.

Each sample problem consisted of a sequence of key presses, such as 3 + 2, ,

and was accompanied by a diagram of the internal line register and idisplaY

for subjects to fLU inC. Subjects were told that their job was to fill in

A

what numbera and symbols would be in the internal'registers and display after

the final key pess;
;

The instruction booklet for the steak group also consisted of three

tysled 8 1/2 x 11 inch sheets. The first page was identical to the'first

page Of the line,group's booklet. The second page presented 'a diagram ana

description of the internal regiSters based on a stack model (see Figure 3).

Tr internal registers were represented as a column of rectangles labeled

x-register, y-register, and operator-register. The description pointed'out
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that the x -register, y-register, and display could hold numbers and that

numbers could be transferred from'one to the other, while the operator register

could hold an operaior-symbol. As with the line model, the display was repre-

sented as a separate rectangle and as the only visible part of the calculatoi.

The final page provided the same taSk instructions and sample problems as

in the line group's booklet, except that the diagram accompanying each sample

problem was of the stack madel.

Figures 1, 2-and 3 About Here

The instructional booklet for the no model group consisted of two typed.

4 8 1/2 x 11 inch Aheets of paper. The first page was identical to the first

page, for the other booklets; the second page wits identical to the last page

of the other,bOoklets except that only a display rectangle accompanied each

sample problem and the subjeaOs task was to write dawn what would be in the

display after the last. key press.

; Three problem booklets were constructed using 8 1/2 x 11 inch sheets

of paper. Each sheet.contained four to seven problems, with each problem

'consisting of one to seven key strokes. Each key strOke was either a digit

(2, 3, or 7), an operation or x), or an equals (=). For the line group,

the line mndel and display were given to the right of each problem; for the

stack group, the stack model add display were given to the right of each ,

problem; for the no model group, the display was given to the right,of each

problem. EXamples are given in Figure 4. All booklets contained the same

25 problems in common.' Examples are given in Table 1. As ca-be seen, some

i9?
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problems involve standard sequences of key presses (standard problems or

chain problems) while otherseinvolve sequences,that violate the grammatical

rules of arithmetic (nonstandard problems)%

018,

Figure4 and Table 1 About Here

3.2 Hesults

.
The number or characters that a'subject thought would be in

the display was recorded for each of the 25 problems for each subject. Scoring

was then broken down into three silbsets of the data: (1) Answers to problems

1 ihrough 10 (as partially shown in Table 1) were used to determine the sub

ject's conception of when an exPression is evaluated. (2) Answers to prdblemil

11 through 23 (as partially shown in Table 1) were used to determine the

sbbject's conceptiOn of how to evaluate a nonstandard sequence. (3) Answers

to problems 24 and 25 (as shown in Table 1) were used to determine the subject's

conception of the order of execution of operations within a chain.

For problems 1 through 10, earlier studies by Mayer & Hayman (1981) siiggest

three types of strategies concerning when to evaluate an expression.

.(1) NuMber strlegy. According to this strategy, an expresS'ion is

evaluated as soon as a number key is pressed. Thus, for the problems, 2,

2+,'2J.3, and 2+3+, the answers are, respectively, 2, 2, 5, 5. This strategy

can be considered "incorrect" because it does not'allow for two digit numbers.

(2) Equals st±ategy. According to this strategy, an expression is

evaluated only when the equals key is pressed. Thus, for the problems, 2,

2+, 2+3, and 2+3+, the answers are, respectively, 2, 2, 3, 3. This strategy
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can be considered "impoverished" because it is limited to problems in standard .

algebraic rotation as taught in te*tbooks.

(3) Operator strategy. Acãording to this strategy, an expression is

evaluated when either an Operator key (such as + or x) or the equals key

(=) is pressed. Thus, for the problems, 2, 21-..; 2+3, an 2+3+, the,answers

are, respectively, 2, 2, 3, 5. This strategy can be considered sophisticated

because it goes beyond the normal algebraic notation, and attributes new
N 44

actions to the calculator. The right panel of Table 1 shows the predicted

answers for several of the first 10 problems for each of the three geneial

strategies.

For problems 11 through 23, earlier studies by Mayer & Bayman (1981),suggest

three types of strategies concerning how to evaluate a nonstandard sequence.

(I) Ignore strategy. According to this strategy, any sequence of symbols

that violate the grammar of arithmetic is ignored. For the problems, 2-i=+=+=

4 ,

and 2++3=, the answers'would be, respectively, 2 and 5. This strategy can

be considered "impoverished" because it mirrors the standard algebraic notation

as taught in textbooks.

A

(2) Reset strategy., According to this strategy, any sequence that

tr,

violates the grammar of arithmetic will be detected and the display will

produce an erroramessage. l'or the problems, 2+=+=+= and 2++3=, the answers

would be, 0 or E or 2 for the kirst and 0, E or 3 for the second. This strategy

is more sophisticated than the preceeding'one because it-assumes that tha

calculator can detect and point out prrors.

(3) Increment strategy. According to this strategy, any sequence that

violates the grammar of arithmetic As subject.to incrementation. For the

4,
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problems, 2+=+=+= and 2++3=, the answers could be 6 or 8 or lb for the first

and 7 for the second. Tills strategy is "sophisticated" because.it'allows

for an actiVely operating calculator that can go beyond the rules ofostandard

textbook notation; the increment strategy suggests that the calculator inserts

a number betweedtw; consecutive non-numeric Symbols. The right panel,of

Table 1 dhows t?e predicted answers for several of the problems 11 through

. 4 .

23 for each, of the three gener,a1 strategies. ot

.

.

For problems 24 and 25, earlier studies by Mayer & Bayman (1941) suggest .

three types of strategies concerning the order of eXecution of operations ,

in a chain.

(1) Incorrect strategies. Several incofrect strategies are possible,

including performing the chain from right -6 left (i.e., with answers of
+ch.

23 and 2p, respectively); or performing additions before multiplications

4
(i.e.; with answers of 42 and 20, respectively). Tliese strategies are incoirect

because they violate standard algebraic notation and' rules as taught in.text-
.

.
books.

(2) Left-to-rightstrategy. According to this strategy, the operations

are performed in order beginning on the left (i.e., with answers of 35 pnd

13, respectivey). This is an "impoverished" Strategy because it is based'

solely on a knowledge of simple arithmetic notation

(3) NUitiplication-b4fOre-addition strategy.

as taught in textbooks.
W

Amore sophisticated

strategy, that assumes active processing by,the caldulatori is that multipli-

cation operations are performed before additions (1.:6., 23 and 13, respectively).,

The right panels of Table 1 show.the predicted answers for problems 44 and,

25 for each of the three,general strategies.
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For each subjeCt, 'a tally wa4'madé.of the number of answers for problems'

1 through 10 that maeched anSwers for each of the three strategies for *Wwhen

to evaluate" an expression. The testfitittincevalus,tion strategy for each .

cl;

subject was dpterMined by selecting'the strategy that moit often produced
'

vswers matching those given by subjects on problems.i through 10. Table 2

shows the proportion orsulijects in each group who were classified 'as using

number, equals, and operator strategies. As can be seen, .6tere is a"trend ..,

.
,

,
. 4

in which line subjects and Aack subjects are more likely.to evaluate for. .

an Operator (i:e.s the doPhitticated strategy), than the control group.
. ..

A-chi-square test was conducted on the.data, witli the xnmiber and equals.
. ,

-

strategies collapsed intb ond cell. The cHi -square teat revealed that the
St

three groups differed significantly with-respect to the proportion of subjects using

2
a sophisticated strategy, . x = 9.01, df = 2, p.

Table 2 About Here

Img I.

For ,each subject, i. tally was made of the number of answers foliroblems 41,

, -.. Ar

r 11 through 23 that matched answers foi .. each of the three stratvgies 6.i0loy. -
.

,
.

to evaluate a non-standard expression. The best fitting strateky was deter-

,

mined for eachrsubject as described above, atia Table 3 gives the proportion,

bf-subjects froN each group that were cXassified de using,the ignore, reset, .

and increment strategies. As can be seen, the line group and, to'somV extent,,

.
the stack group, tend to be more likely than the control group to use solphig-

.

ticated strategies such as increment or reset. A chi-square test was con- 4,

ducted on the data in Table 3 with the reget and increment strategies
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collapsed into one cell. The chi-square test revealed that the three groups'
NI*

*differed significantly with'respect.to the pYopOrtion of subjects using

. p

sophisticated strategieS, X2= 620, df =.2,..k< .05.

-

0 '
.....

.

Tab lel 3 About Here.i
For each Subject, a tally was made of the number of answers ior problems

A

24 and 25 corresponding to each of the three chain strategies. The best

fitting strategy was determined for each subject as.described above,'and

Table 4 summarizes.the.proportion of subjects from each group who were clas-
.

sj.fied as uSing incorrect, left-to-right, and multiplyrbefore-add strategies.'

As can be seen in the table, there are rio major differences among thegroupS.

One reason for the failure to identify any differences among the groupg may,

be that only t'wo proble* were Red on the test..

404

Table 4 Ahout Here

4. Conclusions and Recotmendations

This study provides information concerning three tajor conclusions.
0

1. Users differ greatlY In their.mental models despite similar handi-on

exneriehce., For wsample, in the control group about a third used the nuMber

strategy, about a third used the equals strategy, -and about a third used the

operator strategy for when''to eabluate exiressions. Presumably, all the
4 of

.t-subjects were abl.ps34o competently use their calculators for basic arithmeticI. r S.

computations 'but they acquired quite differdnt conceptions oi how calculator

language operates.

4
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2. Users often develop impoverished Or incorreQt models. For e)eample,

a third of the control subjects and 8% of the model subjects tend to exhibit

an incorrect strategy (i,e., "number strategy") for when to evaluate an ex-
,

pression. Thus, there is adeqUate reason to believe that subjects who learn

. solely by "hands-on experience" may develop mental models that either are

quite limited or outright wrong.

3. Users can be encouraged to develop more useful mental models through

instructional intervention. Mayer & Bayman (1981) found subjects who lad pro- -

gramming experience (i.e.; experts ) were more likely to use sophisticated

strategies for when to evaluate an expression (i.e., operator strategy) and

how to evaluate a non-standard expression (i.e., increment and reset strategies)

"than non-programmers novices). in the present study, the tendency td

act like experts was enhanced by teaching casual users to maie use of simple
*lb

,

models of the internal registers of the calculator. Thus, the present study

5

demonstrates that mental models -canjm-explicitly-taught- to users of electronic

computing,devices, and that these moAels can enhance the level of sophistica-

tion of user performance. Of course, it is not argued that such an instructional

intervettion as .used in
4 this study would be most helpful for all nonexpert

users; neither is it argued that eny one mental model would work for all'

individuals.. Further resefirch is necessary to reveal "good mental models"

that would help the majolq.-ty of individuals to have a better grasp of the

operation of the electronic device that they work with.

4
This study suggests recoramendatious for how to provide dnd evaluate in-

struction"for electronic computing devices such as calculators'and computers..

21)5
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1. Provide the novice user with a simple and usefUl model.of the internal

components and operating rules. Some models may be more effective than others.

For example,the line model may be mOre useful for calculators using alge

braic logic while the stack model may be more useful for calculators using

Reverse Poligh Notation (RPN).

2. Encourage:the user to relate "hands-on experience' or
ffmanual in-

structions° to the model. Hands-on experience does not guarantee that the

user will "understand" what he or she is doing. Thus the user should be

challenged to predict what is going on "inside" the device during computations.

Similarly, asking a user to learn solely from a marual nay also produce un-

sophisticated mental models, since manuals generally do not discuss internal

cOmponents and processes. When manuals fail to provide adequate models,

instructors should,provide the models and encourage users .to "translate'',

the manual with respect to the models.

3. The usefulness Of a model shOuld be elkaluated. There is no guarantee

that all models will increase the sophistication of user performance. One

yardstick is to compare novices who use-various models (or no model) against

expert . Mbdels that increase the tendenCy to act like experts in a domain

ere useful; those that do not make users act like experts are not usefUl

and should be replaced.

2r?
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Table 1

EXSmples of Problems Used in the Study

g
Standard Expressions (Problems 1-10)

Answer for
..

NuMber'Strategy.

Answer for

'Ecteld Strategy

Answer for

Operator Strategy

2 + 3 5
, 4-- 3

2 + 3 +
.

5 4
3

,

-,

5

2 + 3 + 7 . 12 7 -7

Answer for Answer fdr / Answer for

Non-Standard EXpressions (Prob1emT11-23) IgnOre'Strategy ',Reset strategy Increment Strategy

,2 +-= c

%
,

2 + + =

2 x -=,

2 x x =

\

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

4

4 or 6 or 8

4

4 op 8 or 16

2 + 3 = 5 ox-6, 3 or 0 12 or 15

Answer for Andwer for Answer tor

Chain Expressions (Problems 2425) Left Strategy MUltiply'StrategY 'Other Strategy

+ 3-r7

2 x 3. + 7

35

13

23

13

(varies )

(varies) .
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Table 2

Number of Subjects From Each Treatment Group Who Were Classified

as Uqing.a Number, Equals, or Operation Stratègy /br When to EValuate

an Expression -- Problems 1 to 10

Evaluation Strategy

*.. Group Number Equals Operator

Line Group (n=24).,

Stack 'Group (n=24)

Control (n=24)

ro.

6 16

10 12

8 9 7

Note. - Chi-square test indic ei significant difference

o

among strategies us by the three groups, p<

210
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Table 3

Number of Subjects From Each Treatment.Group Who Were Classified

as Using an Ignore, Reset, or Increment Strategy for Haw to Evaluate

a Non-Standaxd Expression Problems 11 to 23

'Evaltion Strategy

221m1
r

Reset Increment,Ignore,

Line Group (n=24) 10 6 8

Stack Group (n=24) 15 3 6

Control (n=24) 18 o

Note., - Chi-square test indicates dignifica4t differences

among strategies used by the three groupf:;,,1L.05.
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Table 4

Number of Subjects From Each Treatment Group Who Were Classified

as Using a Left-to-Right, Mkatiply-before-Add, or Other Strategy

for How to.EValuate a Chain of Expressions -- Problems 24 to 25

188

Evaluation Strategy

Group Left-to-Right Multiply-before-Add Other

Line Group (n=24) 18' 2 4

Stack Group (n=24) 17 6

Control (n=241 17 3

Note. - No significant differences among groups in strategy usage.

21,<;,.--'
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Figure Captions

Figu.re 1:4. The Four Function Calculator

Figure g. The Line Model

Figure 3. The Stack Model
.

Figure 4. Examples of Problems for Line, Stack and Bo Mbdel Groups

1'4
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Figure 1. The Foui. FUnction Calculator

190

In this experiment, you should pretend that you have just been given a

simple handheld calculator. Your calculator looks like the one shgwn below.
. .

Notice that it has 10 digit keys (libeled 0 through, 9); 4 function keys for

addition (0, subtraction (-), matiplication (x), and division (:): 1 equals

key (=); and a digital display which presents numbers. You can presg k,eys in

a certain order, and the answer wIll appear in the display.

I

tsi

21,



Figure 2. The Line Model-

ap
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As you can see,, fhe diagram on the previous page shows what the calculatoK

lpoks like on the outside. tie also want you to think about what goes on inside

the calculator as you press each key. There are tua internal parts of the
0A0-

calculator that wetwhat-you to consider,'as shown below. These are the display-

.

register (1Which is also seen on theoutSide), and the main-register that contains.
. .

lines and boxes for the numbers and the,operator symbols. to be regtstered respec-
,,

tively.. Each lini'may holIA one nuMber up'to 8 digits in length. Each boX mar'

hold one operator symbol (sUch as 4., x, 0It is possible to copy,a
. ,

number.from the display-register to one of fhe slcits in the main-register.

liccu must filr-in the leftmost slot or box first and work froM left_to right

within the inain-register. 'Only the display-register is visible.during calcula-

tions ahd thus this Is where the answer will be shown. fr.

'
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1,As you can see, the diagram on the :previous page shows what the calculator
- ( 7- a

looks like on the .eutside.) We also want you t think ab6ut what goes on inside

the calculator as'you press each key. °There are four internal parts.of Che

calculator that we want you to conider, as shown below. The four parts are

the display-register (which is also seen on elle outside)the X7-register, the

Y-register, and the;:Operator7register.
.

The operator-register can fild one operatonsymbol- such as 4., x, or 0

at a time. If you press.a function key, the previous operator symbol sitting

in this register gets era'sed and the new one you just pressed.goes in the register.

- a

'The three other registkrs,.the display-register, the X-register, and the

Y-register can hold numbers up to.8 digits in lpngthr ,These registers can carry

one nuMber at a time. If there is.,already a number in tht register and if you

put a pew number in the same register, the old one sitting there will te ernsed.-

However, you may copy a number from.one register to another (such as from tile

display-register to the X-register or from the X-register td the Y-register)..

Among the registers only the .display-register is visiblA during calculations

pnd thus-this is where the -answer will be Siiown.

X
REGISTCR
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Y Figure 4. Examples of TToblems for Line, Stack andNo Model GrOups'
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CHAPTER 6

EFFECTS, OF.INSTRUCTION QN%REMEDIATION OF BUGS AND

PROBLEM SOLVING FOR THE BASIC LANGUAGE

016

t-5

4

Note

,

e/'This research will be submitted for publi ation as follows:
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Bayman, P., A Mayer, R. E. Effects of instructional method on users'

'mental models for BASIC programmiqg statements.. Journal of
,

Educational Psychology, in preparation.
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The main purpose of the present study is to determine whether the format.

of inttrnction for a computer programming language can influence the learner's,

mental model of the computer. The user's mental model refers to the user's

conception of what happens inside the comvuter between input and outiout..

Previous research. (Bayman & MaYer,'In press) found that when college

students study BASIC through a standard manual .coupled gith hands-on-

experience, %hey develop several fundamental misconceptions regarding the

meaning of programming statements. For example, about one half of the users

thought thdt LET A = B + 1 resulted in the computer storing an .equation in

memory. In addition, about one-third thought that PRINT C meant that the

compufer would print the letter C on the screen, and about 10% thought that

READ A meant that the computer would print the value of A on the screea. It

should be pointed out that subjects were able to solve the problems in the
.P

manual, and were able to successfully engage in hands-on contact with the

computer. However, in spite of mastering the problems.in the manual, most

users developed mental models that were either incorrect or incomplete.

Developing an appropriate mental model in conjunction with one's firsi

programming language may be critical to one's success in transfer and in usiig

the language creatively.,. Hence, the present study is aimed at testing whether

some instructional methods can help learners to develop useful mental

models--i.e., the present study examines whether mental models can be taught

as part of.normal instruction.

Several researchers have recommended that novices shoulelearn their

first language in a way that allows them to spontaneously build a mental model

of the system (Carroll A Thomas, 1982; Moran, 1981; Young,1981). Mayer

(1981) has also summarized research concerning the rolt' of explicit mental

models in learning computer programming.

j
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A task analysis of the BASIC language
-

(ilayer, 1979) reveals that each

statement can be described as a list of "transactions"--i.e., an action

performeit on some object in some.eomputer location. For example, the

following transactions are involved in the statement LET A = 0:.

1. Find the number in memory space A.

2. Erase the number in memory space A.

3. Find the number to the right of the equals sign in the

statement.

4. Write this number in memory space A.

5. Find the next statement inlOhe program.

Hence, through a set of transactions, we can clearly speeify the actions that

occur within the computer as any statement is executed. The present sthdy

attempts to explicitly teaCA the transactions involved in each statement, in

order to determine -whether suah explicit instruction leads to less

misconceptions and better criterion performance.'

Method

Sub'ects. The subjects were 95'College students at the University of

California, Santa Barbara. The subjects had no previous experience or

knowledge about computer programming.

Design. The subjects were randomly distributed into five groups:

(1) Standard Group, in which the subjects studied BASIC from a standard

manual; (2) Summary Transaction Group, in which" subjects studied from a manual

that included a verbal summarY of the key actions carried out for each BASIC

statement; (3) Transaction Group, in which subjects studied from a'manual that

included a verbal description of each action ,carried out bythe computer for

each BASIC statement; (4) Diagram Group, in which subjects studied from a

manual that included diagrams showing each of the actions carried-out by the
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computer. for each BASIC statementp (5) Transaction/Diagram Group, in which

subjects studied a manual that Ontained both a verbal descriiltion and a

diagram description,for each BASIC statement.

There were 19 subjects'in each group; however, data from'one subject in

Group 5 was eliminated because that subject failed to follow directions.

Materials. The materials consisted of a subject questionnaiRe, five

instructional manuals two mastery tests, and four posttests.

The subject questionnaire was typed onto an 81/2 x 11 inch sheet of paper,

and consisted ol quesfions 'concerning:. the subject's demographic

characteristics, such as alp, sex, and academic major; the subjecei

mathematics background, such as geometry, algebra and calculus courses the
d'

individual had taken in htgkschdol or college; the subject's abilAy, such,as

SAT-Verbal score, SAT-Quantitative score, ind grade point average; the

subject's programming background, auch as whether the individual'had ever

operated a programmable calculator, typed at a computer terminal, etc.

There were five kinds of manuals: standard manual, summary transaction

manual, transaction manual, diagram manual, and transaction/diagram manual.'

Each manual wai typed double-spaced.onto 81/2 x 11 inch sheets of paper.

The standard manual was adopted from a self-instructional, mastery manual

called BASIC in Six Honrs (Marcus, 1980) which is widely.used in teaching "

BASIC to students in the Microcomputer Laboratory of the University of

California, Santa Barbara. The manual consisted of two lesaons. The first

lesson covered statement execution in the immediate mode as well'as some

introductory information for preparing a program.. The statements and commands

introduced in the first lesson were: PRINT,,LET, IF-THEN statements and pEw,

LIST and RUN commands. The second lesson covered programming and includeh

some sample programs. The statements introduced in the second lesson were
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COTO, IF-COTO, INPUT, READ and DATA.. The standard manual provided iniormation

_concerning the syntax for, each statement:. examples provided-information-

concerning what the outpUt would be for a given input. For example,-PRINT X

The summary transaction manual was identiCal to the standard manual

except for some added information. For each statement,-a description of the

key actionirthat occur within the commter was given. For example,

LET X = A + B means that computer "stores in space X the sum of the number in.

A and.the number:in B."

The transaction manual was idfintical to the standard manual except for

some added information. For each statement, a detailed description of each

results in a number appearing on the sCreen.

action that occurs within the computer was given. For example, LET X = A_+ B,

means: "find the number in space A but do not erase it," "find the number in
-

memory space B but do not erase it," "add those numbers together," "erase the

old nbulber in space X;" "put the sum in space X," "138 on to the next

statement."

The diaiiam manual was identical to the standard manual except that some

information was added. For each.statement, a'diagram of, the inside of the

computer was shown before and after the statement was executed. The diagram
I.

showed the status of aoinput stack, an Output screen, a wait-run light, a
a

program list, Ind a memory scoreboard. ,For example, for LET X = A + B, in Ole

before diagram the number 5 was in space A, 4 in B and 3 in X; thd'after

diagram showed 5 in A, 4 in B, and 9 in X.

The transaction/diagram manual was the same as the transaction manual and

diagram manuals combined. For each statement bah a verbal' description of

action and before/after diagrams were given.
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There were two sets of mastery-testsone for lesson 1 and one for lesson

2. Each'test was typed on a 81/2 x 11 inch sheet-of paper. Each test consisted

of 5 questions based on the contents of the lesson, _Each test hqd a 10-min9e

time limit. Several versions of each mastery test were available for eac

lesson.

There were four posttests: general criterion, fact, verbal

siecification, diagram specification. The general criteria that consisted of

18 prOblems, each typed on a 5 x 8 inch sheet, including six of each of the

following types: interpretation problems presented a statement or program and

asked the subject to write what was accomplished in English; generation

problems presented a problem in English and asked the subject to write a

Statement Or progiam to solve the problem; debugging problems presented a

flawed statement or program and asked the subject to tell what was wrong.

The fact retention test consisted of twenty fill-in-the-blanks questions

abbut information that was explicitly stated in the manuals. The test was' '
1

typed on an 81/2 x 11 inch sheet of paper.

The verbal specification task test consisted of.ten 81/2 x 11 inch.sheets

of paper, with a BASIC statement typed on each. The subject's job -Ids to

write, in plain English, the actions that the computer would carry out to

execute each statement. Each sheet contained several blank lines, and

subjects were instructed to write.one action per line. The following

statements were given: 70 LET a = B + 1; 60 DATA 5, 10, 13; 10 PRINT C;

30 ZAT'D = 0; 80 GOTO 10; 20 READ B; 10 PRINT 'C"; 40 IF A > B TEEN GOTO 99;'

100 INPUT A;.50 IF A=BkTHEN PINT "THEY ARE EQUAL".

The diagram specification test consisted of ten 81/2 x 11 inch pages, with

a BASIC statement typed on each. In addition, the top of 'the page presented

in diagram of the computer indication the contents of the iniut stack, the

223
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contents of the memory scoreboard,'the status of the run-wait light, the

information printed on the ouiput screen; and the pointer arrow's location in

the program list. This diagram.represented the state of.....the computer before

the statement was executed. At the bottom of the.page,.there was a blank

diagram,for the subject to fill in in order to indioated'te status of the

computer after the statement is executed. .The same 10 statements were used as

for the verbal specification test.

Proceimre. The experiment consisted of five one-hour sessions over a one.

-

to two week period. In the first session, subjects filled out the subject

,
questionnaire, received a brief description of.the study, and signed up fOr

times for the following four sessions. In the second and third seegion,

subects worked on their respective manuals, following random aseignment for

treatment groups. Subjects studied the manuals at their own pace, one legton

at a session. Subjects were given the 10-minute mastery test after each

lesson. If a subject missed more than one item, t14 errors were explained by

the experimenter and the subject was nsked to review the manual. Then,

anotlier form of the mastery test was given, and so on. During the final two

sessions, the four posttests were given in the following order: general

criterion, fact retention, verbal specification, diagram specification.

SUbjects answered,the questions on the tests at thtir own pace.

Redult0

This eection provides a preliminary analysis of-the ,results with special
4

focus on whether the instructional treatments (i.e., groups 2 through 5)

increased problem solving performances (criterion test) and decreased

misconceptions (verbal and diagram spec fication tests).

Do the groups differ in study

(Groups 2 through 5) contain more mat

mei Since the experimental manuals

rial then the standard manual it irk
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likely.that subjects in the experimental groups will require more study time.

The mean times required to read the-two lessons for Groups 1 through 5 were

43, 48, 49, 59 and 74 minutes, respectively. An analysis of variance revealed

significant differencgs among the groups, F(4,89) 15.24, p < .001.
t4.

Does explicit model instruction affect problem solving? Learning a

mental model should enhance performance on the criterion test. The average

correct on the criterion test was computed for each of the five treatment...

groups. An analysis of variance revealed no significant differences among the

groups in criterion score, F < 1. Individual t-tests revealed no significant

differences among t4 four exterimental groups (i.e., Groups'2, 3, 4 and 5)1 t

therefore, these four groups were combined for subsequent analysis. The

subjects in each grog+ were divided into two ability levels--those scoring

above 530 in SAT-Quantative were called "high Aility" and those scoring at or

below 530 were called "low ability." An analysis of variance was conducted

with treatment (group 1 versus the combination of all experimental groups) and

ability (ligh versus low) as between subject factors. The ANOVA revealed a

significant aptitude treatment' interaction (ATI) in which low ability students

learned better when given explicit training in mental models (experimental

groups) but high ability learners did better'when given only .the standard

manual (group 1), r(1,90 3.84, p < .05. Apparently, high abilitY lea9ers

'are able to generate their own useful models based on their past experience in

mathematics tasks while low ability learneri benefit from the instructor

explicitly providing a model. These results are summarized in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

2
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Do the groups differ in retention of specific facts? Leatiliag a mental

model should not affect ihe learner's retention of specific factst, since the

model is independent of tke specific facts.' Table 2 lists the percentage

correct retention for the five groups. As can be seen, the experimental

treatment does not enhance fact retention. An analysis of variance revealed

no significant differences among the means, F.(4,89) t 1.14.

..........
Insert Table 2 about here

Does explicit training in mental, models reduce the nprber of

misconceptions? The experimental treatments (groups 2 through 5) ahould

result in fewer misconceptions than the etandard trestment.,,In order to test

this idea; the verbal and diagram specification tests were scored. If the--.
0

user generated the key 'actions, and no incorrect actions, for 'a statement.

that statement was counted as correct. Table 3 shows the mean number of

correct statements for subjects in each of the five treatment groups. As can

be seen, the experimental groups tend to perfo than the standard

group. An analysis of variance comparing the standard group against the four

experimental groups revealed a significant difference in overall number of

correct statements, F (1, 89) = 5.84, p < .05..

Insert Table 3 about here

Discussion

0E6 .1114MO

This study, provides promising indications that mental models can be

explicitly taught to novices. In particular, explicit teaching.of Mental

models seems most effeCtive for low ability learners. This result is'
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consistent with earlier findings by Mayer (1975). In addition, the

transaction treatment (group 3) seems to be the most efficienX instructional

procedure because it requires very little additional time while producing the

largest gains in problem solving end verbal specification performance. This

study compliments earlier research (Bayman & Mayer, in press) shoWing that

novices tended to acquire Many misconceptions. Apparently, fairly modest

T 6 4* 14.
"14 . alterations in the instructional programr (e.g., adding a discussion of

:'transactions) can iteatly reduce user misconceptions. The reduction of

:40Apnceptions iS especially iwportant for'users who plan to continue learning

r

about computer programming, since they will need to build on, their existing

'eondeptions. Further work is needed to determine the long-term effects of

'User misconceptions, and the effects of remediation.
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Table l.

Percent Correct on the'General Criterion Test for Experimental

A

Treatment Groups

and Standard 4u bjects

ASility Level
Low High .

EXperimental Groups 58% 65%

Standard Group 487. ,74%
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,Table 2

Percentage Correct on the Fact Retention Test fonFive Crpuis

Treatment Grou0

Standard

Summary Transaction

Transction

Diagram
Of

Percent Correct

72%

74Z

70%

62%

I ,

Transaction/Diagram ,72%



Table 3
c.

Percent of statemesits.Described Correctly by Subjects in

Treatment Group

Five Treatment Groups

Percent Correct

Standard 58%

Summary Transaction "64%

Transaction 71%

Diagram 66%

Tranaction/Diagram 66%
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